Examination of Rev

APPENDIX 1

Committee Questions to Rev FJ vanHu!st, and his answers

Acts, Article

Questions formulated by the lnvest:igaition Committee

in which someone's moves from his
is the work of the
of
into the state of
alive.
From that moment on he has a twofold life.
i . His
and
life
his flesh which will still cause him to fall
now and
flesh also called the sinful nature, or the old nature.
nature in this
life.
rid of this
2. The new
which is
and
new life is under control of the
dwells in you. Before you
Spirit, for since the
of your rebirth the
are under the control of
old nature. After
regeneration your
qulcKI;)nt:KJ
the
starts to
old nature.
that
we are
into the
of
This is the
of the
and the
as described in Galatians 5
Conversion is actually the same as
but then seen from the side of man.
The conversion is man's
reaction to his reaem;lraition
After the regeneration
the renewal of
man is converted and also man converts. Think of ?'1.1.1\.AI.Il:>l.lll~
that I convert. Or Jeremiah's prayer: Restore me and
return
A converted man
believes and changes his life to become
Sometimes, in theologlc.al
in the term
is in

te~rm:inci!O~IY

this renewal, which is a
..,,..,..,'1:1'..,,..,, is included
. But that is a bit "nrlti lc:,inn If it is done it
in broader sense'.

The Canons use the words 'conversion' and 'rec:~anierJ;ttion' in the narrow sense.
This
or conversion is the
of renewal, that will take a
whole
(V, Article 1,2)
In their conversion believers are transferred to the
of Christ.
Before their conversion
are under the dominion
Satan.
are subjected to the
are called out of the darkness into
light so that
powers of darkness. Then
may proclaim the wonderful
of their Saviour.
Article
The Canons speak about conversion as a grace
that He
on whomever He
wills and whenever he wills
15). He moves them from inside
that
are able to
the fruit of
{111/iV, Article 1
the last
the Canons we hear more about the life of those 'whO :have been
converted'
Note that a
tense' is used, 'those wh'd' have been
converted'.
have received the grace
In that
that God once
conferred upon
He confirms them time and
the end their
life.
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What follows after the
'conversion' but 'spiritual renewal'.

is in the Canons not called

The Heiidellbe1rg Catechism uses the word 'conversion' in one
in somewhat broader
sense, namely
Lord's
inclmiinn the
of
old nature
in
the conversion. This ,.,..,,.,,rt;t;,.,.,.t·inn
of more and more to hate
and flee from
it
89). In that sense we
say that the Catechism uses the word 'conversion'
to
an ongoing 1.11''-""'""o:o;;J>.
However in the same
we hear about the
to life of the new nature.
Which is a lift:~·-l'l'l:::lMinirln
can not be repeated. (Q!L!e~;tion 90) See also 1 Peter 1:
23.
Also in Lord's Day 44 the Catechism uses the word 'converted' ln the narrow sense
again.('those converted to God'). Those converted to God have started the new life.

I suppose that since this point caused
some confusion in the 16th
terminology. Conversion is the
Synod of Dordt decided to be consistent in
process of spiritua! renewal in which man himself with his whole
is included.
Repentance is previous to your conversion. Seen from the
of
of God, even this
repentance is worked by the Spirit. So repentance is part
the process of
to
regeneration and spiritual life.
lord's Day 32 Question 87
that
have to convert to God from an llfll'"!r:::ltAtr u
and impenitent um·eoen1tantl walk of life. you do not do that,
forfeit your inh,t=~nt:::lnr~t=~
of the Kingdom.
believer certainly has a
He is
in the ~.~ ....,..,e,.,.,.
For
gospel comes to people with the calling to repent and to believe.
Repentance is in Greek 'metanoia' , renewal of
our human mind, so that we can receive a spiritual
flesh to be crucified.
For example, we have to believe that it is oolssume
contribution from our side, which is mil1d·bo~llalino
to believe that many people settle for leg~:~lis1:ic
(often unconsciously ) expect something of your own good
in
justification. it is even
you can't experience the liberation of
why we continue to
legalistic thinking after your rebirth!
gospel of salvation by grace alone, for if we fall back into
immediately fruitless in our faith life. Then the process of sa11ctiificl:ttic~n
growth is stilted until you retum to 'grace alone.'
Regarding the renewal of our thinking, {re1per1ta1ncE~·
to 'see' that Jesus on the cross is not a
of
That requires a complete turn around of human

rE~si~>isc:entia- rn&J•t~r\ni~::oi

So the normal order is repentance under a strict law me~achino u•.nnw'llr'\A#i
the promise of forgiveness of sin), then regenE;:~raltion
narrow sense), then renewal of life
called 'sanctific<aticm')
ultimately this whole
is under control of the
alive of depraved,
dead people.
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we also have
divine power.
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work of conversion a mtHCti'Ul process as described In Lord's Day
HelldellbelrQ Catechism?
If you use it in the sense of the Canons: No
If you use it in the sense of lord's
33 Question 89, mortification, Yes.
3. Is a person converted with the use of the means of grace or without?
He is converted with the use of means. Namely
in which he is called to faith and ronontant"•l:ll
Another Important means for
to faith is the use of the sacrament of infant uat-'u.,,u.
That is a
for weak man to
that his sins are
by grace alone
his own
Infant
your election. lt does not say that you are
elected, but
shows
initiative for your salvation. Without your
knclwiE~dae, while you were
an enemy of God, God has reconciled himself with you
Son on the cross for
in your baptism
grclcic)USIV promises
do in your life.
your
To believe
of
lt requires repentance,
4. How do you
Christ"? If so, what

the unconverted members of the church? Ate
this mean?

"In

a lot of
to the oue~stic>n whether unconverted members of the
be considered
be 'in
. I would say that
are in Christ
But the promise has to become a
in the
of the IJ' vlllll;:)ll:l.
me a few more remarks:
a. The children of the covenant are received into
in Christ.
that does not take away that these
The
of the Covenant are for them.
nrr~.rni•:>oc: Still require per:sonal a!:>Pr<:>Pfiiati()n
are also sarlc:ti1fied
I iUilUI 't:JU with the
into Christ. That means also an
be.· elected in Christ
jus1~ficiation. From that
is also entitled to eat
the
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the unconverted In the church who have professed their faith as
faith?

h!~tnrll~s:t~l

lt is not
who is really converted and who is not. lt is
possible
only
or historical
faith. And
self- examination must
of the
Those who do
no true faith. That is
not repent and because of that cannot come to the
of conversion, eat and drink
judgement upon themselves
Catechism,
Day 31 ).
6. Is historical faith sufficient for salvation?
No, for it is a faith without the fruits the
about.
With this answer please keep in mind
not mean: going to heaven
after you die.
regeneration. When
Salvation is entering eternal life. That nJ:~rln~'""~o::
you are justified, you proceed from the
death to
state of eternal life.
I have often seen that
who had a hi.:tnri:..-.~1 faith all their life, were converted just
before their physical death.
when
had
the fact that
were
to
die in a very short time, they were
to give up their own life and focus on
promise only. A death-bed conversion.
I deem it even
that God's
is so great that someone who had
historical
faith all his life, the moment of his
can ask for grace, when he meets Jesus Christ
But I am not sure of this and I would certainly not
this idea. For then this person
had an absolute fruitless life and the Bible is
positive about that.
There is a moment that it is too late. Matthew 25:12.
So I would no one
to count on that
Now, when you hear his
you have to
And now you receive salvation!
That is the gospel!

Unconverted people can nh\,FCilf':~llv
it. The
of Christ is exc~ius;lvelv cc:>m1nur1ie21ted
the sacrament to their condemnation.

but do not receive the truth of
true believers. The others take

Preparatory grace is mainly outward grace.
You are baptised. You are brought up in a Christian
You go to the church. You hear
You are
to faith and repentance. That is all preparatory
the gospel preached to
in these
with you, but not in
grace. The Holy Spirit
On the other hand we could say he
the
regeneration. He softens the hearts of the elect.
This preparatory grace is in principle resistible. If you refuse to
not be converted. God will even hold this oreoorato1rv
against
The Spirit worked with you,
you
In not
you are responsible for your own rep1rot>ati~on.
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and believe, you will
He has spent on you,
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go to hell, because of your refusal to believe, you first have to
God is a
riotite<:>us God indeed. You have to admit that
reprobation is not
his eternal
re:~i.:u··tit'n of you, but
your own disobedience Him. God is not to blame. You
have
called to service in his
were a worthless servant
eternal darkness where
weeping and
of
Those who believe the
while whether
This

Anyone can have historical faith. If someone for certain reasons wants to be acc:epted
the
he
to, it is not so hard to
·the beliefs
d::=~inrl::~,rrl~ of this
He can also convince himseif
believes with his heart.
without preaching the
(the
just accepts that as true
reg:en•~ra1tlon (i.e.
an
call for self-examination), then he might
never come from his historical faith to true
He
in. false . security be vainly
boasting that he has what he does not have.
Faith is more than !:>('>r•cn<tinn certain doctrines or certain lifestyle. True faith is placing
cmnpl'ete trust in Christ.
need for true faith is not seriously preached,
certain
who cherish a false
might be annoyed with it), then the
is eoresponsible from someone's rer:1rotmtioo.
:o-nesponsible I say, God ultilrnaitely
tA::ili'!h.inn or poor teclChina
7. Is historical faith part of the
No. Until the

Even elect
through.

oreoarato1rv grace is resistible.
before the light comes

We have to be very careful in
about God's reprooatictn We should make sure
that we do not blame Him for the condemnation of
refuse to believe. Their lack
of faith is not because God did
not
them grace.
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What if God, r-n,.,n_..:Jnn to show his wrath and make his
known, bore with
paitierJce the
wrathfor destruction?
if He did this to
the
of his
to the
of his mercy whom He has prepared in advance for
glory... ? (Romans

are not two decrees. There is one decree.
Those who respond to the outward
with faith and !"on...:.nt·;::;n,,o
period of testing) receive the inward calling. This inward
for man. He can't do
else than respond to it
Seen from the point
view of God the grace of conversion of the elect is invincible
(insuperabilis).
Take note that I am not saying that historical faith is a net-:A~:sa1rv
Only those brought up in the church usually go
such a
time accept the doctrine with their mind,
can also adapt to the ac<iepted
can be that
do not
the
of the new life in them.
know
the
and
to the will of
works.
On the other hand a prostitute or drugs addict of whatever,
straightaway, only
the love of Christ which is
witlru=-c~~ir'n Christian.
moment she/he
not have the
complete
doctrine. He
believes and experiences in his
him indeed. And that can cause
life
of conversion <>tr~lin~-'•*"'""<=ll' 1
person did not need much to detest
Life
God, life without
him that far, that he realised that he needed
from outside.
Jesus Christ.
One witness of a Christian can bring him to the
"Indeed there are those who are last who will be first, and first who will be last"
Luke 13:30
To those to whom much is
from them much will be asked.

a

8. Is lt the wm of God or the will of man that determines whether the preparatory
grace of the Spirit
works 'historical faith' )
to true faith?
This question is based on several mis;untcler:stalndilr"!gs
Everything happens ultimately completely
to the holy and perfect will of God.
(Belgic Confession, Article 13)
Therefore the word 'determine' cannot be used. This term stems from heathen fatalism,
which is a distortion of the biblical doctrine of predestination. The difference between
determinism and predestination is that in predestination every man can be held personally
ra.c::tnn,nc:::ihla. for all his actions.
In
fatalistic (deterministic) distortion of the doctrine of
people argue as
follows:
If 1am elected then whatever I do, I am
If I am not elected, then whatever I do,
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In both cases human res;ponsibiWtv is taken away. That is an offence to God who is
righteous.
God gives true faith to the elect So via preparatory grace (ou11:Waird
to irresistible grace (inward
He
calls,·--,-··-~· Y'•v,unt~~~.
story seen from the point of view
is different. Man is not informed about his per:sonal
tO faith and I"AII"\AII"lf:AII"li"'~A
he wants to

him to the point of surrender to Christ,
him the
of faith and
prede~~tin;a.tion. The
left by himself in
If someone does not believe the
He signs for his own
hardness. The
offer was ser10U!SIY
be reprobate.
a righteous God.

then the wrath of God remains on him.
God in his own wickedness and
the one who
proves to

Take into account that the whole worid is condemnable before God (Canons I, Article 1)
The rule is that everyone deserves reorobatic•n
That God makes exception on this
is his eternal decree
of election.
I cannot work with 'the will of man that determines.. .'. That is unconfessionaii.Annlu:!!nA
The confession says:
The cause of this unbelief is in
Some do not believe the
themselves. lt is their own
I, Articles
5)
Others receive the
and embrace Jesus the Saviour with a true and living faith.
respond to the call
and repentance and receive faith in Jesus Christ and salvation
as a free gift. (Canons I, Article 5)
Moving on from historical faith to true faith somehow includes also a decision of man.
Namely to repent and to seek his salvation outside himself in Christ. In this process a lot of
prayer is
the
has to
to do this. Without constant
prayer
receive the
45). So here is rtAf'initAtv
oersonia! r(:~soon;~ihiilitv involved.

No. However, from the above it can be clear that there
But that I would not describe that as conditions or
What is needed is
prepared to listen,
for Christ,
You might
By the same token

way to go.
away your life
you humble.

10. Do you keep your
about someone's conversion as a
or
have you
your doubts about the conversion of some
those
have
faith and amend their life? If you do express doubts, how does this
In with Canons m/IV Article 15?
I try to keep my
for myself. Whether I have always been able to do this is
a different thing.
such opinions is
for I do not know
hearts.
whom i believe that
not yet been
There are people
stuck in historical faith and be
with that. For them I pray that
them the grace of conversion.
If I would let them know that I
would certainly experience
that as haughtiness, so I
If someone seriously desires to be converted to God, to please Him only and to be
delivered from the body of death, and
cannot reach that
on the way of godliness
and faith that he would like (Canons I,
and
to me as pastor about
together.
he will receive it. But I
it, then we would
cannot guarantee
of course, since
give the grace of conversion
at the time we desire it.
But such situations do not often occur, for it requires quite some
desire to be converted because you feel
are not
I,
Usually people are too proud to admit a
of
lt is very hard to help them.
For with a direct approach you create usually a
resistance.
to think soi1ritwallv
If the mind has not changed, then it is
So a direct
to an unconverted
His flesh spontaneously resists.
forth the desired fruit.
a
call for self-examination can
the desire to be converted
Also
example of people around you can

deal with unconverted In the church as far as
deal with the converted In the church as far as

is
is

1assume that most
members are unconverted. To them you have to show lots of
love and lots of patience. Preach the gospel. Make the voice of the Good
audible to them. They
in faith, for Christ's own
his
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careful with
Since the love of God is not
in an unconverted
I would be
effect of
church
for Oa.IPth:;ad members. Church
should have
medicine.
to a dead
cannot make the person alive.
Jncomlelited ba~ttise~d members
church diSlCipline,
create an outward life
But that is not the same as
only
them back
the law. Which is not nec~eslsariiy
course.
But we should not call it church disc~iPiiine.
do in such a case is:
disci pH ne with elders' a• otlnnntu
This usually has the opposite
hope for real repentance
away.
I can see room for a public chastisement of a
member, if the person in question
is a source of defilement for other church
Point him out as a notorious sinner.
For such a
I think you do not have to
all the
of church reg:ula.tior1s
for church
him on the
roll so
he receives
warn the congregation,
all means.
attention. But in

If someone is converted he
still fall into serious sin. Swift discipline should be
of love, but the
should be a matter of weeks
exercised in such a case. With
rather than months. A re~bom
can
to
in love. For the
imperishable seed of
is in him.
One
of Nathan was sufficient to convince David of a sin that he had been
a
The love of God that is poured out in a converted heart can
be rAklnrt:IArt
placed under discipline, the person soon repents.
Since for a
time we have not
enough attention to the need for
and
therefore not
stressed the need for self- examination, I think that we have allowed
to make
of their faith. I am not
anyone's ~~n~~Antv
unconverted
with which he orofes:ses his
But in
the doctrine of the Canons raa:arcllina the need for conversion has not
attention for a
time. I
for that, for as a
minister in the church I should have
earlier
say.
Now we are in this situation we have to show lots of love and
cases. The discipline cannot work as medicine in unconverted
do not mind at all being cut off from the
of Christ,

patiien<~

For an unconverted
life. Some
new life. Not because
God.
But in general our discipline
should be foc1usir1a
grace and the
of
love in a oer:son1al
medicine to a heart
was never alive
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1. What is the
between the doctrine
the church and
or
conversion? Do all those who are converted become members of the
catholic
of this conversion? If so how do you understand Article 28 of the
church by
ConfEISS!on which
believers to join the true church?
lord's
21 states that the Holy Catholic Church is gathered, defended and nr~~:•o:::~n'"'·rt
by Christ.
church is chosen to
life. Since a church as institute can not be
chosen for everlasting life, the Catechism
here about the elect
of God.
This church is characterised
the
faith.
Ephesians 4:1-6: "there Is one
one Spirit... "
To become a living(!) member of
church needs rebirth. You have been brought from
death to spiritual life.
1 Peter 1:3-5 "In his
us new birth into a
hope
resurrection of Jesus
from
and Into an inheritance that can never
spoil or fade - kept in heaven
who
faith are shielded
God's power until
salvation that is ready to be revealed in the last
the cornt,h9

Being a living member of this church needs true faith, so this is a
matter .
You might have been an heir of the
since you were
but as long as you
have not appropriated the promises of
with true faith,
are not made alive
from God's point of view you are to be raised from the
are to be called by
life-giving voice of the Holy Spirit. He
to
means of the
This makes the gathering of the
Christ a avn1am1c v•·'-'"'';1"'"·
The Catholic church is in the process of being
up. All the elect
Note: I am not
number of elect as
A Kuyper promoted

that the Catholic Church is
to be considered as the complete
have been counted by God
the beginning of this world.
idea and was rightly criticised for it..

This Catholic Church of lord's Day 21 is identical with the Catholic Church of Article 27
Belgic Confession.
"lt is a holy congregation and as~;emtbiY of the true Christian believers, who expect their
by his blood and are sanctified and sealed by
entire salvation in Jesus Christ, are
the Holy Spirit."
A true believer is someone who has true faith.
To become a true believer, you have to expect your entire salvation in Jesus Christ You
have to believe that your works in no way come into account with
You
appropriate God's promise of forgiveness of sin by
alone,
you are washed
indeed by his blood. In your regeneration your
is set free. You receive in your
heart the seal of ownership.
Ephesians 1:13 "Having believed, you were marked in him with a seal, the promised
Spirit, who is a deposit guaranteeing our inheritance until the redemption... "
to this holy church are
and united with one another with lleart
same Spirit,
the power of faith.
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Aojosii!es· Creed says: I
one
Catholic Church, and not: I
• ~... ''"' "" _. Church, we have to assume that
Catholic Church has
"""'"' 11;.7\JI.<:f. That can be clear from the fact that this
Church includes
Adam and
and also those who will be born in
future.
But that the Church it tllti1m::a1t.c.hJ a spiritual matter, an
of faith, does not mean that it
remains invisible. Spiritual life
becomes visible. In the first
we can think of the
sanctification of someone's life.
of
faith show

True believers become visible when
seek each
other in the
of faith to express
revealed
when
start
seek visible
with visible
in a visible church. Then
about: Join the church.
the church is a
duty Article 28 is
a visible church.
make a choice with
you join, make sure
do with a true church.
the marks
Christ Himself can oversee, is
lt is
I believe that the Catholic Church which
his work.
But
moment the Catholic Church takes a visible form in the coming
of true
believers for worship, there comes
a human element to it.
lt is still Christ who calls, but as soon as
start to
to this
weaknesses are mingled Vllith the
in the
Also true
are
;...,r~a.-~•.,.,..+ and sinful
However
take their
to be a true church
the
there Vllill
be a human
that
the
oe1iec~tion. A true
will never
100°/o pure.
reformata
reformanda.
have to take this into account when we
about a local
which is a
manifestation of the Catholic Church. The
as we meet it in its concrete form on
earth is
defiled with sin. The doctrine is
not 100 % perfect. And even if the
doctrine
be
perfect, then the
of the doctrine can
move
from truth.
That why we have to be careful in
what is a true church and what is not.
t~rwnnlll)tolu

A true church is also not a
mixed
with the true
These
have the
of the Spirit. For a
reasons
not leave the
where
have grown up.

Hy~IOCrites
Ghri~tian.s_

are
do not
or do

From God's
to
~

00

someone's heart.
Even if a true believer would know for sure, that his brother in the church is still a
hypocrite, he is not allowed to
that For that is not
the
of Christ.
You might take away the
for the hypocrite to

with one another in
love"
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the faithful God.
to embrace Jesus
understand.
The
for those who since birth
to a visible true church
could take as a given that their formal belonging the church, makes
This is a real
true
like the "Lord, lord~cal!ers" from !IJ!.::,nn.:.w
For then church members
23.
miracles in ,Jesus'
yet, since they never entered the Lrlnnfi,,....,...
of
by true faith, Jesus does not know them. They are called
examination must be preached to the "lord, lord~callers"l
order of Article 27 and Article 28 Belgic Confession is:
to faith
then join a true church. This reflects also the practical situation in
century. Many people were reborn
a
preacher, but then
a
of Christians
their
services. This
scared to
which
as a believer
cost you your
Yet
to do it, for
of heaven
to be promoted
in with the church's effort to
church. You had to
nnln.... i,nlo

are born in the
Today, however, the
situation is cornp!etely
it
takes more guts
church, but you have no faith and have no real
The local church provides a certain
to leave the church
than to
rather bring you the physical
security, a social
this
punishment Article 28 speaks about,
2. You were able to attend the
and the lord's
church. Does this indicate a broader view on the church than

No. lt indicates
faith in the Catholic Church. lt indicates my belief that this holy church
is not confined or
to one particular
or to certain
but is spread and
dis1oer:sed throughout the entire world. lt
belief
sins are washed
blood. it indicates that I am
and
heart
will
one and
the power of
all who share this faith
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a manifestation of the Catholic Church.
all the true believers in St John's and I feel called to express that
and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ.
there is
a visible ecclesiastical
between our bond of Free Reformed
churches with the Presbyterian Churches of
as a bond, is a different story
of faith

I cannot establish such an ecclesiastical
are to be decided
Official
between different bonds
Before you would do that, I suppose a lot of inv;estligaition
YOU (with your COiriSIStC:IfY) SifC)OCliV
Reformed Church of
The de,ilei~OPITieints
and much further than the Free Reformed
of
as a whole rn·"'~~Aad_
does this indicate a broader view on the church than Is pra1ctls•d
Reformed Churches of Australia?
that this que~stlc)n has been
I do not understand the word 'again'. lt seems to
asked earlier. I
that you think you are reit1era1ting Question
to
Question 2 with
The new nlu:~~tifln : Does this indicate a broader view on the church than is practised within
the Free
Churches of Australia?, can be answered with 'Yes".

I have the impression that if in
our
think in terms of a bond of
churches.
"I
that the Free
Churches of Australia is
the true
, or ~nrnA'iAih:::at softer: "I believe that the Free Reformed Churches of
Australia is a true church".
I believe both
to be in contradiction with the confession.
Article 28 does
speak about a bond of churches, but about a local
That
is the church.
the catholic Church of Article 27
itself on a
level.
Article 27 has
that the Catholic Church is one in faith,
and love. But this
church is not confined or limited to one
or to
persons, but is
spread and dispersed throughout the entire
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I cannot read that in
other way than that we cannot confine or
One particular bond Of t"!hllri"!I"IA~ Or tO One particular international nrnlt:~ni~t:~tinn
Rti!~llnnnin•n to a Certain bond or
a
false.
a bond, but truth
whether a church
Articles 28, 29
out how this dispersion shows in
true believers
how to deal
Article 28, the duty to join the church is not spE~akinQ
As a believer
cannot
for rnemb·ers.hiP
can
do that. A
can
local
be

In the time of Guido de Bres there were
also claimed
did not have the
the name 'church'. But
believers had
to discern
and
from the
of God what the true church is.
Since the
is
have to discern what is a sect, or a false church or
to
according to the confession. As a true believer I do
the true church. Which is
not need a
decision to
that for me.
The word 'recognise' in Article 29 is something different from what seems to be
understood in our circles. In my
experiences in Australia I have found that people
a true church' is making an official statement as
are inclined to think that
That, in
is unconfessional '""' '""~·· ....
Synod about another bond of
If we after more than 15 years of contact with the
Church of Eastern l"''.u,::.uc11!a
still find it hard to
them as true
deny the 'easily
Confession.
recognised' of Article 29
A bond of churches
not the
Reformed Churches of Australia) is not
the Lord in a
of giving that kind of official statements about other
churches in the
or in the worid.
to a different bond
If we
the
of the church in other churches who
with those
of
a
can decide to start an ecclesiastical
Is beneficial?
churches. And of course that
a kind of
it our
true or false.
etc). But our official
about a
a
truth does that.
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group of believers
disper'sio:n, or not If
then
have found
true believers. If a true
is not
,JI.Ih,!:llt.:.,ua .. (urlspirittJal) reason, then you have to do with
a
on their own
the wrong reasons. The word 'secf
means that it has cut off itself from
Catholic Church.
from the Church as it reveals itself in a
A true believer who for whatever reason
of believers, is
as a
But Article 28 is very careful in
local
such an
of
it is
God's ordinance.
Apart from sects there were and there are also false churches.
but their
is: they
a false or rti ..,tn..tart
for they are open for everyone to
doctrine. For a true believer that
not the
to go either. The Catholic Church does
not reveal itself in a false church.
a false church or r.o.nu:air1inn in a false church
Moreover the true believer
of
himself in
He would
not
his children to be there,
for the chance
is very small.
away from
discover truth in a false
it, if you seek the
Break with it, if you are part of it.
You were
view on the church is broader than Is
within the
Free Reformed
of
I have
"Yes".
But I can say a bit more about the Free
of Australia church-viewdecisions over the
(espe<~ially re1oa:rdirlo Presbyt,eri~tn churches and
that we are
a certain bond of
is an offence to
Son of
nrt:l!~t:l!r"v~~ and defends his
church out of the whole human race in the unity of true faith. is also a direct denial of
Article 27 of the Belgic Confession.
Moreover we show the same mA,nt~;lit\1 as the sectarians who wanted to stay on
themselves for the wrong reasons.
wanted to cherish their OWfl
of
doctrine but refused to work
with Christ in the gathering
and
not.conrlinn of the Catholic
is
the ordinance of
an almost exclusive
church members (ministers or
on the
of
to
visible true
they are mis;le!ldirlg
the
called children
Lord, to trust in their membership of a
which considers itself to be the true church with exclusion of
others. This
emphasis can
lead to
with the visible church.
such an idol is
enter into
hearts and true conversion
hacked dowrl to
faith can
will not be t:l!vr,~riAnr'Arl
The
'a member of Christ'. This is a
matter.
HA,Innrun,n to the true church can be a matter of
We have to keep
that a
the true church) cannot save you.
"'"'""'"'~•.,;.,

if there is too much
peters out

c:~mnh~:u~ic:

on

nt:!!l•"nn;inn

to the true church, real

life
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Then we end
with the same situation
dominated the
scene. (1 Corinthians 1)
Then Paul warns us with this

the

in Corinth where divisions
For since there is jealousy
mere men?
when
are you
mere men? (1

of understanding so that we can become spiritual again.
and that God's
for God's temple
Cof1inthi'ans 3: 16, 17)

lives
sacred

back to the specific question about the local Reformed Church of Australia. With
and sisters there we share the true faith of Article 27 of the
Confession.
it Now we are
to
that also in a
We
nJ:ai·ior•thl But the
Article 28 remains, for us
for
co1ntession. So both of us are under the
same
obl!igc:ltion And we try to act r:RirAflil!v
to this calling.
To have
ecclesiastical ties with churches at an enormous ge10g1·aphical
(Tasmaniae w~~!=:t1r:11rn Australia) can be rather convenient. But
do
a
make it
for ourselves but rather we have the
to be obedient, also in
to
the
visible union with all the true believers.
applies in the first piace on the
local
How this visible unity has to be pursued, is a matter of
Church in
How far we can come with
a more
Launceston, is in the hands of the
At this moment we are
in the h~r1inn1inn
do
not know each other it is
to love each other.
Consistory treads carefully, for we have rs!';~nons.ihiiitv
That takes time. We
them as true
Christ,
was
But we have not made
declarations about them. We will not do
either.
There may come a time that we make an official declaration about our relationship.
We still have no official
relationship with each other. But since when do you have
to be engaged or
to someone before you can make a first move to get to know
each other?
If a Synod wants to make an official statement about the relationship with the Reformed
Churches of Australia as bond of churches, that is a different story.
hrr\th~~roc::

inv~estiigaltion committee, I also
how to speak about the (local
that the body of
Can you call that the bride of Christ?
of God? Can you call that the
of the
I answer all these
hesitation affirm~:itive.
That is exactly the
of it, that Christ wants a to call a ;~:::tnlnnlllnn
his bride. He sees her
as his perfect creation. The true
of God indeed. Just as a
believer is.
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the marks of the false
to the Word of God
29 of the

At"!r!rurlinn

5 You (with
the local Re:forime1d

with

As far as I know I have never endorsed this, neither has
PAirj:;.oJnalilv I would encourage it, if it would coma up,
as I
in the ore·lliotJs
answer, we have to tread carefully. The
interests of our youth are
to us,
but also
have to be taken along in
This might take a
not keep us from taking
steps now and then.
But that
beneficial for your own
Bible
with people from various bac~kQI'OUI"'ds is
in
If we do never interact
other believers, we become t"!tvlftl~~oo
doctrine ourselves before we know.
Moreover to
the Bible with other people is the
way for us to get the truth of
God's Word across to them.
I
this kind of interaction with other believers or unbelievers, indicates a
on the church than certain
in our churches promote.
The true church is
with
Word of God with those outside Christ.
have to be called
and repentance. You can
do that with the Bible in your
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not in the business of
to find a mairristge partner
For that is what the
marry, make sure
in the Lord.
the church.
member is not automatically
Lord.
point is not that someone is in the church, but that he is In Christ. And that
is not
same.
In our local situation, the choice for m~rri.::lnQ partners within the Free Reformed church is
limited. In stead of just
with an unbeliever, f rather encourage them
to
at least a Christian as a
When I find out someone is
If I find that
f'n!nnr·t:~n:::ltit1n member in
there is no interest in the
Christ's name to break
of mixed
courtships. What has Christ in common
iml"'vu-t..::~nt

I also
'mixed
remains in our church and the other
one in another. The church question
solved and decided upon before the
I can·· assist in that choice, but the ultimate choice is their own responsibility
Lord.
have to give account for their choice.

sins
Regarding the iOflr.liV1em~ss of sins I do not make a distinction between converted and not
converted
I preach to
and
all their sins as often as
believer that God has
should not
the promise of the
they by true faith
~C>mnh~~c:ic:~o that
to ask for 'i'I'\11'1"11\IOI"'UCU:'~:>
emphasise that
have to
that their
have been
Believing
can claim that Christ has died for all your
you a true believer.
he has paid the debt you have
and are
all the time.
I can not quite
what you mean with
basis.
If you think of unconscious sins
the Holy Spirit makes you aware of
and fight them.
If you think of sins
and give Him
the Spirit may enable
meantime you have
take
responsible to break with this
(Philippians 2:12)
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have done, then you better ask that
sins, so that you can confess them
have to confess them to the Lord
the blood of Christ
then that
that He will do
!n the
sin and that you are also
co1mnlutJ to work out your salvation

Examination of Rev

The
And is
makes this fl"\r,niUt:onA:>C!C>
others but also me ronr:~1V1en~~ss
the
Spirit.
someone is burdened
him not to ask and ask
him to believe the promise

ask, which
true
not
to
faith is worked in my

tonlive1ne~'s

of sins comes to

At the end of the day in an
the
the slate is clean for the day. I consider
that a

A true believer stands
sin. Othetwise he
our poor consciences would be coJ7stJ-;mt.fv
death and passion of our Saviour (Art

What
Plead on

should do is: claim the tnw.niul:'lng::IC:::CI!
promise made in your bat,tisrn:
~'"~nuu~o::~< once baptised, can
back
In
Covenant
are
to tnnniv,~nj:~!O::l': of sins. Christ has died for your sins. God
will not hold
from you. For He is a
God.
do not
God in
every person for wh::~~t~·vsu
not
that your own sins have been
remains on you, until you come to faith.
"l believe the tnr,ruv.Pn&~~<:~ of sins". This is one of the twelve Articles of the Ao.ostlles'
Creed. Also here
rather on the believing that on the asking.
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van Hulst
of sins and that they then will be
is, I believe that God will no more

trw,niv,~nt)~""

remember my sins, nor
I claim the forgiveness of
with just as much confidence as that I claim my daily bread.
"Give us
our
bread"
bread
is available
on the table, for i know it is a gift of God.
I take my
And it is
for me to eat it with a free conscience and
I invite
own children who sit at
table to take
want to eat. Here
children
is for you! You are entitled it as
children.
bread would say,
Dad I know I
If one of my children when I pass them a
am absolutely unworthy, but can I
this bread then I say:
I have
it
to you. Believe that
are my
Take it and eat it. I expect my children to
my children and
as t!JI:I!~Ycu;:).
God has made us his
We have to believe that and act !:!lf't..nr,rlinnl\1
With all humility of course, for it is
to be called as a child of the
As God's child I have to accept
of
sins with humility and thankfulness.
As true child of God who was made his
child
Jesus Christ, I am entitled to it. And
seek
of my sins and my
that is a matter of faith. I
righteousness in Christ My
In terms of reconciliation with God.
Romans 5:1 0 "For if when we were God's enemies, we were reconciled to him
death of his Son; how much more
been reconciled, shall we be saved
in God through our Lord Jesus Christ,
life. Not only is this so, but we also
"
whom we have now received
This text says that God reconciled with us when we were still enemies. That is the
to be preached to
This
of the
people to be mc:ondlt::1rl
with God; :rhe
reconciliation
someone
his reconciliation with God (
exists
gospel with true faith. Then he also
in the forgiveness of his sins) with
joy. He knows for sure that his sins are
forgiven.

The law of God
1. What function does the law of God serve for the unconverted?
to those who have been converted?
or
not?

2. Must the law of God still be

I make indeed a distinction between the law for the converted or for the unconverted.
Not that the law is different. but there is a difference in use of the law.
When·· I preach I am aware that I
to a mixed bunch of
Unbelievers, true believers, hypocrites.
I do not address them seg:>ar<a.tely
I
to them as the congregation for whom Jesus Christ has
believe that their
have to examine themselves whether
sake of Christ's blood only.
To the whole
the Ten Commandments are to be preached strictly.
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To the unconverted the Ten Commandments have to be
as a law. That is as a
law
obedience, with the sanction: If you do not fulfil this law oer1ec:t1v.
you are
threat is an important
of the
so that the llnf•nn\IAr'tAI"i
can come to repentance.
have to
and ask for the grace
in Jesus Christ (Galatians
which at the same time is
To the converted the Ten Commandments still have to be
But not as a
law. For a law is characterised
a sanction. Since Jesus
has taken the sanction
for
of the law
the true believer is free from the curse of the
law.
is left for him is to
to the Ten Commandments and do them. For
Christians are not under law but under
lt is
that
are made able to
demands the law.
Not
they have a
obedience already. Lord's Day 44 Question 114 asks this
can those converted to God
such a command for
obedience?"
obedience.
The answer is that even the holiest ones have only a nArlinn,inn of this
So also to the converted the Ten Commandments should still be preached strictly.
That
them from
conceited.
have to keep their spiritual humility
under ail
will never
in themselves.
Ten Commandments
become more and more
the strict
aware of their
The deeper your awareness of your sinful nature,
the more
seek
of
sins and your
in Christ.
also to the converted
Ten
have to be preached
A second reason
sharply, is that
will more and more strive for
they know they will
not reach this in
life,
long for the
perfection
all their heart. In the
state of
this
never even the slightest desire contrary to any of God's
our heart
Then we will always hate all sin and
ever arise
delight in all righteousness. Then we are
same as Jesus.
just as perfect as Jesus.
Now we are only in God's
But then we are just a
as Jesus also in our own
neighbour. Then our renewal into Christ's
by the
That is our
future.
submitted to
Launceston, 10 June

and in the eyes of our
is cornpl,eted.

1998 Free Reformed Churches of Australia

Fred van Hulst, Verbi Divini Minister.
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APPENDIX 2 ~ Speeches at Synod (refer Acts, Articles 80, 92)
launceston of The Free Reforrned Churches of Australia 11
Dear esteemed brothers in Jesus Christ
This is an historic occasion • for the first time in the almost
years of our existence as
churches in South Africa and Australia
we have an official delieg;ate
synod. !t is really not
to boast
we are
that our
and
Saviour gave the ways and means for a final realisation of a more personal contact
privilege, on behalf of the Free Reformed Churches of South Africa,
lt is therefore my
greetings of the brothers and sisters in South Africa. We would
to bring you the
also like to assure you, brothers, of our love for you in Christ Jesus. You are dear t.o us
because we know of your desire and
to serve our Lord
to His
infallible Word. This is a gift of God's
which we with
and
We live in evil times -times in
love for God, His
church
His
service are diminishing. What an encouragement it is then to hear about and, as has been
my
these past few
to witness your steadfast faith.
May I use this nnnn'"'""ru
indeed because
special difficult
importance to en<~ourag1e
the moment, that we have deemed it of the
presence and words.
the Lord give that our nclrQnnl:ll ore1ser1ce
assure you of our love for
But even more imr'll"'lrl'l:lnt
our presence to
you
your eyes on the unlSPE~akabl!e
in heaven who
us to Him.
I can assure you that
these past few months since we came to know
about the disunity in
lived intensely with you in our
That
is true of the whole
of Free Reformed Churches in South Africa,
special way of the Free Reformed Church of
serve as minister. As you all know, the Rev FJ vl:lr1Hilld was
and he served the church in Cape Town with much fruit for
ten years.
people
in that church came to know and believe in the love of our Saviour, through his preaching
the
of our emotional and spiritual
and pastoral care. You can
Rev vanHuist
involvement around the charges that are brought in
From our deputies I received the instruction_ to
involved with their
specific burdens and serve them with advice." I have
the
of
your Synod for the
few days and met with Rev
I hope
will
an
opportunity to
with the consistory of the church here in launceston and also to
encourage the whole congregation
the
of God's Word on
Our wish for you is that God
have to do as
dernar1ds your all.
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Our archhe can. Be
Jesus Christ.
that the church is
our work.

De111SI•oprnelnts in the Free Reformed Churches of South Africa.

you a bird's
view of the
Reformed
Until 1992 the
from the
in which God
if not all, our
were devoted
seJ:>clriEltely from other
with reformed
of
in South Africa. In our search for
exc:lus:ive·lv directed towards the Gereformeerde
was a big
for reformation in
i\Jt)!rl;:)rrltli'te! ,.-;:,.:u·.c~tnrTn<:I.OO.i"t'it:> Kerk. All of this was hl:lii........CIII''Iii"U"'
expectations from that church.
The whole life of the three Free Reformed Churches in the
when
new direction
ministers of the Word, who were either
truth of God's
or could not
in the Nederduits Gereformeerde
the Free
Churches! These brothers were ae<~eptea
as true ministers of
Word of God after
examination; and alll.iiUIIIIO'iu,,v
ministers in the bond of churches. Hence
ad hoc
we had
The first of these ad hoc synods that
to deal with the examination of
other churches that joined us was held in 1993.
That was also
the time that all the ministers that
served in the bond of
churches in South
left for one reason or the other.
received a call to
Tasmania, Revs EA deBoer and FJ
both had to leave for Holland because of difficult
in the mission-field a vacancy arose with the
circumstances in their families.
r~o.,!:lln·• ..-.o of Rev M deVries. That was the Lord's clear way of rennovina
'tn.r·.ainlhn' ministers and
them with men who all went
a time
for
reformation in other federations. The Free Reformed Churches
becoming churches in South Africa for the people of God in
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The

whole church that had to break
in
for affiliation with our churches. We
the Lord's wonderful
and us, and in an ad hoc
in
held in
Bethal, the Vrye Gereformeerde Kerk van Bethal
our bond of churches.
Free Reformed Churches,
Their minister, as with a!l the other ministers that
went for a period of
orientation to the
University at Kampen in the
Netherlands.
In this way, the Lord has led us to become a
shaken from our
as an imlmicJratnt
'our heritage', to become churches of
others around us. To become an indiQenmJs
become any less a
Reformed
On the ........-.t.-~~""'
learned to appreciate even more what God has given us in
His church on earth.
In the
few
men for shorter and longer periods to
to help their
the moment there are a few young Afrikaans
men from our churches
want to be
for the
We were
confronted
with the options that we had, and decided that it is in the
interest
the church of
Christ in South Africa that we start with our own
Deputies were
ao1cmi1ntsd to
the possibility of
the necessary
from our midst.
oalthelred from Hamilton
on the
of a report that was
submitted to some of the lecturers.
The reaction
Kampen was a great
encouragement, and our ad hoc
of 1997 decided to form our own theo!ogic.al
university with the name of The
of the Free Refonmed Churches of
South Africa.
Five part-time lecturers were :lln1nnint~Hi
and the first student started his
theological studies proper at the norlinn,inn
Students
admission to the
program must be in the pos;sel3SiC»n
degree with Greek and
at third
level and at least Latin at
year uni'vensitv level. After that he still has to cornplete a
four~year course, of which the second part
last year is used for a thesis in the
of
specialisation chosen.
Why this story of mine? Brothers, you and we struggle with similar issues. You want to be
church of Christ in Australia. Great! I
want to encourage you that you have your
of God in your country. Be
to sac:m1c~e
wide open to notice the work of the
certain peculiarities of our own lives as Free Refonmed Churches.
For them we must rather die! Bur let us leam to discern between what is
Dutch church culture on the one hand and what is
of our most holy faith
with the people of God in our time and through all
ages.
be of mutual benefit to
May God give that our contacts will intensify and that we will
He has chosen to give
one another as we earnestly seek to serve the Lord with the
us.
To His name be the glory, now and for ever more.
E. Viljoen
Verbi Divini Minister
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RESPONSE on behalf of Synod by Rev A Vaidman
Dear brother Viljoen,
When responding to your address of last
on behalf of
first of all I
would like to
our warm
the gesture of the
Reformed
Churches of
Africa that in
time for the Free Reformed
send us a
but instead saw the
Churches of Australia you did not
I can assure you on
need of sending
to pass on a
behalf of all of us that we are
not only
words you have
but also by
actual presence in our midst. Your
has once
home to us
sister relations have,
when there is
to
with
other face to face. Please thank
Free
Churches
for the effort they have taken in
this visit possible, even on such a short
notice.
We were en(~OUira~:!ed
the amazing de\teiC)DITlents
lt is our sincere
miracle from God's
continue in a positive way for the furtherance of

n~thiQr'inn

work in South Africa, about
the past years. Indeed, a
these
may

In the discussion after your address to
climate in
country as
more and more
the
of
church
the courage to witness the
in an undiluted way and may He
continue to
bless this
of His churches in South Africa.
address to
you
us to keep our
of God also in our own country. You said,
PBlrYUII'amrtes of our own lives as Free Reformed Churches
cultural
one can indeed get so used to certain
which we do
church life, that these customs almost become
meeting with
from a different
they may well be~
come a ~h11mhllinn block on to the road to practical realisation
We
with you
that this should never be the case. Certain customs should not
as the
Yet next to cultural differences there are also matters of
On that score we
should never water down the truth, but contend
for
which was once for
all delivered to the saints,
1 i.e. the
indeed unites us with the
the ages. Here we touch
of
of God worlduwide and
every
with the
of which we make
Creed.
l"~thnllil"itv
hinlhlin1ht~

is has various aspects, which are also mentioned In Lord's
Question and Answer 54. There Is the ~2mimtl~
that Christ gathers His church "out of the whole human rscs.
His church "from the be!;,1inn11ng
out that Christ
this
and historical
there
also
refers to the fact
gathers his
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church "in the unity of the true faith. " This quantitative
Faber in his
is derived from the word 'catholic'
whole of the truth'. means that
on the basis of the whole truth
be real unity. Rev. Viljoen, we
the Lord that we were able to
your
here at
We
that it is
for
once for all
to

avr\.arit:>nr•o

Therefore it was good to meet
lt was also
the
of the
we may
as well as
terday, in which
ence to which
us. it is my sincere
and
that both that joy and
obedience may grow stronger and
in Christ's
in South Africa as well as
in Australia, and this to. the
of
has chosen us in Christ, not because of us
but according to the sovereign
pleasure of His will, out of mere grace.
Rev Vi!joen, again we thank you for
trip home.
God bless
not
turer at the recently ins'tituted TI1E~olc>gical
churches on behalf of us. Hopefully in
this
the lord
we will meet
see
Christ has
Africa.
Indeed to Him as
the church be all glory for now and for evermore.
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a safe
as lee-

AJJ;oen,alx 3
Nicene Creed
APPENDIX3
Nicene Creed
Esteemed del1egaltes of Synod:

Re·aa!'dirla the Nicene Creed, Synod 1996 of the Canadian Reformed Churches made the

"To
the
revised edition of the Nicene Creed rec.ruastin1g
churches to test it and to send their comments
to the StBrndfng co~mnJitt~le
"Book of Praise'' for evaluation:
We believe in one God, the
Maker of heaven and earth, of all
visible and invisible.
And in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only be!'lOtten
before all ages; God of God,
true
one substance with the Father,
whom all

be{JroffE'n of the Father
be(Jotlren. not made; of

Who, for us men and our salvation, came down from heaven and became incamate
the
of the
was made man. He was crucified for us under
was buried,· and the
He arose,
to the
Scriptures; and ascended into heaven, and sits at the
Father,
will
come again with
the
and the dead,
shall have no end.
And we believe in the
Father and the Son; who with
spoke
the prc~pnc:~ts.
And we .believe one

catholic and apostolic Church.
forcrive·n~;s

of sins; and we look forward to the

come. Amen"
information, I submit the
of the canadian
to
the
that have
made, and the reasons for these chi:m~1es.
basis of their
I make the same
as indicated above.
ninlnlin·ht~

PROPOSAL: To
the revised edition of the Nicene Creed
reauel:;tin10 the
test it
to send their comments (if
to the St::t1nrlirtn
r::nlm ..... itt.::u::. of the • Book of Praise'" for evaluation:
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GROUNDS:
1. Since we use the Book of Praise in our churches, it would be ni'Qf&~>r~ahlo:!
same text for the Nicene Creed as found therein
Acts
2.
lt would be
for the Australian churches
Creed
been
adopted by the f"',..,,..,,..JI;,...,.,
which
be
at
next
3.
the Nicene Creed nm,\JisiinnJ~!Iv
test it and send

In Christ's service,
A van Delden
Parts of the Report of Canadian Deputies to their

(1966)

Ill CONSIDERATIONS:
D. The
revision of the Nicene Creed is more than a
revision. it is also a
Dr. N.H.
and
The Committee has followed the
translated the
text
allowances for
and the1olo~aical
Based on the
of a
of
it becomes clear that
some
for the
have taken away from the flavour of the original
text and some of the changes are
convincing.
1. The deletion of the words "God of God• as su~1ge~ited
is based on a
text of the Nicene
the received
include it.
2. The
of the church at
to retain the word a;• instead of ~e· is based on
their
and not on any
texts of the Nicene Creed.
3. The
at Fergus is incorrect when
that the revised text as proposed
by the Committee has changed "Creator• to
•
4. There is no
reason to
"God of God• to •God from God" since both
translations
word used in the
text.
5.
"And" has an
structural function in the Nicene
and should be
retained wherever possible.
6.
The Committee's reasoning is debatable when it says that "one may state that he
believes in the church as an indestructible reality, and a life giving divine work present
on earth". it may be better to leave out the •1n• in the phrase "I believe
a holy
catholic and
church• to avoid confusion.
7. There is no
to
to "we confess• since both
po~~sible translations of
are used intlerc:.harlO~Iablv Tru•ru .... 1'\.ni!Y
:sc:!noture as well.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
Synod decide:
F. To adopt orclviS!iOnlallv the following revised edition of the Nicene Creed rtl'o...!utl'o::.ue,~.~
churches to
it and send their comments (If
to the Stclndina f"' ...............~;*'"""
Book of Praise for evaluation:
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AtrmaJm'V. Maker of heaven and earth, of all things

be!JrOttEm of the Father
be~1oti'en, not made; of

come
And we
and the Son; who with the
through the prc~Ph•9ts.
And we
We ack:no,!VIe<1ae
resurrection

af)O•stol'ic Church.
ronr;tv~em~ss of sins; and we look forward to the
world to come. Amen.

decided not include the ap~)endicl~s
added because
form an

We believe in one God, the Father n.1rr1inhru Maker of heaven and earth, of all
visible and invisible.
We believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the
Father before ail
God of God,
of
be~lotlten, not
made; of one
with the
all things were made.
For us men and for our salvation, He came down from heaven and became incarnate by
the
of the
and was made man. He was crucified for us under
Pontius
Ha
was buried; and He arose on the third
in accordance
with the
He ascended into heaven, and is seated at the
of the
come
in glory to
the
and the dead;
will have
Father; He
no end.
We believe in the
the Lord and Giver of
who proceEilds from the Father and
the Son; with the
the Son He is worsl'11iPCied and
He has
apostolic Church.
for.aiv.em!Ss of sins. We await the resurrection of the

B.
for a un~;ul~5tlc revision of the Nlcene Creed,for the Sblndlng CommlttM
for the Publication the Book of Praise, eubmitted
N. H. GOl:)tjeS.
1. General Remarks Concerning the Text of this Creed
The creed which we now call 'Nicene Creed' is the creed decided
Constantinople, 381. The
text is in Greek, it can be found in
103

Christian Creeds,
297ff. with a careful translation in
The translation in
differs in a number details from the text in our Book
This English text
goes back to a Latin text used in the
as to what kind of version wants to
Your committee has to make a general
present to
three avenues are
a. To
of Praise in today's
the
Greek text;
b. To translate the
text as
the
of this creed nnr~l! an inn
c. To
the
text,
not in a
usage and
development.

disad\rantaa1e of the first alternative is that the text will grow away from its roots if the
in a
correct
considered. The second alternative will end
the translation In Kelly) which
not be
for a cor1ore~aa:tion
today confessing
and his work for us. The
seems to be
and
is, in fact, in agreement with the
the Forms of
have been
in the 1980s.
If you opt for this route it means
should be
case by case
most satisfactory.
FolloWing this approach I present the following translation for
consideration. The
numbers inserted in the text correspond with explanations
the text.
2. Transration
We believe (1) in one God, the Father .... ,..... ,"' Maker (2) of heaven and
earth, of (3) all things visible and invisible.
We believe {4) in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the onlv·tl1e01Dtt~m Son of God,
h<P>I'11ntt.:ln from (5) the Father before all
from
true (8}
from true (8) God;
not
one substance with the
Father; through Him (i 0)
For us men and for our salvation
(11) came down from heaven;
by (12) the Holy Spirit He became {13} incarnate of (12) the
Mary and
was made man;
He (11) was crucified (14) for us under Pontius Pilate; Ha suffered and was·
buried;
on (15) the third day He arose (16) according to the ;::1\,;lii!Jtll..ll~::>,
He (15) ascended into heaven and sits at the right
the Father;
He (15) will come again in
to
the living and the dead;
His (15) kingdom will have no end.
We believe (4) in the
the Lord and Giver of life;
He proceeds from the
and the Son
Father and the Son (18); He
He is worshipped and
spoke through (19) the nrntnni!:l,tC!
We believe (4) in (20) one
catholic and apostolic Church.
We confess (21) one baptism
the
of sins.
We look forward (23) to the resurrection of the
and the life of the
worid (24).
Amen.
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Nicene Creed
3.
(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8}

We believe. The Greek text has the
of the Eastern Creeds use
the plural, rather than the
in
Western
The
•1 believe" in
our version of the Nicene Creed is an
of the Nicene
to the APOStles'
Creed. There can, of course, be no
retaining the e>q:>ref>SICin
the Book of Praise: "I believe."l am, however,
of following
"We believe.• This underlines that the
and the communal
Creed we
that personally am
complement one another. With the
committed to this faith. With the Nicene Creed we express
we share this faith
with the catholic church.
Maker. The Book of Praise has in the Aoostles· Creed "Creator" but in the Nicene
Creed it has "Maker." This is a correct
of the Greek text and can be
retained.
The Greek does not have "and" here. Te should not be translated as "and•, it forms
of the
oratoon te kai aoratoon 'of visible as well as invisible things'.
has mwe believe•
in the first line, and it is nowhere repeated. In
fact, most of it,
to
sentence. Such
sentences are
possible in
also
is indicated in
of the
are awkward, .and more difficult to
accusative case.
understand. In the
of the Book
verb is·added to the articles on
the Spirit and the church. lt therefore, inconsistenUhat "we believe" is not added
to the confession of the Son. "'We believe" is added here,,~and" could be deleted.
"From•
"of" four times in the Book of Praise. This is closer to the Greek text
(ek).
uses in all instances "from•; the New International Consultation Text has
"of' once and "from• three times. Is "from• not h.al~+ar s;:..,,...u.,h?
The Greek word aeooo can be translated in a
sense (age) as well as
in a local sense (world). The meaning of the plural
is difficult to understand
in this context, and the obvious meaning of the
God from God. These words are
in the
they have been added
later to the Latin version. Since these words are
•true God from true
God" this later addition does not contribute anything substantial and the original text
can be restored.
True. The Greek word alethinos does not mean
be a case of
Latinized
varum does not mean
~utl~ts:l;nr-4::.\ The Greek does
to

after •made•; the sentence continues. If one
Whom all

ek sHe became incarnate from
could
the
that the
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prepos~ition:

(13)
(14)

(15)
(16)
(17)

(i8)

(19)
(20)

Spirit is the Father of Jesus Christ. The proposed translation avoids this
impression.
incarnate. This is a better
of the a.orist than the usual: "He was
incarnate.•
Crucified. The Book of Praise has "was crucified also.• The word te, however, should
be read in connection with
He was crucified ... as well as Ha suffered
(the construction is the same as no. 3). If the redundant "alsoa is
the line
reads better, too.
The Greek connects the sentences with repeated kai, Mand, see the translation
Kelly. This sounds awkward in
Arose. The word
seems to
that Jesus Christ had risen before this. The
• The word can be omitted here, just
Greek verb
the notion
as it has
been
in the
Creed.
Proceeds from
Father and the Son.
text as decided by the Council of
Constantinople has only: •proceeds from the Father."
The
"and the Son" were added to the Nicene Creed by the
of Toledo,
589 as
of the theological
in Augustine. I, for one, would not
easily give up this addition.
He is worshipped and glorified together with the
and the Son. The Book of
Praise has a different order: "Who with the Father
the Son
is worshipped
and glorified, • - which sounds somewhat ponderous. The
translation tries to
follow the usual word order in English.
Through. The Book of Praise has:
the prophets. • The Greek, using dia and
indicating that the prophets are God's means of revelation, could be translated as
through; see also dia in (10).
In. The Greek text shows that the verb "to believe• is used in all cases (Father, Son,
Creed, however, makes a
Holy Spirit, church)
preposition "in". The
distinction, by adding
only to the triune God,
the last
of the creed. The
result was that via Augustine the difference
"to believe
and "to believe
became part of western
The Nicene
on the other hand, does not use
between
God and believing
the preposition express
to make a hard choice
two equally valid
something. The committee
approaches:
a.
Follow the Greek text and maintain "believe in• in connection with the church.
This would show that we know ourselves- to be heirs of the Council of Nicea,
Constantinople and of Athanasius. The difference between believing God and
believing the church is so obvious that it does not need a terminological
distinction.
b. Bring the Greek text into
with the formulation of the
Creed.
be- that we should not create
in a
The reason for this
church where the
has become popular knowledge.
We confess. The Book
"I acknowledge. •
of
Patristic
both translations for the verb: to confess, to
so
either translation is possible. •To confess" fits better in the context.
Forgiveness. The Greek word, when used in the New Testament, is usually
Luke 1:77
translated as "forgiveness" (Mt. 26:28;
M

to

21.
22.
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23. Look forward. The exJ>relSSi(>n a! look for" has a different connotation in
The Greek
is now
translated as "to look forward to, • see also
24.

world. Is this not smoother

Yours in Christ's service.
N. H.
December 9, 1993

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

The Committee
reasons.
This word order
The Committee felt that we must hold to this
text as much as po~)Sit>le.
Here we have
the Greek text.
Here we have followed the word order of the Greek text.
The Committee
for the first of the two choices
forward to us on this
matter
Dr.
Appendix 4a). Our
for this is f:wo..fold: first, it
honours
second, it allows for the fact that, if
ooe
may
in the church.= That is, one may
in the
and a
divine work present oo earth. The
not as a human work,
as a divine work. As such, one
may believe in it This, seems to us, is also the unique element which the Nicene
Creed serves to isolate.
The Committee
for
reasons.
According to
means: expect, (cf Latin: expecto,
The Committee
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APPENDIX4
Formation of Classes
Dear Brothers,
1996 of the Free Reformed Churches of Australia (Acts, Article 38) appointed the
l'hoorl"l"\.o~ of Launceston and
to"
this whole matter of
classes, using Kelmscott's materials and past
sul:>missiion to and decisions of
b)
invite comments from the
and
c)
report to the churches at !east six months before next
The churches of Launceston and
Committee for this matter.
Re,arettalbiV. it was not feasible to
the
imposed. However, the
is offered to the churches
conviction that the matter should
of the churches, in line with the .. •u•uu• """ expressed in their ;<::iilhmi.:t~inn•.::::

respo11se to some initial
overview of these

1.
two classes be formed, then rather not on a
basis. Three
classes would be better (one Perth church to join Albany, one
church to join
Tasmania). Each classis to
four members to synods.
1.2 Strong reasons for formation classes:
reduce the pos~sibility of
cut synod's work load; have a further avenue of
synod delegates judging their own decisions.

only two classes might degenerate into a 'them-and-us' situation; a
three-way situation is to be preferred.
2.2 The federation of churches is too small to
implement a multi-tiered
deputies four years to do their
The present system could be improved:
synod only.
work; deal with certain issues at every

two classes, there will be no
churches'.
1990!).
3.2 The number of churches in the East has not increased
the churches (two
3.3 Better to take a step back: have_ an annual classis
delegates per church).
3.4 The 'classis church'
can meanwhile be maintained.
3.5 Every third year the
also does the work of a
3.6 Synod to be re-established when two classes can be
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Formation

Each classis to dehagate
desirable that. .. there are
4.3 Classis
every three
agenda.
in their
take part in a Canadian
to focus on Australian

issues.

su~~gesticm

to form two classes.
'face-to-face', plus twice in a
T!!l!c~....,..::.ni!:ll and
and one of the metro area.

can classes of four or five churches be effective? One should rather
think of
than of four
art. 44 CO: 'at least two of the more
').
1.2 Does the CO
suit our bond, with few churches
over a
area?
7.3 lt's difficult to
churches in two classes as 'ru::~,inhihn•ninn'
1.4
could function as classis if
items would be dealt with In
7.5
in decision
and if meeting dates can be !:lll'i'Lr!:llnl"'~

note of the submissions
the churches. it outlined two
way, could to meet the wishes uttered in the

once
face-to-face,
cornmisirlo ail the churches,
conference if needed;
del1egattes to classis;
once in three
with two del,egaites from every church;
r_ht•r~i"'t::~Q
of two
can be considered.

contact between churches is the OVEinic:ling
also Kelmscott's submission to Synod 1996, esr;:,ecially
1996,
202
2. A
of four or
churches could
be called a viable
3. Classis can deal with
church visits, ao!PI'Obat:ion of calls,

in
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of Classes

1-oJrmt.'itlc~n

4. The work of synod deputies loses its deadline stress when synods no longer
meet
two years.
5. Costs
increase
use of financial and time resources
be achieved if the
can be tied in with eg.
~nl'1fArAri~A lectures on common
visitation, office
like. For reasons of good stewardship classis would most ...... ,....., ... ,.
the metro area.

~nrnnri!::irln

four or five churches;
one teleconference or video conference if

each church send two
to classis;
synod meets once in three years, with five del•egattes from each classis (two
ministers and three elders).

remains: more '"""'" ...-.nT contact between the churches.
2. Four or five churches can
form a viable classis.
3.
from two classes
should reduce the possibility of the
serving synod
would
from 'two~tierad' deleg4;.tic1n via a classis.
5. Classes can
with appeals, church visits,
of calls, etc.
6. Optimal use of resources may be achieved if
events in church life can
be arranged close to the classis date.

Synod decision, as
the amendment which was defeated,
reported directly to the churches (Acts of

par·ag1raph, and the context of
our study are to be

Consequently, the churches are now invited to consider this report and to come to
1998 with their proposals.
May the Head of the Church grant
consideration of these matters, so
brotherly love and sound stewardship.

'lntiorc.t!:i,nrl:inn and wisdom in the
of churches may be strengthened by

With Christian areetir1as.
for the Consistories

Launceston, F.J.vanHulst

Legana.
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C. Kleyn

J.Everts

H. J. Alberts

Kelmscott 1996
other churches.

ses:>ar.ate mandates to
that:

spe:eifiE~d

dGI.Wtl~~s

will do their own work
del'JUtlVSh!/ps will meet
work. The
de§:.'UtiEIS. v•>:31JU&II!:Ji:.> shall
det,utlrship before

of
1998,
aeiJU~ISil!D Pl'eSEmtEKJ their
final reports

for

lntE~m~auo,nal Reformed Centre ~~~~.~~l'::i·ltfl.l detailed information about
Free Reformed Churches Australia for a
Churches
World-Wide. This information was provided
contained some
information obtained from other
was

b)

A letter was received
the
Reformed
assistance. The letter has been actcno'Meldg.ed.
information has
ser:retaru·'s mandate.

c)

A letter was received from the International Conference of Reformed r.n 1' 1 ""1"o~:~c:
ro<l!!I'V'>r•rli.-•.-. to the FRCA decision to terminate membership. A copy of the

J.L. van
General

tie,~rei:arv
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AI?J'IJeflltll.x

churches

1.

2.
in our midst
have rec:ei\red
in South Africa in relation to
3.
1996 was sent to
ne•::~lo!alcal c:oli~!ge~s in Kampen
::a1 u'lr~.>l:l.t.r!n
extended to all sister churches.
The Rules
Sister relations
our work are as follows:
a)
Sister relations
to assist, encourage and
one another to live as churc.hes
this world.
b)
The churches shall mutually care for each other that they do
from
refom1ed faith in doctrine, church
discipline
c)
The churches shall inform each other of the
taken
their
broadest assemblies, if possible by
each other their Acts
the decisions
their Minutes and, otherwise, at least
relevant to
churches
in translation).
d)
The churches
account to each
the
rel.atic>ns with third parties.
e)
The chtm::l'les shall accept
another's attestations,
also
means admitting the members of the
churches the
sacraments upon
of these attestations.
f)
The churches
principle open their pulpits each other's
ministers in
with the rules
the respective
federations.
the churches
to the possibility
reserve for
calling each other's ministers,
themselves the right to maintain their own rules in connection with
extension and approval of calls.
g)
In cases of substantial changes or additions to the confession,
ruu·'"'""'""'' forms this intention shall be brought to the special
attention
sister churches, so that as much consultation as
possible can take
before a final decision is reached.
h)
The churches
each other's delegates at their broadest
assemblies and invite them to sit as advisers, as much as possible.
Adopted by
Bedfordale 1992, Article 95.
l')rf!!aclniru]l

[;tuilrr.I"\A!l':.

Mandate:
"To continue sister relations
to the established rules"
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with apologies that the

Free Reformed Churches of South Africa

to

the Free Reformed Churches of South
of God, the Reformed Confessions or the

aooordi11g to

46111 and 4P' General Assemblies of the PCK. ln
these sister churches, with the wish that the Lord
would bless their
churches. We have received no repor,ts on either of these
Assemblies, even though we requested them.

sister relations with the
the established rules.

Pre1sD~(te!r1an

Church in Korea (Koshin)

PrEisb~~et'ian

acc~rclina

to

Church in Korea
Confessions·or the

iR~~~~>iFnmn•ri

L "To con1tim1e
113

Work Done
vejJui.IIC';:) drew the attention of the Ca1nadlsan
Article 89.
to our St~mding r:n1mrrlitt~~s

R.,;t'nrnrtsd '·""'"'·'""'"'

2.
3.

Recommendation:
To continue sister rel<aticms
established rules.
The Canadian Reforme:d \<•IIUit.e!il~::i<
the Word of God, ma:inta:inirlg

Mandate:
KP.Im!lll.•l"'.ntt
NAthAri~l"'l'i'ii!:

is

srrtbodi~td

in

to deputies regardling
decision (Acts,

1. To continua sister relations with
Churches
according to the established rules.
2. To ascertain what progress there was in discussions
with churches
what is covered by Article
and the Presbyterian Church of Eastern p,u,smma.

in

Relations with other churches
Visit
the time the Dutch

of the more

2.

5.
6.

service (if indeed the PM service is found to have a
po~;sibility

for more

should take
to be included
freedom of the churches ....... ,..,...,. 1~'""""
not instruct the bride to submit
command of the Lord in passages of se~·iot1ure
into

8.
is
her husband,
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churches

I Cor 14:34; Eph 5:22; Titus
to" her hit<:::h::uuf
.contact with
9.

wit~

appears to be no real
10. relations with the N<:~>•'i"'"'';:t ...,"~ n:Ar~~tnr·m~•ArrfA
national level, since ae~>UtiE~s
the NGK.
11. relations with churches abroad may
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86
86
86

12. the decision
received from

the Free Re1fomned Churches of Australia reads (in translation
as follows:

" to maintain their relationship

sister church
to developments within the Re!romr;ed

relationship of

is "that the relation between the FRCA and the
before the
of 1999".

Holland
below),
learned that the Dutch sister
ago.
more troubled waters than was the case some
of leaders have
and/or
that
others to be
in Scriptural correctness.
defended on topics as
of the
the fourth
(so far)
ecclesiastical route
commandment
has
Deputies informed us that
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Introduction
The letter dd 7 October 1996 from De~)Utliilten Bet.rekkin!:ien
gave expression to Dutch reaction
were "deeply disappointed"
result,
BBK indicated their intent to visit
October
Your deputies embraced
enthusiastically.
the

the

was held with Dutch l ..n:'IIJUtlll::l)
vanVeen) in
10, 1997. Since
also our relation
the Pn,st:J,yte~ria:n Church of
for Presbyterian Churches were
copy of the Minutes
from Deputies.
Analysis
Conversation was
time very candid.
the two parties at the
with a better unriAr~thuidirto
of thought. We doubt, however,
a better appreciation
developed. That is: Dutch deputies and Australian de~luti4!S
concern raised by the FRCA in relation the- PCEA
Lord's table, place of children the co\lremanO
ueJi)Utle;:> and Australian deputies differ on
recognition
after. From this discussion it became
(again) that views
the church are not identical. The Dutch delegates, for example, expressed much
ao[:>re<:iation for Rev van
booklet entitled True and False, and fully sutiPOI'ted
on the church described that booklet.
a uniform aPI>rDlach
PCEA very difficult lt should be noted too that
of first
a church
then discussing
actual practice (see below).

AVjrJentavc 5
Relations with other churches
Pn~sbi)l'tGirlaln

Churches

"proo1·es:s" the Dutch sister churches
covered by Article 46 CO)
Pre~Sb1(tel'ian Church of Eastern
de~1uti~~s informed us that their
Co1nse~qu,ent:ly there are
ma.int~,in a sister
EPCI and

were
that the reasons for not discu~1sin1g
and pulpit exchange
fold. In the first
to
to the "non..essentlal
Order.
the second place,
developed between themselves and
it
discussions on such like
church as the FCS is
fencing of the Lord's table.
conclude that the formula of first reoogn1isirlg
differences has not been shown
If one cannot pro1fitalbly
recogrlitic;n about points dear to one's heart, it is not
in
sister
to "as much as possible assist eaoh
defence, and
in doctrine, church
promotion of the Reformed Standards
polity, discipline and

Recommendations

1. to continue sister relations with the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands aooording
to the established rules;

·

Ground:
The Reformed Churches in the Netherlands
evidence of conltintdng
faithfulness to the Word God, mainta1inir1g the Reformed Co:nfessic:>ns and
Church Order.

2.

dis,COtJiracle the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands from ext,encling a sister
PCEA before discussions on points of difference have
satlsfa!ctOirily conducted.
PCEA would put the FRCA in an

2.

ado1ptir1g another
one.
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Address
Esteemed brethren,

decision as a
so much over

years.

language and culture.
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does not mean that we
wherever our
mentioned
the change we made to the Form
Canada has not made. I can mention too the matter
Canadian
to recommend
the New
In fact,
of our churches use the
King

With
the lord
the many
in their midst.
to us
the sister churches and the talents
also believe that
in Australia should think for ourselves, and make decisions for
held accountable before the throne of God.
We in Australia are nn~:itin1nAd
Yet we are well

He
tell

i'V'J'~urrinn

in your churches over the years have
of ours
that because of our
we have
to restrict our field of
Aocor1din~g1y, our recent
answered posiitiv1e1Y
to continue to
information rll!lt'll!llill"f'lli'nn
Philipp1ine:s... , with the aim of
whether
contacts
Further,
the
Churches of New
"gnatit!Jde for
which deputies found in the
53). No, we have no intent
relation with

3

in matters at stake in a sound way, it is a mUst for
Let me be very clear, a
on
will not do."
JIJWK.v~uu. 28? June 1996, "Berkel' worstelt met oontacten in AustraHe):
erop dat de 'vri.jgetnaakte' emignmk~n
de Nederlandse kerken na de
Also Nederlands
24

Ibid: "And second:

me~;:gema<ak.t."

vertrokken en !even daar veelal nog helemaal in het
van
5
Acts 1990, Art 58:
deddes ... to concentrate on relations and contacts with churches who
are
closer us and
we have a greate1• re:sponsilt>ih:ty
121

Relations

decision was not received in
that we have made this
Acts
That is, our mAmh&orn.hin
the
" That is a reality
made in 1983. Over the
many overtures and
and deputies have written many
digesting and
them,
Free Reformed vn1u''"'''~~:~~
and made use the thinking that
IIJ.,.!rh~ril:l!l"'rl~
the church. Yet we could not persui:tat:H:nilcn ................ ,"'"'"'' memoershio
commanded by God or forl:>idc:len
appeals and overtures from three of
nine churches to tenninate memt~rs>hip
our Synod decided to do so. Please note:
have
that membership in the ICRC
be unScriptural, but
division is not worth the
of
membership.
plead
move. As
as God
not commanded membership,
determine for ourselves what the
course of action
You will wonder
in the ICRC has
difficulty in our
that one
of
churches reques>ted
A number of reasons could
mentioned.
is the fact that member churches of the ICRC consider
of
lord. 7
membership, be
because one of the member churches in the ICRC lives next
the forum of the ICRC, the
Church of Eastern AmHrairla
lord, we should seek
with
-precisely
us. Yet, despite numerous
of contact,
have not
the home front as a true
the lord. This tension betweEm
same time has
pressure in our midst to step
the sake of clarity, let me add
that the Free Re1'om1ed
continue to have contact with the
Church of Eastern A.u:sm:ma.
to
in relations.
Of course,
we been able to mr,rvu•u~::A
which I alluded a moment ago
have disappeared.
that the Free Reformed Churches of Australia
Allow me to state first what the problem not
the
Churches of Australia do not have a problem with
church. Nowhere will you find indication th~t in the Acts of our
reports point in that direction .

...,..., 1.. uu,..,., reports over the years,
churches to our recent Synod
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is next door to us. We live in the same
1an!QUa1ge, one of their churches is within
distance of
allowed us come to know the
reasonably
well.
clearer. How
Permit me, Mr Chairman, a little boldness in an
from the Acts of
would
treat the PCEA if this church existed in ~...~...111 " .."'""'""
(Art 66)
have established cn.1~delines
churches in the
Cha~irrr1an, the Free
to union
other churches
~~~>i'nrn'\Arl Ch1urc11es of Australia have
lines in our contacts with
within our
uwoennes for the Promotion of
also
the
Reium'led Churches of Australia have
of Eastem Australia, noted areas of
with
We
listed these
discussion areas of possible
areas of
for discussion so that we
able to clear them
to do so in order that we
Scripturally responsible manner. We have
be able, in the next stage, to
the
as a faithful church of Jesus
pursue sister relations and
ecclesiastical
That is: even as you are
with
the
Gereformeerde Kerken and the
Gerefurrneerde Kerken, we are
trying to
way in a Scripturally responsible manner _the areas of disagreement between
ourselves and the PCEA.
And areas of disagreement do exist. Over the years our deputies have made mention of
them in their reports to
Synods. So it was that deputies
our 1992
were instructed to continue studies and discussions on
"the supervision of the lord's table [with
to
churches in the
the
bonds of CI1LtrCf11esl
include in these
also "the confession
the
of the
when
applicable." That reference to the doctrine of the church was included because of "concern"
on our part «about possible unscriptural concepts
interdenominationalism" (Acts,
1992, Art 72, Rec 2a). lt will be clear: as
as there is
in our minds about
scripturainess of) what the PCEA in practice
the
of the
we
cannot proceed to recognition of the PCEA and subsequent
relations. We would not do
9j'hese are as follows:
In
initial phase of contact, the churches are
attention to areas of agreement as well as to areas
are to be
noted, while areas of
church
nature) are to
ut~...~.~~~n.m on the differences is to clear
responsible manner. it is also pastorally wise to
ecclesiastical culture and
"' In the
stage, the
churches
to declare that
and confession, recognise each other
Christ, and therefore promise and bind each other to
all that's possible to reach
ecclesiastical unity. To this end the
churches shall present proposals to their
also do whafs necessary to come to
respective major assemblies, so that these in
unity.
In the final stage, the churches, using an
program, are to
and evaluate their
fellowship.
closer
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I mentioned already that our problem in Australia is not pre~sb~;'tel·ian
a
that is to
the
contacts/relations with
churches. But the core of our problem lies in the fact that there in our
with which we have so much in common but with which differences remain.
is
is
to the real point_ The question is this:
and hence pursue sister
with, a church next door to
agreement on God's revelation is lacking? That is the question
would
appreciate
from
in the' form of further ma11oo1ue
taken
respect to the
can be
both us

10
Art 19 of Acts,
differences
Scotland and the Pre:sbvterilm
listed as follows:
themselves and Presb~rter1a.11
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it is
which we In Australia
caricatures
us have
remain faithful to
in the
thankful
with
of

Oouma requested us in 1992 to
have
so, and,
pray fur
sister chtJrd1es
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FOR DEPUTIES
and

encourage

ae~:1ut1E~s

to

can
their
ge(:>gr:aptliCCIIIyJ'culhmally far away;
om:anl~>e a
the churches to
Pr(::!~h~Jt~r'i.::\ln ctunc11es as broadly as possible;

2.

ACTIVITIES

was
as
contact with other
on
discussed. Deputies also met with del1ega1tes
Netherlands to discuss relations with
INTRODUCTION
The areas of concern which remain
which
identified by
1. The supervision the Lord's table
2. The practice of pulpit exchanges and
3. The position of children in
covenant

The Deputies were not able to operate efficie1nt1y
time constraints and the volume of work as~~ociatE~d
impossible for
to
their mandate.
considered it best to concentrate their efforts on
Pre,~h,ner·ian Churches of Eastern Australia
aec;1s1cm for the FRCA to concentrate
own
As a result the
of CO\ren:ant:lna.
not been examined by dei:>Utlies.

J,nev1v~~::.

OI:!IPUnes

the

an earlier
churches in our
the
has
EPCI
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also not had the dei:>Utiies'
with
PCEA.

churches
the deputies to incorporate in their
reports and decisions of our sister VI n,a, ~"'eil:t.
r~~,nlll>rili!!lln
for Contact with the Orthodox
work; however no information was

m~1nd.atA

and Rev H van
in
Netherlands to discuss
with other
dei:>Utles informed us that their
no mandate to de~,uti~:ts
Prf:i~b1.rl:e1rian Churches
there are no
mandate
have to maintain a sister
relation. In that framework the Dutch
have
up with the FCS, the EPCI,
for more cooperation in
and the RPCI matters of common concern, such as
evangelism and mission. But discussions about
what is covered by
of
Church
with churches as the Free
of Scotland and the
Article
Pre!SO'tte1·1an Churches
Eastern Australia have not occurred, despite the recogrliticm
planned
PCEA.
RAI'nrnr'IIAI'1

ChiurdnA~

that the reasons for not dlscu~ssirlg
in the first place,
"non-essential points of ecclesiastical
the Dutch feel that adequate trust has
Clei.rei!JPt'liCI hi:~Jtwl!'i!@ln thll~m~~llll>hlllll>o. and say the FCS, and so the climate is not
dtscm~sicms on
points. lt may,
told, take another ge11er<at1cm
church
the FCS is no longer suspicious discussion about pulpit Avr~h~II'II'IIA
fencing the Lord's Table.
Areas
issue as
produced and

of children in the covenant Deputies do
an
to
the PCEA. A short
attached as Appendix

the Gmten.antl
In the FRCA there remains division on whether or not the PCEA's manner of supervising
of pulpit
form an
in our
Table and their
as a true church of Jesus Christ. Some
no
in
PCEA while others balk at such a statement, because they are concerned
were forced to decide what
practices in these areas. If your
should
these issues
most
be divided. Rather
report, which would
cause more
within our
u1 vuv~1ow the adoption of a number of Statements as recommended in
been
that
down.
result
enter into sister church
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Deputies also cor'lsi<:ier
that
need to
PCEA.
are the PCEA's
IJI;lj~Ull'"'~ th.t:O.rll'lfrw""

propose that the FRCA enters into
to
statements about the <::!I U'\AI"Vfet1il">n
Table and the
of the
to
ministers. In
that we are serious about our intentions pursuing sister
time the FRCA makes it clear that for it to enter into a meamngful
PCEA there needs to be
to consider and resolve
one another the issues of
agree to our proposed statements
concern. If the PCEA is
will also implement them.
is considered to be a good approach in
with the PCEA.
the FRCA to
be united and to thus truly extend the
hand
to the PCEA. At the same
the lord's table and
of the
time it forces the PCEA to consider its
they are still
pulpit While for many in the FRCA these are not obstacles for
matters
most of us would like the PCEA consider.
In our
The proposed statements put together by your
listed
ae~>Ut)fSI'liP we were served by papers dealing
the supervision
lord's Supper
table and the supervision of the
For your information they
included
Appendix
2 and 3 (Position Paper on Pulpit
and Position Paper on Fencing of the Lord's
Table).
PROPOSED STATEMENTS

1)

The supervision
table:
a) The churches of the Reformation confess
the
should not be
profaned (1 Cor.11 :27;
Catechism lord's
82;
Westminster Confession of
Ch.29.8).
Prc•fa111inn the table of the lord has serious
for
ind1ividua! and the
The individual
eats the bread of the
lord or drinks the cup an unworthy manner "will be
of the body and
blood of the lord" and "eats and drinks judgment to
corlarE~aaition where this
(1Cor.11 :27,29). God's wrath is poured out on
is allowed to
(1 Cor.11 :30).
is to be supervised. In this
b) This implies that the celebration of the lord's
supervision the church exercises discipline and
itself as true church.
for each
Because no one is able to look into the heart, it is
individual to examine himself before coming to the
Lord
(1 Cor.11 :28).
from the pulpit play an 1mt1o11ant
that individuals take
responsibility ser·iously
umMorthy manner eat and drink
upon themselves.
em!PI'l<iSI~;e the
responsibility of
table.

Catechism
admittance
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ungodly persons are

members of the local church as
as to
res.porlsibmty in supervising the admission to the
from
the
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b)
c)

Word.
When the apostles went out to preach
but the Word of God (1Thess.2:13).
workers as ambassadors of Christ
Paul
for him to be a
minister of Jesus Christ he has instruct
that he has received - the Old TA!~t::llmAnt
t~~ ... n1r1n of Paul (1Tim.4:6, 11; 2Tim:l :13; 2Tim.3:14).
to instruct faithful men
will be able
In this way the true preaching of the
others also
continue to be
The
of
for the
church that not everyone can
to preach.
he, of whom the church can be assured that he will preach the
doctrine of the
of God, can be allowed to preach.
In Presbyterian and Reformed churches this has
institution
ecclesiastical examination of those who want to be ministers of the
always included an
of the doctrinal convictions of the candidate.
rules for this examination, but
There may be differences the
idea is clear: the
should be
No one should be invited to
a kind gesture, or
the
Is curious what this pre1aciher
thinking. The
is not the
to
courteous or to satisfy
the
should only
from the pulpit the pure preaching
gospeL
In the PCEA probationers are licensed to preach only after
have
answered a series
These questions require the probationer to
affirm his belief in the
of God, and His subscription to Confession of
Faith.
require Him to promise to adhere to, assert, maintain
defend the said doctrine, worship,
and government of this
Church, and to renounce all doctrines, tenets opinions
with it
(The Handbook of the Practise and Procedure of the PC EA,
edition).
In the FRCA students are QIV'en,me nnr\nrtllnitv t.n·'l:t!nA::<!k
after suc:ces>sfully cc>mp•letit'lg
delivering a sermon
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de~~utiE's

to study/discuss the matterof contacts/relations with
included in the mand;:~te:
to the
of concern;
cleared
the FRCA can progress with

The position
Westminster Standards

their confessions. About the

Faith:

Him

their blessedness and

"''""'""'"' cor1ae1icensh:m on God's

VII,

which hath been pleased

CO\tenant made with man was a covenant of works, wherein life
and in him to his

upon condition of

and personal obedience.
made himself incapable of life
that covenant,
make a second, commonly called the covenant of
and salvation by Jesus
may
saved, and promising to
give unto all those that are orclairled unto eternal life His Holy
to make
them willing,

ret~ue11ce

is
set forth in Scripture by the name of
to the death of Jesus Christ the Testator, and to the
all

it, therein be<~Ue1att11ed.
of the gospel:
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the

remission

spiritual

to all nations,
in

Testament. There are
substance,
In the

Catechism [LC]

Shorter Catechism

12;

See ad VII, 1: LC Q/A 20,

VII, 3:

35,

VII, 5: LC Q/A 33.34 and see ad VII, 6:
We· find in

XXVIII of the Westminster Confession

baptism and infant baptism:
XXVIII, 1 Baptism is

sacrament

the

Christ, not only for the solemn admission of the party baptized
Church; but also to be unto him a sign and seal
his

into Christ, of

covenant

of remission of sins,

of

up unto God, through Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of
sacrament is,

Christ's own appointment, to be continued in His Church until

the end of the world.
XXVIU,

Not only those that do actually profess faith in and obedience unto

Christ, but also the infants of one, or both,

parents,

to be

baptized.
XXVIII, 5

it

a great sin

this

ordinance, yet grace and salvation are not so msepl:uaDie ann1exE~d
that no person can be reoem~ra1ted. or saved,
baptized are uncjourbteH:IIy reaenE~rat:ect
XXVIII, 6
wherein it
ordinance,

are

Baptism is but once

Larger and Shorter Catechism.
166.167 and se

administered unto

ad
95.

1 LC

Wll!~tn'lin~tt~r Standards as faithful in
other
stand;ards. A,!tnc:>uc!n there is the possibility
are
diff'ere,nCE~s of
have no indication that in the
or publications
covenant are taught or
(unscriptural) opinions about the position of the children in
we
not aware of differences of
within the
to
Free Reformed
moment, in the
we have had similar
of
Secession of 1834 and

point to and to cite what is stated at the
of Dort adjures, in the Name of the
who
the faith of the Reformed churches
to
there.
are
to
from person1a1
teachers, often quoted
or
out of
me~anino. But one ought
the faith of the
Reformed churches from the
confession of these churches
and from the
present
of the orthodox doctrine, confirmed
the unanimous consent of the
and
Book of
576]. Mutatis
members
entire
to recognise the
mutandis the position
children in the covenant is not an
PCEA as a true and
church.
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APPENOIX2.

DATE
SUBJECT
INTRODUCTION
19.96 mandated de~)Uti~:~s
Pi"F!~h,.tt!=!r·i:;;n Churches. The folliowing
a.
weight the FRCA should
b. Whether or not
areas
contacts/relations;
is one area of concern which remains. Refer Acts
AP1Per1dix C page 118.

Axt':h:;;lnnA

Part of the Deputies' activities was to research
forward with recommendations to
1998.
regarding what
should be
background to the proposal rAo1arr:11no
This part of the report outlines Scriptural and Confessional givens on
the position of
it then discusses relevant
Order and "The
of Practice and.-.~'"""""'"''""
Eastern Australia" in relation to the ore1achina.

instructions
will be a good
good doctrine which
in 1 Tirn
and 2
had been instructed by
witnesses, commit
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apostles
cotms~er of God
Paul makes this clear in Acts
"For
not shunned to declare to
counsel of God." Jesus Christ
charges the apostles to teach the
l"'nrnrn~nt'fArl you."
things
doctrine
nourished in the

words

THE POSITiON OF

that the scriptural injunction
of faith
the
doctrine"

Faith

of ministers, the
of
ordination
installation of ministers and
with the matters of the offices of the
~~...,"nauw

called
BCF
the lawful
See Article 3
up office as a minister
being lawfully called
down the procedure for the
the office bearers
to be
to their offices
adds that a person
wait for the call of the lord.

to
called the office of minister of the Word who have been
already serving as minister in a sister church
5 of CO).
The ordination and installation of ministers can only take place after
peremptory
In
testimonials t"r..rlt".Airnir:ln
137
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is not ::llrbitr::~t.rilv imr-111"1~~~11
for the work in the congregation
the church."
Art 9 of the

2.5
the Confessions
The CO (art 24) stipulates that all ministers of the Word shall subscribe to
three
of
to subscribe shall be not be ordained or installed, shall
Oene in" With Common Consent"
comments
office.
that a church federation is based on the
of faith and adds: "lt is
of utmost
and protectea ...
importance that the unity of faith be
when ...the true doctrine of the Sc1rioture:s
and maintain this
the Form for
a declaration
accordance with
2.5.2 the promise to dinael'ltlv
Cac:coi·dirta to Acts
2.5.3 to
and contradict errors C011flic:tin1g
2.5.4 not to raise publicly personal difficulties
2.6 Minister is God's office
The
comes not from a free
may
doctor in
preacher is God's represent:athte
an
bearer in the church of God.
when a oretaclner
as a office bearer,
the church.
The Fonn for ordination ministers, in
to
4:11 and 12, makes it clear
Christ. This flock is clearly the true
that
were appointed to take care of the
ga1the1red and
under the preaching of the Word. God therefore
office
appoints
office bearers, His ambassadors to the true church. His
bearers are in the true church.
The false church does not function as the :::;~<~::Amlniv
therefore His office bearers are therefore
2.6
servants
Jesus Christ.
Art 31 of the BCF states that Ministers of the Word, whatever
for they are all servants of Jesus Christ.
power and
authority to
sacraments
church dis•eipiine.
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The aim of this part is to look closer at the Westminster Confession of Faith and the
PCEA's practice and procedures regarding this matter.

3.1 Confessional
The Westminster Cn1nf~!~~it~n of Faith (WCF) covem the matter of the PN<Iching.
3.1.1
to WCF chapter 2.1 Scriptures, contained in all the Old and New
Testaments books, "are
by inspiration of God to be the rule of faith and life."
3.1.2 Chapter 30 Section 1 confesses that the lord Jesus Christ is
Church and has therein appointed a government in the hands

and head of His
officers.

3. 1.3 Chapter 21.5 states ""The reading of Scriptures with godly fear, the sound preaching
... are all parts of the
worship of God.
3.1.4 Chapter 25 confesses the Catholic Church and states "Unto this Catholic visible
Church Christ has given the ministry, oracles, and ordinances of God for the
and
oerfec1tina of the saints". Observation: 1t seems the WCF here ties the ministry to the
Church,
is, the ministry is
to the Church and not to an individual
A
minister can only operate
the bounds and framework of the ministry
Church and its offices.
'
3.1.5 The larger Catechism Ans 159 states "The Word of God is to be ore;acl'led
that are called thereunto; ... they that are called to labour in the ministry of the
in season and out of season ... ; faithfully
preach sound doctrine,
the whole counsel of God ...
3.2 PCEA Practice and Procedures
The PCEA has
similar procedures to the FRCA regardling the "licensing of
probationers",
calling and installation of ministers.
The following items are covered in "The Handbook of Practice and Procedure of the
Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia"; 1992 edition 1 hereafter called "The Handbook").
3.2.1 Appointments in Christ's name.
Clauses 1. 7 and 1.8 of the Handbook state that the Pre1sb~(terian courts are the Session,
of the church is a
the
and the Synod and add that the
delegated
received from Christ, the
and lord of the church; it is
therefore an authority not to make laws but to
and apply the mind of Christ
revealed in the Scriptures.
3.2.2 Subscription to the Formula
No person is entitled to hold office in the PCEA who has not subscribed to the Formula in
terms of the Act of
of 1952. (See point below). If an office bearer ceases to
the whole doctrine the Confession of Faith as "the truths of God" and his personal
confession, he can no longer hold office (Cl. 1.6).
3. 2.3 Probationers before they are licensed to preach the Gospel

1 Prepared by the PCEA's law and Advisory Committee,

1992
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Probationers can be licensed to preach if they answer a series of questions. Questions
include the tonowing;
a. do you believe
Scriptures to be the only rule of faith and manners
b. do you own and believe the whole doctrine of the Confession of Faith, approven by the
General Assemblies of the Church of Scotland, to be the truths of God and acknowledge
the same as a confession of your own faith
c. will
firmly and constantly adhere to, assert and defend the said doctrine of this
d. will you renounce all doctrines, tenets or opinions whatsoever contrary to or inconsistent
with the said doctrine.
Probationers and ordained ministers after
similar set of questions. These questions

called by a Congregation are also asked a

i. Do you believe the Scriptures to be the only rule of faith and manners?
ii. Do you own and believe the whole doctrine of the Confession of Faith, approven
the
General Assemblies of the Church of Scotland, to be founded upon the Word of
acknowledge the same as a confession
faith; will you firmly and constantly adhere
thereto, and to the utmost of
power assert and defend the same?
iii. Do you disown all Popish,
Socinian, Arminian, Erastian and other doctrines,
tenets or opinions whatsoever contrary to or inconsistent with the aforesaid Confession of
faith?
iv. Do you believe that the lord Jesus Christ, as king and head of the Church has therein
apJpoi,nted a government in the hands of church officers?
and humbly to the admonitions of the
"'"'"' ""'"'' ........., to submit

(See Appendix 1 for full text of both lists of questions )
Probationers and ordained ministers who are to be inducted into a COI1greg;;mo;n must sign
the Formula. The Formula
repeat the
but puts them
a positive
statement. (See Appendix 1 for
text of the
3.2.4 Filling a vacancy
Clause 4.58 states that the control of the vacant pulpit is in the hands of the interim
committee to providing
moderator who co-operates with the ruling elders and any
suitable pulpit supply and
forward candidates... lt
"lt must be clearly
understood that no one can be
to the pastorate in the PCEA but a licentiate or a
minister of the PCEA or of a church whose licentiates and ministers are declared eligible
by the rules of the church, e.g. the ministers and licentiates of the Free Church of Scotland
(subject to any limitation on their ordination or license)."
3.2.5 Ordination
Application to be ordained as a minister in the PCEA can be made
an Act of
other denomination not embraced
PrF!~h·vte,rv makes an investigation and transmits its
for its decision whether or
Committee which in turn reports to
him.
Presbytery then requires the ap;,licant to answer the same
not to
questions as ordained ministers and sign the Formula.
is then admitted into
communion and declared eligible for call (Clause 4.52).
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4.0 DEPUTIES' OBSERVATIONS

4.1 Definition of Pulpit Exchange
In Presbyterian circles
exchange means the practice of
churches with whom the
church has no fraternal relations) to
Deputies are aware for example that ministers of Reformed
Ministers of the Reformed Church of Australia preach on PCEA pulpits.

and

4.2 PCEA statement
A letter (10112/95) from Rev PG
of the PCEA about pulpit exchange states "at no
time does our admission of other than
ministers to our pulpits
mean an
endorsement of their entire
of theology. We
to be
discriminating in their
the Word (1 These
and do not cu11nvate
too.nfi.:ol'\ru to believe what a preacher
simply because he says it. There is no
or
recognition of a man's
affiliation when one of our ministers invites
to
preach. Rather the point is that the man has been found faithful, gifted and a man of God
endowed with the Holy Spirit, and thus allowed to preach in spite of his church affiliation."
4.3 FRCA Concern
FRCA Synod 1990 stated UThe PCEA's practice of
for "pulpit
with
ministers of other
churches ... is of r.nr,~irliAr::~ihiA concern to us and must
continue to be discussed.
4.4 Comparing PCEA practice with Scripture and Confessions
and Confession sets down a rigorous procedure
The Handbook, being based on
for the
and induction of a
a preacher of the Word, as well as their
responsibilities once inducted. These include promises that
own and believe the
whole doctrine of the Confession of Faith, and firmly and
adhere thereto, and to
the utmost of their power assert and defend the same; that they
all other doctrines,
tenets or opinions whatsoever
to or inconsistent with the aforesaid Confession of
are assured that ministers have indeed
faith. Clearly this is to ensure that
been called by God and to preach the whole counsel of God, in season and out of season
and refute all things contrary to God's Word.
lt has been shown that a minister of the Word is an ambassador and office bearer of God,
duly appointed to office by and through the Church. The WCF confesses that it is the true
Church to which Christ has given the ministry.
By allowing a preacher from a church with whom they do not have full fraternal relations on
their pulpits, the PCEA does not do
to the principles
its own
Confessions and Handbook.
5.0 ICRC COMMITTEE ON THEOLOGICAL AFFIRMATION

The above committee in its report2 to the ICRC gives a Scriptural survey, similar to this
report, on the preaching of the Word. lt then concludes:

2
Report of the ICRC Committee on Th1eol~ogicai
Authors: AC Boyd; J Faber; NH
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'The consequence of this for the true church is that not everyone can be allowed to
preach. Only he of whom the church can be
that he will preach the doctrine of the
Word of God, can be allowed to preach.
In the Presbyterian and Reformed churches this has led to the institution of an
ecclesiastical examination of those who want to be ministers of the Word. lt has always
included an investigation of the doctrinal convictions of the candidate. There may be
doctrinal differences in the practical rules for this examination, but the main idea is clear:
the pulpit
be
No one should be invited to preach as a kind of
because the
is curious what this preacher is thinking. The
place to be courteous or to
For the
should
the pulpit the
preaching of the
We may ~;;url~;;nJue
recognition of a church as true church implies recognition of the
doctrine that
in that church. After
a church it should be possible
church are invited to preach.
of a church is
that ministers from
recognition of its ru·.,•::ar·nlrln If pulpit exchange is not
then there should be no
recognition as a true
report goes on to state that guest preachers can ~ invited, but adds that guest
preachers should be "from churches in ecclesiastical fellowshipn.
exchange.
The above quotes
recognition of a church and
where there is recognition of a
as a true church,
Deputies conclude from
then pulpit exchange with preachers from that church can follow, but not before.

6.0 WHAT WEIGHT SHOUlD THE

GIVE TO THE MATTER OF PUlPIT

This question will answer the more fundamental
whether the FRCA can recognise
the PCEA as a true and faithful church. Synod
of 1985 (article 67) has declared what
is meant
"true and faithful church". In relation to the matter of pulpit exchange the first
part of the
is useful:
as being 'true and faithful Church of the lord
"our recognition of another
Jesus Christ' means that both our churches , and that
church stand
on the foundations as expressed in articles 27 to 32 of the
Confession;"
Articles 27 to 32 address the preaching in the Church. Article 29 identifies the preaching
of the gospel as a mark of the true church. lt ~tates that the true church "practices the
pure
of the Gospel". Also "it governs itself according to the pure Word of God,
rejecting all
to it".
This means we must test whether the PCEA practice and procedure of pulpit t:J.vr·h21nnt:J.
~r.c~nrrlinn to these articles, particularly as the
is a mark of the true church.
Order is also relevant here. Article 46
with the "Relationship with
Churc~hes". lt states : "With churches of Reformed confession sister relations shall
be
much as possible. On non-essential points of ecclesiastical practice
other churches shall not be
" Given the parts 1.0 to 4.0 of this report it is
considered that the matter of pulpit
since it touches one of the marks of the true
church, does not qualify as a
point of ecclesiastical practice.
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Points of concern
The following concerns are raised to the PCEA's
of churches with which the PCEA does not have

of opening the pulpit to ministers
fraternal relations:

6.1 Such a preacher not duly appointed by the PCEA acc~ordling to the directions of
Scripture and Confessions

6.2 There is no ce1ta!ntv
believe the whole
contained in the Confession of Faith, ap~>r0111en
Assemblies of the Church of Scotland to be the truths of God"
Handbook).
evidence of the need to be meticulous in our obedienee to God's
For example, a Reformed Baptist
does not preach the
will have been
God when he denies child
and
not uphold the full covenant
whole council
of the Old and New
He has a different the!olo~ical
doctrine and the
slant to what is
the WCF. His
and the administration of his
Such a man is not "sound"
(baptism of adults alone) in his own church are not
in season and out of season.
such a
on
pulpits is clearly an untenable
Confessional injunctions cited in this
situation as it would not honour the
paper.
6.3 Such a preacher has not been
procedures and examination set
down in The Handbook for ministers . .1"\nlrwuro
p1·eac::hers to preach circumvents the
Handbook, the Confession and
whole process, defeating the letter and the intent of
Scriptures.
6.4 Such a practice leaves the door
to the infiltration of unscriptural elements in the
This undermines the
of PCEA office bearers to "assert, maintain, and
afforded
defend
said doctrine" and worship of the PCEA. This removes the
of the
the pulpit by The Handbook. it above all undermines the absolute
preaching in the name of the lord Jesus Christ.

inviting a preacher onto the pulpit it is implied he

salvation. Such a
PCEA has no fraternal
relations; this undermines the WCF's confession that outside of the true church there is no
ordinary possibility of salvation. In addition, the guest preacher does not heed the call to
join himself to the true Church (art 28 BCF).
nra:ac11er however remains in his own church with

1.0 PREVIOUS DISCUSSIONS
The FRCA has on numerous occasions
out to the PCEA its concerns about pulpit
exchange. The PCEA has however been unwilling to respond in detail to the FRCA
questions and concerns.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS
:::~nrlnin,tF!!rt

preachers in the churches (1 Cor 12).

The

of
of the
church and must
and
not their own minds but the
council of God and
the good doctrine as revealed in the Scriptures (Acts 20:27, 1 Timothy 4:6).
del~egated ""'"'"''-'"'" received from Christ, the
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The churches have instituted an
way to allow preachers onto the pulpits. A person
is entitled to be a probationer, be
as a minister or fill a minister's vacancy in the
if he believes the Scriptures to be the only rule of faith
church or preach in the church
and manners, believes the whole
of the Confession of Faith to be founded upon
the Word of God; firmly and constantly adheres thereto; asserts and defends the same;
disowns all doctrines, tenets or opinions whatsoever contrary to or inconsistent with the
the whole doctrine of
aforesaid Confession of faith. If an office bearer ceases to
the Confession of Faith as "the truths of God» and his
confession, he can no
to 1
4:6; 2
2:2; The larger Catechism Ans
longer hold office.
159; Clause 1.6 of the Handbook.)
the door to preaching that is not "the whole
The
and
of the
of faith". 1t does not safeguard the
council of
congregation from preaching that renounces "all doctrines, tenets or opinions whatsoever
contrary to or inconsistent with the said doctrine."
the pulpit to ministers of churches with which it has no
the1refore a serious area of concern and carries such weight that the
recogrliSE!d as a "true and faithful Church of the lord Jesus Christ"
adE~Quately fences its pulpits.

1. Clauses from the "The Handbook of Practice and Procedure of the Presbyterian
Church of Eastern Australia .. (1992
quoted in this report.

1.6 No person is entitled to hold offiCe in the
Church of Eastern Australia
of
of 1952. The lawful
who has not subscribed the Formula in terms of the
to the
and thus is limited
exercise oHhe powers ofthe church court is
to matters consistent with such subscription.
an office bearer ceases to regard the
whole doctrine of the Confession of Faith as 'the truths of God' and his personal
confession, he can· no
hold office.
1. 7 In accordance with the Pretsb 1~el'ian
the church, the church is nn\Jcorrlcorl
a
of courts of
church
In order these courts are the
Deacons' Court see 3.4].

set forth in the Standards of
acting in orderly association in
ex~>re:sse~d and maintained.
[For status of the

nniJArlnmAnt

1.8. The authority of the courts of the church is a
authority received from Christ,
the only Head and Lord of the church; it is therefore an authority not to make laws but to
declare and apply the mind of Christ revealed in the Scriptures.
other denomination not
4.51
for admission
preiSD,!Itelry arranges to confer
embraced by an Act of
with him, with reference to, inter alia,
a) his character and status,
b) the reasons which have led him to make the application,
c) the course of professional education he has pursued,
d) the body by which he was ordained and the manner of ordination.
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ore!sb11te1:v has no power to admit him, but transmits its
to the
of
r.rurnl"'"litt.r:~llll •"''""""'~"~""'"' with any remarks or recommendations it may see fit to
r.nlml"'"litt.:~.llll makes such further
as seem appropriate and
next meeting of Synod for its oe•:.u::iuuu.
the presbytery requires the
by
1952, and to
the
applicant to answer the questions
in Act
into
and a suitable address
the molde:ratc:>r he is
Formula. After
for call.
communion and
a Minister (or
of the church

4.53 A congregation
only one minister becomes vacant
his death, resignation,
transference, suspension
time restriction or deposition. In the case of a vacancy
from any of these causes, the presbytery
to the session an interim moderator
who has the authority and executes ail the functions of a stated pastor, although he need
not convene the deacons' court (see 3.5}. The interim moderator is responsible to the
presbytery during the vacancy.
When a
has occurred, a duly constituted
of the
appoint a
of its members to co-operate with
session in
suitable person, or persons, to be heard by the congregation with a view to
settlement of a minister in the charge.

may
out a
the

4.58 The control of the vacant pulpit is in the hands of the interim moderator who cooperates with the
elders and
vacancy committee (see 4.53) with a view to
providing suitable
for the
considered important
vacant
several ministers with a view to an

and

fo!Ward possible candidates. it is
have and take the
of hearing
and harmonious decision being

4.58 (contd) lt must be clearly understood that no one can be called to the pastorate in the
PCEA but a licentiate or a minister of the PCEA or of a church whose licentiates and
ministers are declared eligible by the rules of the church,
the ministers and licentiates
of the Free Church of Scotland
to any limitation on
ordination or

2. PROBATIONERS BEFORE THEY ARE LICENSED TO PREACH THE GOSPEL

QUESTIONS:
(1) Do you believe the

of the Old and New Testaments to be the Word of God,
and the only rule of faith and manners?
(2) Do you sincerely own and believe the whole doctrine of the Confession of Faith,
approven by General Assemblies of the Church of Scotland, to be the truths of God,
contained in the
of the Old and New Testaments; and do you own the doctrine
therein contained as
confession of your faith?
(3) Do you
own the
authorised and pral:t:ic:E:Ki
Church, and also own the Pre~sb11terian am1er1nment
and are
pei'SU4iidEK1
that the said doctrine, worship, and
and Church government, are
the Holy Scriptures, and agreeable thereto?
(4) Do you believe that the Lord Jesus Christ, as King and Head of the Church, has therein
appointed a government in the hands of Church officers, distinct from, and not subordinate
in its own province to civil government, and that the Civil Magistrate
not
and
of the affairs of
jurisdiction, or authoritative control over the
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do you
of the
principles embodied in the Claim, Declaration, and Protest,
adopted
the
of the Church of Scotland in 1842 and in the Protest of
Ministers and Elders, Commissioners from
to the Genera! Assembly, read in
the presence of the
Commissioner on 18th
1843, as
the views which
of God, and the standards of the Church,
respect to the
are sanctioned by the
c::.nirih ll!:~ili~h' and freedom of the Church of Christ, and her subjection to Him as her only
head
to his Word as her
standard?
(5) Do you promise that,
the grace of God, you will firmly and constantly adhere to,
and in your station, to the utmost of
power, assert, maintain and defend the said
doctrine, worship, and discipline,
the government of this Church by Kirk Sessions,
Presbyteries, Provincial Synods and General Assemblies?
(6) Do you promise that. in
practice
will conform
to the said worship, and
submit yourself to the said
government
Church, and not endeavour,
directly or
prejudice or subversion of the same?
(7) Do you promise that you will follow no divisive courses from the doctrine, worship,
discipline, and government of this Church?
(8) Do
renounce all doctrines, tenets, or opinions whatsoever contrary to, or
inc1om~i~tAnt with, the said doctrine, worship, discipline, and government of this Church?
(9) Do you promise that you will submit yourself to the several
of this Church?
3. PROBATIONERS AFTER BEING CALLED BY A CONGREGATION
QUESTIONS to be put to Probationers before ordination (and also to Minister already
ordained, at his admission to a Pastorai ...... Cil,j,l""''
(1) Do you believe the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be the Word of God,
and the only rule of faith and manners?
(2) Do you
own and believe the whole doctrine contained in the Confession of
Faith,
Assemblies of the Church of Scotland, to be founded upon the
Word
God; and do you
the same as a confession of your own faith; and
will you
and constantly adhere
and to the utmost of your power assert,
maintain,
defend the same, and the purity of worship as presently practiced in this
Church??
(3) Do you disown all Popish, Arian, Socinian, Arminian, Erastian, and other doctrines,
tenets and opinions whatsoever contrary to, and inconsistent with, the foresaid Confession
of Faith?
(4) Are you persuaded that the 1-'re~sD~ftel'lan rtt'\\,Ail:>fl'lr'lm.~:>nt
founded upon the Word of God, and aareeatble
the said government and cus>CIJ:IIInle,
directly or indirectly, the ore~iud!ice
power, in your station, to maintcilin,
government, by Kirk Sessions, Prl!liSbl.rter·ies
(5) Do you believe that the lord Jesus
as King
of the Church, has therein
appointed a government in the hands of Church officers, distinct from, and not subordinate
in its own
to· civil government, and that the Civil
does not
jurisdiction, or authoritative control over the
of the affairs of Christ's
and
do
general principles
in the Claim, Declaration, and Protest,
adopted by the General
of the Church of Scotland in 1842 and in the Protest of
MinisterS and
from
to the General Assembly, read in
the presence
Commissioner on
1843, as
the views which
are sanctioned
the
of God, and the standards of the Church,
respect to the
spirituality and freedom of the Church of Christ, and her subjection to Him as her only
head and to his Word as her only standard?
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(6) Do you promise to submit yourself
and humbly, in the spirit of meekness, unto
the admonitions of the brethren of t~is
and to be subject to them, and all other
Presbyteries and superior judicatories of this
where God in His providence shall
cast your lot; and that according to your power, you shall maintain the unity and peace of
this Church against error and schism, notwithstanding of whatsoever trouble or
persecution may arise, and that you shall follow no divisive courses from the doctrine,
worship, discipline, and government of this Church?
(7) Are not zeal for the honour of God, love to Jesus Christ, and the desire of
your great motives and chief enducements to enter into the functions of the holy
and not
and interests?
(8) Have you used
undue methods, either
yourself or others, in procuring this call?
(9) Do you
and
Christ our Lord and Master, to rule
well
own
to live a
and
life, and
and
che~ertully to discharge all the parts of the ministerial work, to the
body of
Christ?
(10) Do you accept of and close with the call to be
of this cor1gnegc:1tion. and
promise,
grace, to perform all the duties a faithful minister
gospel among
this people?

4.

FORMULA

[To be subscribed by Probationers before rec:eivina
the time of their J:arll"ni~:t<~::irln
do
declare, that I do sincerely own and believe the whole doctrine
of Faith,
by the General Assemblies of the Church
contained in the
I do own the same as the confession of my faith;
of Scotland, to be the truths of God;
as likewise, I do own the
of worship
authorised and practiced in the
Presbyterian Church of
Australia, and also the Presbyterian
and
discipline thereof; which doctrine, worship, and church go,;en1m~:mt.
founded upon the Word of God, and agreeable thereto; also
principles
the jurisdiction of the Church and her sui:>Je•::tio~n
Head, which are contained in the Claim of
and in the
referred to in the
put to me; and I promise,
the grace of God, I shall firmly
questions
and constantly
to the same, and to the utmost my power, shall in my station,
assert, maintain, and defend the said doctrine, worship, discipline, and
of this
and
Church, by Kirk-sessions,
together with the
and
thereof; and that I shall, in my practice,
conform myself to the said worship,
submit to the said
and
and
exclusive jurisdiction, and not endeavour,
nor indiirec:tlv.
subversion of the same; and I
that I
follow no
course from the
doctrine, worship,
and exclusive jurisdiction of this Church,
renour1cir1a all doctrines,
and opinions whatsoever,
to, or inconsistent with,
the said
worship, discipline, government,
same.
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APPENDIX3.
TO:
FROM
DATE
SUBJECT

li&:E::»II'\!o.IAIF'l>·f'

THE FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF
RELATIONS
1998
ON FENCING OF THE lORD'S TABLE

INTRODUCTION

This paper was originally prepared by Rev. van Delden for Deputies appointed by 1994
the reference to Article 111 of 1994
Rev. van Delden has recently
made
amendments which are incorporated in this paper. This paper has been used
deputies appointed by 1996 Synod and Deputies append it to their report for Synod's

DEPUTIES ad ARTICLE 111, 1994 SYNOD of the FREE REFORMED CHURCHES
MANDATE: Article 111 Acts of 1994

1.

To study/discuss the matter of contacts/relations with Presbyterian churches,
the following questions:
study/discuss the matter of contacts/relations with Presbyterian
churches, addressing the following questions:
i)
llllhat weight the FRCA should give to the areas of concern:
ii)
llllhether or not all areas of concern must be cleared before
the FRCA can progress with cot1tac:::tSJ'rel;etic~ns;
Hi)
How in a
way
obligations
chj'JfC;he~; gE:w~rraJ,hi«:::aiJy/c:ultl'Jra.fly far
away;

Rrlt1rA~~:t::ir.tn

The "concerns" are not described in the mandate itself, but are a referral to the concerns
to the previous deputies, namely: to continue to
and
expressed in the mandate
the remainirag
of concern specified
discuss further with the
viz, the
.of the lord's table,
of pulpit exc;ha1nge~s
children in the covenant. In this
about the areas of concern the
of
the doctrine of the church should be addressed when applicable. Due attention must be
given
to
our
concern
about
regarding
heed to
interdenominationalism. All this should be done in the
the complete doctrine of salvation.
This paper addresses one part of this mandate, which is formulated as:
1. what weight the FRCA should
to the area of concern
the supervision of
to our concern about possible
the lord's table in the PCEA, with due attention
unscriptural concepts regarding inte~rd«:mo1mil1ati~on~alism
2. Whether or not our concern
the supervision of the table in the PCEA must
be cleared before the FRCA can progress with contacts/relations.
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1.

WHAT WEIGHT SHOULD THE FRCA GIVE TO THE AREA OF CONCERN REGARDING THE
SUPERVISION OF THE LORD'S TABlE, AND OUR CONCERN ABOUT POSSIBLE UNSCRIPTURAL
CONCEPTS REGARDING INTERDENOMINATIONALISM.

We will consider:
a)
the scriptural demand for
the Lord's table.
b)
the reason for supervising
Lord's table.
c)
the scriptural manner of
the Lord's table
d)
the manner of supervision
by the PCEA
e)
an evaluation of the manner of
the table in the PCEA.
f)
the
of
unscriptural
concepts
interdenominationalism behind the policies on
the
PCEA
a)

THE SCRIPTURAl.. DEMAND FOR SUPERVISING THE LORD'S TABLE.

lt must be conceded that there is no direct command in ::>Ci"lpt:ure reoluir·ina
office bearers to exercise supervision over the table of the
gives only the direct command for the individual to examine and judge his own
worthiness. "But let a man
and so let him eat of the bread
(1 Cor
and drink of the
ii) There are,
reasons for the office-bearers to
exercise supervision over the
to the Old Testament, we
find the priests
those who participated in
sacrificial service at the
altar. In matters
ceremonial uncleanness which were visible on the body,
the priest was required to determine whether a disease
leprous. A
was barred from the sacrificial
Further, a leper
wound was
healed aiso had to present himself for examination to the priest to see whether
he was "clean" (cf. Lev 13-14). The duty of elders in the New Testament
church is similar.
must exercise .supervision over the Lord's table to
ensure that only those
are
"cleansed" from their sin through the
blood of Christ
in this sacrament which seals this r:lfll,::~n!l;.inn
iii) While spiritual
one's own responsibility, it not
to
elders in the church who "watch out
one's own. lt pleases
in addition
your souls, as those who must give account" (cf. Heb 13:17).
to the individual's own responsibility to ensure
the elders
of the church are to ensure to the best of their
that no one "eats and
drinks judgment upon himself' (1 Cor 11 :29).
iv) What is true for the individual is also true for the
as a whole. The
elders of the church watch out for the souls of
members of their
Thus the elders of the church must ensure
the unworthy
participal:ion of one member does not God's judgment upon
congregation
as a whole.
i)

b) THE REASON FOR
THE lORD'$ TABLE
i) We confess that those are not to be admitted to the Lord's
and
confession and life show that
covenant of God would be prc,farled
Therefore,
command
apostles, the Christian church is uu,Lv-1-'Ul..lllu to exclude such
keys of the
of heaven,
they amend their lives
Catechism,
82).

who by their
for then the
the whole
and His
the
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From the above we note two important reasons why the Lord's
be supei'Vised: to prevent 1) the
of God's covenant,
kindled
Concerning the first,
wrath of God
of the
in the
dispensation of profaning God's
accused the
when
would handle them, though they themselves were
sin. "Her
have violated
law and profaned
holy
things (Ezek 22:26). In
same manner all Christians who defile themselves
by
in sin, and still participate in the
sacrament, profane this
sacrament and the covenant of
which it portrays.
iii)
the second, the
of the letter to the Hebrews writes of God's
wrath
will descend upon those who profane the grace which is portrayed
in this sacrament by walking in disobedience to God: Of how much worse
DU11IstJmEmt. do you suppose, will he be
worthy who has trampled the
of God underfoot, counted the blood
the covenant by which he was
sanctified a common
and insulted the Spirit of grace? (Heb 10:29). This
is true for the individual.
is also true for the congregation. In Corinth the
table of the Lord was
by the attendance of those who
little or
no love for their brothers and sisters in the Lord. With pro,pnE~ttc
saw the direct
of God upon the defiled table. "For
are weak and
among you, and many sleep (1 Cor 11 :30). Although we
cannot be certain, "most likely Paul does not see the judgment as a kind of
'one for one,' that is, the person who has
is the one who gets
of some .... ''~
sick. Rather, the whole community is affected
ii)

C)

THE SCRIPTURAL MANNER OF SUPERVISING

TABLE

it must be conceded that Scripture does not delineate preicrsely
manner in which the lord's table is to be supervised. This must be u<c..,,~.~~,..t~u
from certain prirlcioles.
ii) A verbal
is an im[lOrtant
Rom
good tree
bear
good man out df the
of his heart
man out (jf the
treasure of his heart
his mouth
iii)
while a
be many who make a
Lord said
not do the things which God commands. lmrne<:fiat:ely
speaks from the abundance of the heart, as quoted
He
"But why
do you
' and do not do the things which I say?" (Luke 6:46) .
Elsewhere He said 'the same: "Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,'
shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in
heaven. Many will say to Me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied
in Your name, cast out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in
Your name?' And then I will
them, 'I never knew you; depart from
Me, you who practice lawlessness!"'
i)

faith with words, but whose
1 Gordon Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, New International
New Testament, Eerdmans, 1987, pg. 565.
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lives did not bear fruits thereof. He said, "But someone will
'You have
faith without your
and I will
faith, and I have works.' Show me
show you my faith by my works"
2:18). "For James the issue is
whether one can prove the existence of a saving faith without works (cf. Heb
11:6). The objector says yes; James answers no. By his
in vs 18b,
James is thought to lay the foundation of e
says that
eyes.
James
simple profession of faith is quite
challenges his
to
faith apart from works. This is
an impossible
to meet; for how can one show faith unless by means
of visible and
evidence?" 2
iv)
confession is insufficient for
itself
for permitting
at the
table. The elders
who are
the task
the purity of the sacrament,
faith from both the
and conduct of the
must have evidence
aspiring guest communicant.
v) Where we have
and
discerned from the Word of God
that another
is a true
we
also recognise the faithful
supervision which the elders of this Church
over its members. On the
basis of this supervision over the confession and
of these members,
and upon production of a good
from their consistory, we may permit
them to participate in the celebration of
in Churches.
d) THE MANNER OF SUPERVISION PRACTICED BY THE PCEA
i) We read in the Westminster Confession:
a) XXIX,S The
of ignorant and wicked persons "makes
them
of the
and blood of the Lord to their own condemnation.
lt
that all ignorant and ungodly persons,
unfit to enjoy
communion with Christ, are also unworthy to come to
Lord's table.
While they remain like this they cannot partake of these .~oly mysteries 2!

necessary
and regaining
of
brethren, for
others from committing similar
offences, for purging out the leaven which might infect the whole lump, for
vindicating the honour of Christ and the holy profession of the Gospel, and
for preventing the wrath of God, which might
fall upon the church,
should it allow his covenant and its seals to be
notorious and
obstinate offenders." (The reference to "seals" is a
to the
sacraments.)
ii) From the Directof!J for Public
of God we quote, " .. .the minister shall
exhort his hearers as to who are
to come to the table and who are
b)

iii)

2

of Practice and Procedure of the PCEA
we
cel<ebratic•n of the Lord's
is to be
the
observance is left to the discretion of the session. (A common
practice a quarterly
The session is responsible to see that no
person openly known to the be
or delinquent in doctrine or life be
permitted at the Table. Persons other than communicant members of the

Ra!ph P. Martin, James, Word Biblical Commentary, Word Books, 1988, p.88.
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congregation, who the session are satisfied are members in
standing of
av«:mcrelilc:alcht.m:;fles. are welcome at the Lord's Table.
iv)
the PCEA Inter-Church Relations Committee we read: ·~t eve!)!
ce/lebr,aticln of the Lord's Supper, the qualifications for partaking are carefully
spelled out to
unworthy partakers, but not to exclude those
believers who may be
from other churches." 3
v) In a letter from Rev. Dr. R. Ward we read, "No communion service occurs in
our churches
table that without the qualifications
for communion being, set froth,
warrant for participation being stated and
the sin
being pointed out." 4
vi) From the
and' the documents regulating order and
worship the
is clear:
a) The PCEA
the authority and
the purity of the sacrament by
and '"'1""·"';"''"' +~'""
b) In order to safeguard the purity
the sacrament, the warrant for
participation and a
unwarranted or unworthy participation
is proclaimed from every
pulpit prior to the celebration of the Lord's
@

c) !t is ac~mo1wle·dae~d that the session must be satisfied that the aspiring
guest
is a member in good standing of another evangelical
church.
d) lt is evident that neither official
of these "ev,am:refi<;ar
nor relations with them are
before members
are permitted to participate in the sacrament
e) The PCEA does not
either its own members or
communicants to
to the Westminster Confession~
the
imJOOI1BI1Ce of correct doctrine is not to be underestimated, members are
not required to subscribe the Confession of Faith as are office·bearers."
The same istrue for
guest communicants. 5
vii) There are still matters
are unclear to the deputies:
a) whether the.
communicant is examined prior to the
celebration, and
extent of this examination.
b) whether the term evangelical church can be equated with the term true
church, and how the session
whether the church to which an
~~1'\lnnnnuA~r communicant belongs is an
church or not.
e) AN EVALUAllON OF THE MANNER OF FENCING THE TABLE IN THE PCEA.
i) The manner in which 'the PCEA exercises
over its own members

ensures that only those who show evidence
true faith
their confession
and conduct are' ,admitted to the table. lt is
however, that
sutlscnotion to the Westminster Standards is not
of communicants.
ii) lt is
for deputies to evaluate the manner
in the PCEA since
there are <still matters which are unclear. Although
have requested

3
cf. Paper from the PCEA's
Committee as published in the Acts of
the 1994 Synod ofthe Free Reformed Churches of Australia, pg. 157.
4
See Appendix A
5
A paper from the PCEA Inter-Church Relations Committee, quoted from the Acts of the
1994
of the Free Reformed Churches, pg. 159.
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clarification on these points, the response received did not provide it. This
makes the evaluation contingent.
a} If the
of the table consists
of a statement from the
and a
the
regarding warranted
unworthy participation, then the PCEA practices
is commonly
referred to as an
table. If this is true, we would need to regard the
in
the
of the table.
office-bearers of
b) If the
of the table entails the exa1mir1aticm
communicant, then the PCEA
what is cornrr1on1v
restricted table. If this is true, we could
as
question would remain,
exercising some measure of judgement
however, whether this is adequate. As we have seen, Scripture warns us
that there are
who will say, "Lord, Lord," and who will claim to have
them as unworthy of
done
works Christ's name. Yet Christ
in
kingdom. Evidence of faith
be sought not only in
but also in works, not only
confession but also
conduct.
iii) The PCEA
that church
is a matter
consideration
when
persons to the lord's Table.
left up to the session (or
members of it} rather than to synodical deputies of the PCEA to determine
which churches are evangelical and which are not. Time restrictions will
seldom
the session to discern
and very carefully from the
Word
whether the church to
communicant
belongs is a true church (cf. Belgic Confession,
Furthermore, the
distinction between more/less pure churches could lead to a situation where
to churches which
persons would be admitted to the Table who
maintain
doctrines which would make
of
churches impossible. lt hardly seems correct that
expressed around the lord's
table on a personal
faith is not expressed on an
level.

Qn this matter we quote Professor Geertsema: "When ... the federation of the
churches has acknowledged an other church group as true Churches of Christ
Jesus and a sister church
has been established according to that
acknowledgment, the pulpit is open
so is the Table .
. . .But do we, herewith,
any unity in Christ with believers outside our own
chtJrcJ1as abroad? No we do not.
federation and the
.. .However, when "my" church federation cannot
rel;eticmship with their church groups for reasons of
and/or church
government, or rather for Biblical and confessional reasons, and when so
Scripture and confession are the foundation
which the
church
walls are built, do I, or does my consistory,
the right to act as those
setJaneti(;IG church walls all of a sudden do not exist an more when it comes to
of the Lord?
Must we maintain church walls on the basis of Scripture and confession, when
it comes to church federation, but break down those walls when it comes to
individual participation at the Table of the Lord? ... This is misusing that socalled higher unity. We should not create a concept of a higher unity in Christ
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that can be placed over
the confessional and organizational unity in
Christ and in the church.
tends to bread down church walls
build upon the foundation of ScJrioture
confession. lt tends to undemtine
obedienoo to the Lord in matters of church membership, to diminish
ecclesiastical faithfulness and sincerity. And it so easily brings confusion in
the cor.rare~aal'ion.
From this we conclude
if separating church walls are a matter of
obedience to God's Word
in accordance with the adopted confession of
the church which is based on Scripture, it is the calling of the churches to
maintain those walls also at the Table of our Lord.
f}

THE POSSIBILITY OF UNSCRIPTURAl CONCEPTS REGARDING INTEROENOM!NATIONAUSM
BEHIND THE PRESBYTERIAN PRACTICE.

In a brochure entitled, Open Communion in the OPC [Orlhodox Presbyterian
Ch1urc,f1e~~l. Rev. B. R Hofford,
a minister of the OPC expressed his
concern
the OPC did not fence the table as was required. He wrote, "The
root of the problem regarding the Lord's
in the OPC is not their
view of the church. We can
doctrine of the sacrament perse, but
say that as
as the election perspective, the invisible church, the
o!Ltrif<"Jm1itv of the
and the more/less
churches views are held, so
will the OPC cling to open communion.
ii)
commented on the arguments which Rev. Hofford brought
colnrr1entarvc, Dr.
wrote, "I am doubtful whether open
communion is indeed connected with
concept of an invisible church. He
went on to show that Calvin and other Reformers, in their explanation of the
doctrine of the church, used the distinction of visible and invisible.
Trcidl1tiorlally. Reformed
organises the sacraments under the visible
Westminster
also stands in this tradition.
iii)
Dr.
article we can only conclude that the distinction of
visible and
does not necessarily lead to a less restricted
manner of fencing the table. But Dr.
is not able to prove that such a
of the table.
distinction can not lead to a less restricted
iv) In their discussions with the FRCA deputies, the Inter-Church Relations
Committee of the PCEA wrote: "We must remember that the
of any
parlicular local church is a foretaste of that great
elect before
God's throne at the coming of Christ, and that it
a foretaste shared by all
those everywhere who call on the name of the Lord. lt is to this latter truth that
occasional
the PCEA tries to do justice in her policies with respect to
to those who are
outside her
opening of her . . .
federation, but whom we expect share with us in the Marriage Supper of the
Lamb." 9 The contrast is here between the visible and the invisible church, or
i)

11

J. Geertsema, A closed Lord's Supper Table is
sectarian spirit but shows
ecclesiastical faithfulness, in Clarion, Volume 35,
7, Apri14, 1986,
143.
7
B.R. Hofford, Open Communion in the OPC, Inter League Publication
1990, pg.
16f..
8
N.H.
Communion, in Clarion, Volume 40,
Number?,
28,1991,
9
Quoted from Acts of the
of the Free Reformed Churches of Australia, pg.
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the church as it is being gathered
and as it is
from all times and places. lt is the
of the invisible
of Christ which induces the PCEA to open up its tables.
v) Prof. Geertsema has written
the same matter,
from the
of
the practice
a closed table. 10 In this article a section
The
church
as basis for the rejection of a closed
Table. In this section he writes:
invisible church is the true body of
Christ; it is the church as an organism, the worldwide, catholic church. In this
body,
this
all the true believers, all those who are born
again and
have automatically a place. They are its
members."
Closely related to this view of the church as visible and invisible church is the
doctrine the of pluriformity of the church. The Pfuriformity
is 'that the
invisible Church of Christ reveals itself
on earth in many
(pluriform), namely, in many different local and
church institutes, that is in
many different denominations, which all have and emphasise their own special
aspect of the truth of God.
Within this
oluriformi,tv of the church and of an invisible church
in
a
Table does not fit and gets the label
with its 'higher
'sectarian'. A closed Table, per logical COI1Sequ~mce, must be seen in this line
of thinking as a denial of that
vi) From the above we conclude
doctrine of the visible/invisible church and
the closely related notion of the plurifonnity of the church may be the cause
which lies behind the less restricted manner of
the Lord's Table in the
PC EA. As
our concern of possible
concepts regarding interinvestigation.
denominationalism in the PCEA will require

2.

WHETHER OR NOT OUR CONCERN REGARDING THE SUPERVISION OF THE TABLE MUST BE
CLEARED BEFORE THE FRCA CAN PROGRESS \MTH CONTACTs/RELATIONS.

a) Our Church Order reads: With churches of Refom1ed confession sister relations
shall be maintained as much as possible.
On non-essential
of
ecclesiastical
other churches shall not be
(Article
Order of
b) Inasmuch as the PCEA has not furnished us with more definite information
concerning their practice of
the table, we are not in a position to make any
concrete evaluation whether we can
with our contacts. In this report we
have seen that there
be some
inadequacies in the policies of the
PCEA
the
of guests from other
churches. This is
a serious matter, since it touches
the
of the
Table, which is one
of the marks of the true church.
have
expressed the concern that the
doctrinal barriers which
official
and
of churches are
overlooked when
participate at the
Table.
reason for
further
whether the PCEA embraces
notion of
interdenominationalism. This, too, is a serious matter, since it touches on the
purity of doctrine, which is the second mark of the true church.

10

J. Geertsema, ibid., pg. 142.
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c) The serious nature
these concerns induces dejr:.tuties to recommend
on these matters, and that
that deputies resume their discussions with the
the FRCA progress in their relations with the
only when these concerns
have been removed.
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Deputies for Relations with Churches Abroad (REiforme'd Churches)
1. Deputies
the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
2.

with Churches Abroad (Reformed Churches) had responsibility for

Reformed Churches in Indonesia (GGRI and GGMM)
Reformed Churches of New Zealand
Geneva Free Reformed Church (NZ)
Reformed Churches of Australia
Free Reformed Churches of the Philippines
Evangelical Reformed Church of Singapore
In order

carry out their mandate,

deg:tutiE~S

1996. Some items remain unfinished.
3.

met 15 times since
Kelmscott
intend to issue a supplementary report.

Deputies have maintained a "Fund for the Support of the Indonesian Churches." The
treasurer, br J. van Dyk has submitted statements of income and expenditure direct to
the Churches.
Indonesian Reformed Churches (GGRI and GGMM)

Mandate:
Synod Keimscott 1996 instructed deputies:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

to continue to visit the
of the GGRI
to visit the GGMM as
and opportunity arise
to report on progress towards an eventual recommendation to recognise the GGMM
as sister churches
to continue to support the
undertaken
to support a student from the
studies at the Theological
to coordinate the support
to the Indonesian Churches by
visits,
of literature and other aids in order to build up the re~om1ed chJ.iral~ter
of the
Churches in Indonesia
to encourage the individual Free Reformed Churches and their members to provide
the finance needed to support Decisions d) and e) and f)

(Articles 66 and 67)

A. Yonson Dethan
1. Yonson Dethan completed his studies at Hamilton Theological College

2.

in

his graduation on September 5111 1997. Prior to his return to Indonesia, deputies
arranged Yonson to visit all the Australian Churches for a familiarisation and
thank,tou visit
met with Yonson to give advice
the
Indonesian Churches.
a request
GGRI, deg:HJtiE~s
recommended that Yonson
himself available to teach at the Theologiical
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3.

College at Wai
Further it was our advice that
Yonson accept a call
one of.the GGMM
and gradually take up the
work
office bearers
done by Rev. Knigge. Deputies followed this
advice with a
letter to the
However this request appears
not to have been
received but was accepted at a meeting with Brs
and van
their visit in September.
Yonson has been provided with a computer to facilitate his work and to allow him
access to Canada and Australia via e-maii. As a consequence Deputies have offered
financial support for computer
and repairs and to establish and maintain an
emai! account. At this
see no reason to offer further financial support.
However the situation in
the split two
ago is unstable and
to date Yonson has not received a call. If
situation
deputies may have
to consider assistance to enable Yonson to be self-supporting.

B. Pila Njuka
1.

2.

3.

As per the mandate of Synod, deputies investigated the pos;sibility
student from the GGRI to
studies at Hamilton once
Dethan was
finished. Deputies, after due
and advice arranged that Pila
to
un~e~er·ao English
studies in Australia prior to commencing at
Pila
Njuka had
the Free Reformed Churches from October 1995 to
January 1996 for familiarisation and
instruction. Pila returned to Australia in
January 1997,
completed
studies in July 1997 but requested
to return to Indonesia in
to marry.
Deputies are well aware of the extra complications in
a wife as well as
Pila. There are considerations
extra costs, cultural
for the
etc which gave cause for concern. However deputies decided to persevere
the planned support for Pila Njuka.
lt is the intention that Piia and his
return to Australia for a few months of
refresher studies in
and
languages before travelling to Hamilton in
August 1998. Pila
to marry D.V. March 5th, 1998

C. Support Reformed Churches in Indonesia

1. Synod Kelmscott gave deputies the mandate "to coordinate the

offered to the
Indonesian Churches
to build up the
the way of visits, literature and other aids in
reformed character of
Reformed Churches in Indonesia".
2. During the visits
Brs Bosveld and van
they were able to distribute financial
assistance,
Mission Aid and
of the FRCA, to the churches of the
GGRI and
3. Financial
funds to allow Revs P. Hawu and M Radjah
to
three weeks
time of
Kelmscott, 1996.
4. Deputies received a written request
the
for financial support to the
churches of about $20 to $30 per month to enable the 30 churches each to support an
evangelist This is similar to support given to 5 evangelists
mainly within the
Free Reformed Church of Mt Nasura. The Dutch deputies
providing this
support, although the option of initial
to allow evangelists to
self·supporting was
worth considering.
5. The
for Yonson Dethan and Pila Njuka was
from the "Fund for the
Support
Indonesian Churches" in accordance with
mandate to encourage the
individual Free Reformed churches and their members to provide the financial support in
order to carry out their mandate. Deputies have regularly reported to the churches on the
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status of the fund, including income received and disbursements. Deputies can tn~mKtuii:V
report that it has received sufficient support to enable it to carry out its mandate.

D. Visits

Churches

Synod mandated
to visit the Indonesian Churches,
during the time of
the next synod of the GGRI.
Deputies delegated Brs J. Bosve!d and J. van Dyk to visit the GGRI and the GGMM during
13 - 23 September 1997. The report of delegates is attached as
A.
The delegates could report favorably on their visit to our sister
(GGRI). They
reported sincere desire to live
to God's Word and faithfulness to the
Confessions and the established
although there was evidence also of an
ongoing
to remain Reformed. During the past two years
from the GGRI
visited the Synod of the
In this way the
could visit our
whilst FRCA
sister church reh;~tic,nship
The contact with the
was more tense as a result of a communication received from
The FRCA
were able to resolve most ofthe matters
Rev. E.
between them and the
deputies
Rev. E.
(see
The
have offered sister relations to the FRCA
are
that the
has not reciprocated. Also this matter was discussed by our delegates, who pointed out
that this decision must be made by Synod.
After the split in the GGMM, their remains about 1000 members in 9 churches. Some
churches are very smalL

E. Conclusions:
1.
Deputies have been able to

2.

3.

out their mandate to support Yonson Dethan, Pila
of inviting
and the Indonesian
to continue its
1nc!ones11an candidate ministers to
for the:o!ogical 01rier1tation.
Deputies from the GGMM have offered sister relations to the FRCA and requested us
to reciprocate. However it is our opinion the situation in the GGMM needs to be
stabilised before deputies can make a recommendation
further orc1cm~ss
towards sister relations. Rev. Knigge sent
our Dutch sister
to
am1on!gst the GGMM has returned to
and it is wise to see the intentions of
the
deputies towards further contact with the GGMM before we proceed.
The visits by delegates to both the GGRI and GGMM have not only strengthened
ties but also enabled deputies to observe first hand the developments in the these
churches.

F. Recommendations
Synod decide that:
1.
The FRCA continue sister relations with the GGRI in accordance with the
rules.
2.
Deputies continue to
developments in the GGMM with as aim to come to
a recommendation to
future sister relations.
Limited support continue to be
Dethan to ensure effective
communication remains with
4.
Deputies financially support Pi!a Njuka (along with his wife) to study at Hamilton if it is
considered feasible.
5.
Support be given to the Indonesian churches by way of sponsoring visits, provision of
literature, etc.
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6.
7.

Deputies continue to visit the
of the GGRI and the GGMM.
Deputies encourage the individual churches and its members to support the activities
mentioned in 3,4 and 5.

Appendix A
Report:VIsit to Sumba and Timor 13 to 23 September
van Dyk.

by Brs J. Bosveld and J.

At our arrival in Sumba we were met by Rev
and Rev Oosterhuis's
driver, who all welcomed us to their country. On the
we paid a short
visit to Rev Doko and
saw his
living
(very,
We also stopped
at Rev Hawu
to have a cup of Indonesian
and
that we paid a short visit to Rev
and made an appointment to visit
him the coming
His living standards were quite a bit better.
(which means salvation water) on the
Early in the evening we arrived at Wai
property of the
School. One
quarters of the complex was made ready
for us, which we
with Pila, who was
to look after us. At night we met Rev
an informative discussion with him.
Oosterhuis and
who lived next door and we
Sunday14 September
We went to church in Kataka (distance: 11/2 hours drive) in the mountains arriving there at
9am. The church building was
primitive. About 70 people attended the service. The
preacher, Rev Pindidyawa, held
sermon on Luke 17:27-33 and Genesis 19:12-26. His
theme was "Lot saved from the destruction of Sodom" Their
with the singing of many Psalms. The sermon took
and the minister. Rev
visited the home of Rev
and had a meal with
Mitingu is a
minister
is still very active in preaching many congregations. His
housing conditions are also very poor (mud floors).
We left Kataka in the afternoon and went back to Wai Ma:rar1gu via Melolo. In general we
saw poor living conditions, barren land stripped of trees,
some scenery was very
beautiful with lush green rice fields and many coconut palms
the coast. Along the
roadsides you often found
sitting or even
initiative, seemingly
totally lazy.
In the afternoon we attended the church service at Wai Marangu (church building
the
which was led by an elder. He read his own prepared sermon on
25
(sacraments) and conducted the service and the
in the same way
as our elders conduct themselves on our pulpits. The order of service was the same as
ours. We
Psalms and
The attendance was between 30·40 people. lt is a
trend
more women attend the church services than men.
In the
we visited Rev Oosterhuis
and
the
we were
eight students. There are a total of 11
at the school, two from
in
(one from the GGMM and the other from the GGRI). The rest are from the
Sumba. Despite
barrier we had a
impression of the students
Monday 15 September
At 7 am we received a visit by Rev MadaBiha from the GGRI in
We had breakfast
together in a Christian manner with
Bible
and
which we had a
for
us
breakfast. Points of
discussion in
uil)\,;l..l~)l)l\)11 were about
Classis
their members to attend Lord's
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Supper in the Ga!ilee church of Kupang. lack of implementation of our reformed
was mentioned as the main reason. later we attended a meeting with the deputies
Present at the
were the Rev's Oosterhuis, Radjah, Hawu, MadaBiha and brs J
Bosveld and J van
and welcomed us at the u1e•:;;uuy, e:x:pr,ess;ina
Rev Hawu
desire to
aQ:x>rdinQ to our mandate.
Points for the Agenda were:
1. Future plans for Pila Njuka

2. Support Indonesian churches
3. Supporting evcmg,elists
for Pila
future plans for Pila, the deputies GGRI were not unanimous in their
The discussion centred around Pila's proposed ...,~,rri~ai"'A
opinion reoardlino
and plans to
with him to Australia/Hamilton. The
points are
considerations:
a) We will set a precedent to other sponsors and create a wrong impression.
b) He
not be able to fully concentrate on his studies.
c) In this
shows weakness in regard to his calling for the church. This is not a
example as leader.
decided to bring it at synod and ask for advice.
2
Indonesian churches
For
upbuilding of the churches
on the same foundation it was mentioned:
a) To upgrade the
Book and make uniform in the churches via Utindo.
b) Invite ministers or students again to Australia for three months
language
courses.
3 Evangelists (Request for
of approximately $25
month)
Deputies request if there
be more cooperation
this matter. In the past it
has created confusion and iAJ:lilf'lll~v They wanted to know
Kataka was supported and
not other churches. Also
from the little
in
created
They made the
to please
us through the deputies' to
prevent dift'iculties.
After expressing gratefulness of the support from the Free Reformed Churches of Australia
we continued with the discussion about their present contacts with the GGMM and the
school in Wai Marantgu.
future of the
The brothers
that the decision of
GGRI. Further that the relationship of the GGRI with the
would be dealt with at
Classis Kupang
reason for their decision that it was mentioned that the
but
have to practice it also. There
have access to
Three forms of
was also some discussion in
to the
theological School at Wai
Marangu. Rev
had not
it and therefore it causes some doubts as to
the
and stay in Indonesia. After
Ch1urc11es of Australia the meeting was
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16 Sel>ternb4~r
um:~vo~idatble

delay we arrived safely at
late afternoon. In the morning
1997 was
opened
authorities.
re-lOPE!ne.a. After
the chairman we were given the
on behalf the Free
Churches of Australia. We
help of Pila as interpreter. Rev 0 spoke on behalf of the sister
were able to do this
churches in Holland in the Indonesian 1~nn11:~nA
consisted of four classes, some advisors, two delegates from the Reformed Church
Jaya ~ Rev's Herman Korwa and
one delegate representing
the Reformed Churches (liberated)
and two delegates from
the Australian Free Reformed Churches-Brs J Bosveld and J van Dijk. There were no
del•eg«altes from the GGMM. After the credentials were dealt with they voted for a
mn,ti~:>l'l:!ll'l"u:on consisting of the chairman Rev Hawu, A vice chairman and two secretaries.
c:ul•cul!a~:~u

we,dnEISd4iY

17 Sep1tem1ber

The
was re-opened
one of the ministers from class is
meditated on Psalm 133
we also
The minutes of last
were scrutinized.
The following points were mentioned: the
Kaibar STM, more input Canadian
School and Family Planning.
Churches via deputies, Holland's support of the
Correspondence
Registration of the
School at Wai Marangu
school needs to be
with the authorities otherwise there is a possibility that
Rev Oosterhuis will not be allowed to stay in Sumba.
Some items on the agenda and the decisions:
1.
for synod and der:•utiE~s
All proposals have to
to
2 Request
Churches who request assistance must do it via deputies
3 Church (Goosens) Melolo wants to
GGRI
Refer to local church and classis
not direct to synod
4 Result of seminar on Adat
Appointed committee did not do their work. Another committee was appointed. These
members are
in closer vicinity.
5 Relations
Because of the difficult situation it is not wise to deal with it
!t is mentioned that the
GGMM is
the government. Further, there an uncertain situation.
the situation of classis Kupang re not to celebrate the Holy
did not wa'nt to
in the Galilee Church because of uncertain circumstances. Synod deemed it to be
wise to see firsUhe development in the Musyafir Churches before decisions are made.
6 Smoking
church meetings
Reference was made to 1Cor 6:12 and Matt 15:11. The decision was made not to smoke
at synod
but for the rest to leave it up to each individual's responsibility.
7 Problems
re wedding
Adat is not accepted. it is not good for those members to join GGRI thinking that they are
not so strict. The GGRI admit that there are office bearers from heathen descent who see
Adat 'a bit
and do not want interference in carrying out their office.
8 Revision of
Revision songbook is in the hands of Litindo. This refers to Psalms, Hymns, Confessions
and liturgy.
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9 Appointment deputies 'Evangelizing'
Because there is neglect to preach the Gospel to other people
church should see
their duty and
to evangelize and appoint a
for
The
remark was made that there were churches
old
will be
their future?'- there is a difference between city and remote areas: ap1:>oi1ntir1g deputies is
not seen as a solution. The decision was made to leave it to the
Through
church visitation
should be reminded of their duty.
10 Request
Free
Churches of Australia re Pila
After deputies
explained the proposal to
and it was
with and discussed,
for Pila to go to Australia/Hamilton
Synod accepted the proposal and gave the
with his wife.
11 Next
on the 3 June 1999 DV Reference was made to the
next cointererlce
Indonesian sister churches.
After the Acts were adopted Rev Hawu made his final address. Brother Bosveld spoke a
few words of
for the food and accommodation. He also spoke some words of
Christian
and encouragement.
was closed at
7pm 18 September 1997.

19 September
We
the
whose child was operated on in Jakarta for a heart
Aid
it was
to see that the
was very
problem which
successful. The young
and
school very soon
we
the coast to visit some coastal
after her operation. Via
churches. At Wula we saw an old church
made from bamboo and straw. The
minister there told us that plans were ready to
a better one. Then later on we looked
at the
lengths of wood which had been cut by axe, necessary for the new
At
of
where Yan
is
the end the two·hour drive we came to the
the
He has over a hundred members his
A few who were
GGRI, a
heathens and one hundred members who have come over from the Goosens
are building their own temporary church which
church on the next property.
later will be Van's house when
next
is cmnnleted.
We returned just before 7pm and prepared ourselves
Knigge.
Points of the agenda were:
to the GGRI and the GGMM.
with the intention to have a meeting with the deputies of GGMM.
Rev 0 came with a proposal
that 50% of our aid should be for real church
work, 25% for other projects and 25%
personal needs. lt should be done via deiPUt:ies
otherwise it creates much
There should be coordination in that respect.
GGMM and keep in mind the future of the
They warned us not to dictate the
Mu1syat1r churches, especially the
church in
in connection with the return of
Yonson Dethan, who was sent out in the first place for the
churches.
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Sa1:urc:iav 20 September
at da,lbn~ak
Very early in the
city with many beautiful
Especially the
churches have
large
much larger than ours in WA even. Before we went to the airport we
a minister
was 54 years old and has had a brain tumour for three years. His condition
is
and
Mission Aid was asked to help as the family could not come
up
all the costs. Their
that he be operated on in Surabaya. This
would be the only chance of improvement. We had some contact with the patient despite
his serious illness. We also visited the premises of the GGRI church in Wiangapu and its
evangelist who has a
of approx 100 members. The church
looked
other church buildings in the same city. At our arrival in
very poor in comparison
Kupang we were picked up by
Fanggidae
Sunday 21 September
On Sunday
we went to the Galilee church. Remy was
to preach. The setup
of the service was
to ours but with marked differences:
A word of welcome was extended to all and notices were read.
At the very
the elders, deacons (women included) and Rev Remy gathered
behind a
at the
front of the church,
hands together and
Then Blessing, Prayers
was more
than we are used to),
Ten
Commandments were read, more
have a prayer request box in front of the
pulpit so that these extra prayers
addressed), five
and a young man sang
with a
the
were gathered in by
some Hymns at the front of the
women deacons who sat at the front of the
with the elders and after that the
sermon was held. The
was based on Luke 15, the lost sheep, coin and son, Rev
E.
who sat
and myself translated the sermon as best as he
ce11tr~llit\f of the gospel was there. The sermon was followed by the amen song,
prayer, singing
There were approximately
persons in the church, mostly women. The corlgre~ga1tion
was very neatly dressed and their conduct was good.
After Church we went to Rev. E. Fangidae's place and a meeting was held. Remy, Br
Mooni and another deputy attended.
in
it did not take
before it developed into a
Rev
opened the
debate.
when we referred to
letter in which sister church relationship was
mentioned. We explained that our Synod Kelmscott 1996 decided at that point of
relationship not to offer sister relationship because of last
split and the
implementation of reformed doctrine, liturgy and church
There was a lot of
eg 1) Bedfordale's support of evangelist Paul in Savu.
it was questioned 2)
and not GGMM, 3) why isn't money sent via
deputies Kupang from
via the church GGRI.4} Are we not trul3twortlw?
lt was explained that Bedfordale was convinced that the church order
supporting sister churches. On this the remark was made "You
truth. You put the church order above the command to preach the
"We obJl:lctE~d
to this and reminded the meeting that we as Australian churches have been
~nt\n~.nrirtn Yonson for the purpose of the Gospel. As far as sending money via
cor1ce1rnei~, Br Bosveld would give it some consideration.
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Tanaligu 1997 it was
When it was asked
there was no representative at
mind, considering that
answered that they
bought a ticket but they chatngE~d
several
had to be cleared up first.
that this was not the decision
The problem was the decision of classis Kupang. We
of the GGRI and mentioned further that there was a
made when entering into a
sister church relationship with the GGRI that implementation of
Forms and Form
of
and
in the GGMM would follow.
is concerned we referred to the letter dated 6 August 1997.
As far as the future of
We acknowledged first that the statement that Yonson was sent out to Hamilton to serve
the Indonesian churches was worded too
because the documents say that
March 1993). We
Yonson at all times would remain their
sent
the GGMM
the spirit of the
assured the deputies we did not want to dictate. That would be
church order.
Yonson it was mentioned that Yonson
come to Kupang.
said
they needed him to replace Knigge. A call to Yonson's
Rev. E.
hometown would not work because of the many family relationships. Two evlrin~~elists have
been working in Tarus but they do not want them as ministers. Rev.
that if
Yonson would be called to Tarus he would not be ordained. There is
work for
Yonson to be done in
The GGMM
fully
these statements.
They are proud with
achievements.
is looking forward to meet
him. Remy and Yonson should work
for the
of the congregation and
preaching of the
as well as for
bond of churches. He sent a letter to both
Yonson and Edwar.
far as the
school in Wai Marangu is concerned the
GGMM is willing to cooperate and to
the level of the school which is now at the
level of senior high. Rev's Doko and
need the
to increase their
knowledge and improve their status. They are prepared to have
contact with Rev
Oosterhuis
these matters.
and consistory decided to build a house for him
will make sure that the equipment he will
him wm find a proper place.
want a good relationship with us. After brother
led us in prayer the meeting was closed.
The meeting lasted

ap~>rmdmateiy

three hours.

Subsequent events confirmed our fears that the issue where Yonson would work would not
be resolved. Regrettably the hlerarchal tendency still
if we hear that it is not
accepted that there is no acceptance of Yonson
anywhere else than the Galilee
Church.
At four thirty we went to our sister church in
We found the same order
as we have. An elder read a sermon on the sacrament of the
acc:ordling
what we confess in the
Catechism. Aoorc>xirna1telv
service. The delegates from lrian
Hymns. After church we had a cup coffee at the minister's place who
was not
back yet from synod. Afterwards Remy picked us up and took us for dinner to his parent's
place.
Monday 22 September
In the
after Remy had delivered his Sunday's sermon(in total) on the radio station
for evangelism purposes.
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we received a visit from Rev E.
and had a discussion on
He seems to be quite involved
a conference be held in Surabaya
inf;aiUI:>ili1:y of the Word of God. In
to this conference J Packer seems to be
!"l:llr\nlriJ:al!:ll is a member
committee and has to prepare himself for
Steven Thong seems to be involved as well (Rev
led a rally
thesis number six.
in Kupang attended by approx 30,000 people). We referred to Packer in connection with
Romans 617.
reliaiousltlatttLe,rs:~~.

the hotel at 5 am and
took us to the airport. The
to
We arrived Bali at 10:30am.
to plan we met
nr~~t~~rh11i~ and
father Or Oosterhuis. Rev Oosterhuis
to speak to us
and see how we went in
We gave him a summary of our discussions with Rev.
Fangidae and deputies
our contacts with
who is looking forward to working in
nJ:ar·mr1nv with Yonson Dethan for the well being
churches. Rev Oosterhuis
ex!:>re:sse~d that he was very
with the results of our
in Kupang and left us
on his way to Wai Marangu.
Wians~a~1u

Praise and honour to the Head of the Church, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, Who
protected and
us where ever we went and provided good health and strength to
carry out our task for the benefit of the Indonesian churches.
Submitted

J Bosveld
J van Dijk
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THE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NEW ZEALAND

1.

1996 gave as mandate:
a) To encourage the RCNZ to continue with their admonitions to the RCA and to
terminate relations with the RCA if these admonitions continue to go unheeded,
b)
explain to the RCNZ the reasons for this
decisions, taking into account
of Synod launceston 1985
comments in para 5.3 of Deputies report and the
(Article 67),
c) To attend the next synod of the RCNZ if invited, and
d) invite delegates from the RCNZ to attend the next
as observers with the
privileges mentioned in Acts Synod Bedfordaie
Article 19 Recommendation 2b.

2
1)

Conrespondence
wrote to the lnterchurch Relations Committee
on the circumstances
to the brerakl:tW~~y
Church. Some information was provided
report on
Deputies have written explaining the reasons for
1996 decisions regarding the
RCNZ
The RCNZ has been invited to send del(ega1tes to
launceston.
infrwmJ::~tirln

2)
3)

3.

Relations with RCA

The RCNZ
to the decisions of the 1997 RCA
can be
from a
recent issue
and Focus". Deputies will ascertain
is any further official
response and will report to our synod in a
report.
4.

Recommendations

Deputies intend to provide recommendations in their supplementary report.
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THE GENEVA FREE REFORMED CHURCH
1.MANDATE: Acts of Synod 1996 Article 53 Decision 5c: to investigate the developments
leading to the formation of the Geneva Reformed Church of Auckland. Ground 6:
Deputies have received correspondence from the Geneva Free Reformed Church of
Auckland requesting affiliation with the FRCA. The minister and members of this church
were formerly
of the RCNZ
2.CONSIDERATIONS:
2.1.
The FRCA believes that it is contrary to the Confessions regarding the Church
to recognise two churches in one country, when those two churches are
to work towards
unable or
2. 1. 1.
Deputies reported to
"that in doctrine, worship and
church government the
must be considered a true and faithful
church of our Lord Jesus Christ. Synod 1996 also decided: "to strive
for sister relations with the RCNZ.
2.1.2.
Although the FRCA has not as yet recognised the RCNZ or entered
into formal relations with them, the conclusions of deputies and the
decision of
would prohibit us from honouring the request of
the GFRC
it is clear that their office-bearers have been
suspended. In that case
could appeal to the FRCA as
1eaitim1ate continuafion of the
Church in New Zealand.
2.2.
Deputies find
it is beyond their
to sit in
over the
deposition of the minority of the North
Session, due to the fact that we
do not have all the information needed. However, from the summary of events
it appears that
2.2.1.
in the deposition of the minority of the North Shore Session the
prc:Ms>lorls of their church order were not followed in a !I respects.
is evidence that the Auckland Presbytery did not handle the
matter
at all times. For example it appears to have
contravened
70 of its CO in not allowing the accused party to
be heard.
2.2.2.
also went outside of its
when it initiated the
oro1oosal and formulated the
to suspend the office-bearers
under article 83, though
did not itself suspend the officebearers, but left
majority of the North Shore
Session.
2.3.
Parallels with the circumstances around the liberation of 1944 do exist in that
the session compelled the
on the part of a minority on matters of
conscience without first
appeals to be heard. However unlike
1944, matters of doctrine did not
a role, nor was the
carried
out in a hierarchal way by the
courts'
it
be argued that
the Auckland Presbytery
tendencies by initiating the
proposal for suspension).
3. RECOMMENDATIONS:
3.1.
To
both the GFRC and the RCNZ to
past failings in
dealing
the difficulties in the North Shore Session,
to seek
way of letter, and by
reconciliation with each other. They shall do this
personal visitation if practical.
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3.2.

To charge deputies to monitor the relations between the RCNZ and the GFRC
and report to the next Synod.
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Apf,,enartx

u,.n......i-

The 1996
2.

-

Reformed Churches of

(art.
deputies a mandate, which is included in the following:
to enter
contact (which has sister relations or union as its aim) with
the RCA at this time.

Ground:
a)

3.

The current trends in the RCA, which have been in part imported by
their past sister relations with the GKN(S), give alarm, and show that
decisions
the RCNZ
and we travel in a different direction
this). Further contact would
not be meaningful but
uu::H• CI!LIIIY for both parties.
detmtiE~s to send a letter of appeal to the 1997 RCA Synod and to
all their sessions,
to them to return to a
reformed
direction so that future contact may become possible and can be meaniing·fui.

Grounds:
a)
b)

c)

made thus far should be used and not wasted.
has not given a mandate thus far to address the current trends
in the RCA. To write such a letter of appeal requires a mandate from
Synod.
A letter of appeal, rather than official contacts which
mean we
are working towards the goal of sister relations or union, seems the
best route at this stage.

The deputies did send an appeal to the RCA This appeal is
to this report.
However,
to time constraints and other commitments, this appeal was not sent out
till mid-1997.
it was not sent out in time for the RCA to deal with it properly.
The local sessions could not use it for their
for synod, nor could they use it to
send submissions to their synod, which was
1997. Also, we sent it
to the synod as well as to the sessions, as
our
from our 1996
of the RCA misinterpreted this appeal
However, the Committee for Ecumenical
their ore'IIIOt.!s
as an official appeal, as per Article 31, Church Order, from our part
decisions.
saw it as a blatant
to interfere
their
have sent them a letter (which is
our
conversations with
them, that this was not so, but an
sense
word, an appeal sent
from one federation to another.
from
side do not accept correspondence of
such a nature with federations with whom
have official contact. Indeed, the CER did
not pass along our appeal to their 1997
lt has not been dealt with.
require us
to pass along our appeal to their deputies and the CER who in turn will pass the appeal,
along with their own commentary and recommendation, on to their next synod.
Thus there were three reasons
was not dealt with:
1.
it was too late. This
truth is most important
2. lt did not follow the
nro,c.ediure for submitting materials to their
This must be respe4:;te1c:!.
3.
1t was misunderstood to be a regular appeal as described in the Church
Order. Such an appeal from us is inappropriate. We have clarified this
matter with them.
This left the deputies in a quandary. What to do? Our 1996
thus far should be used and not wasted." The mandate to
an
and sessions (in time for all to deal with it
should still be exe~cultea.
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should be re-submitted. However, their 1997 Synod has taken place. Decisions on matters
to take those decisions into
raised in our appeal were dealt with. lt would be
account Since deputies have not received the
Acts of their 1997
before
making this report, they could not revise the appeal before our 1998
Thus the deputies I!~~~~~~~~mf~ru:J:
1.
Accept that we
on our Appeal to the RCA Synod and the
sessions of the RCA.
Grounds: it was
too late and we did not follow the
procedure to
send it.
2. Renew the mandate for
to send a revised
so that
the
of the
are reflected and any inaccuracies
removed. This revised appeal
be sent to their synod via the proper channels,
Le. their deputies, as well as be sent to all their sessions.
Grounds: the
mandate has not been accomplished, and in order to
accomplish it
decisions of their 1997
should be noted and their
material at their
should be honoured.
procedures for

THE FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF AUSTRAliA
DEPUTIES FOR INTERCHURCH RELATIONS
WITH OTHER REFORMED CHURCHES

P.O. Box 191, Armadale, Western Australia, 6112
Fax: 61 08 9497 3280
Thursday, 26 June 1997
Dear brothers,
Attached is the official appeal which the Free Reformed Churches of Australia are
hereby
to all the sessions of the Reformed Churches of Australia (RCA) as well
of the RCA, to be held this August in NSW, Australia. The appeal
as to the 1997
speak,s for itself and needs no further explanation.
We would like the RCA sessions to read and discuss this
and to consider
sending an instruction with their classical
to
so that this appeal
receives proper attention, The deputies for diaiiOQLJe
us, FRCA, will also receive
copies and can make a (late) report to synod.
If you wish to correspond with us about this appeal,
use the postal address
listed above.
lt is our
and prayer that this appeal may contribute to a
movement
within the
so that our churches may have reason for further contacts and relations.
With brotherly areetir1as.
On behalf of
Rev W Huizinga, chairman
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THE FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF AUSTRAliA
DEPUTIES FOR INTERCHURCH RELATiONS
WITH OTHER REFORMED CHURCHES
P.O. Box 191 Armadaie, Western Australia, 6112
Fax: 61 08 9497 3280
I

25 June, 1997
in Blacktown, NSW, and to the Sessions, of

Dear brothers

Reformed

I

We bring you our greetings in the name of our lord Jesus Christ.
The decision of
1994 Synod to accept the combined report of the v!euv,,uo::::
Committees of
& RCA deputies
our deputies and synod reason
May
we remind
of that decision (Acts
1994
of RCA, Article 61) and
statement,
reads:
especially
adoption of the
1.
The
of 1942
bearers to the one point of view, as opposed to the two
were ill conceived.
2.
The content of these bindings cannot be
from Scripture and
these went beyond Scripture and the CoJ?fe~'>SICins.
3. That in
and deposing office bearers and the summary
dismissal
acted in an hierarchical manner and thus
violated the Retonmed
4. In setting its own agenda, as well as extending its life beyond what was
the accepted roles, the synod acted unf~:nvfiullv.
5.
synods should have acted in a more consequential
manner.
the RCA on principle did not take
entered into full sister-relations with the
were not
relation with the GKN(L), fully aware that these two
on speaking terms. Hence, there was an inherent conflict in the RCA
both the
and the GKN(L).
decision to offer a
Rules governing a
that
be mutual heed
the Church Order is
that true doctrine is
acts, corJsicfer~lble
exercised.. Yet, by its (GKN)
injustice had been done by the GKN(S), with
result that no less than
100,000 members left the GKN(S)
Justice l<:J'UU""''u
before we (the
offered
to the
have addressed the matter of the Liberation in a
We did not do this, with the result that serious obstacles to the way of
union with the FRCA remained.
6. In the light of the historical data, we agreed that the Liberation was a
lea,;tim,ate step for those who chose that path.
We were
with your adoption of the agreed statement and
thus accepted that
this ends the discm;si<:m of the events of the fifties and sixties. In a previous synod we
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have terminated all relations with the
in 1982. You have
given
and confessional critique of their reports
with us' as well as its
stand on homosexuality.
'sequel.' Also,
voiced strong disapproval of the
We mention
things because it was the sister relations with the GKN(S) that
caused us to
separate. Thus the stumbling block was in part removed then. The
results of the
removed all remaining obstacles from the past.
In response to your 1994 Synod, the 1996
of the Free Reformed Churches of
Australia held at Kelmscott, WA, decided accordingly:

Article 71
Reformed Churches of Australia
To
the decision of the 1994 RCA Synod that their sister relations with
of the doctrinal and church-political
the
seen in the historical
controversies and the subsequent
of 1944, were unjust,
inconlsecluenti;al and the express cause for lack of
this ends the
Ul'l>'-'U~>'l>l'-118 concerning the events of the fifties and

2.

Grounds:
a)

b)

c)

All the doctrinal and cmJrCIH::I~ouucal
liberation have been ac•mo~wiE~Qied.
They thus consider the liberation 'le~titinnat,e'
acknowledgment allows them to uncfelil;tanid
their sister relations with the'""'''''""'"·
They
their
inconsequential manner in
sister relations, and that they
of union with the FRCA'.

to the

said this, one might expect that the FRCA would now respond favourably to the
mv1tat.1on of the 1994 Synod for "closer and further meaningful
between our
out that the
entered the
Churches" (Art.61.4). However, it should be
dialogue with a limited aim in mind - 'to
past rift' as you put it. From our side
the 1990 Synod did not agree to dialogue with the aim of entering sister relations. No, it
had a specific goal in mind - to clear up past problems and then synod would review the
situation. This limited
has been accomplished.
Should further contact now indeed proceed? The 1996 Synod of Kelmscott looked at
the general direction of the RCA,
the
of the agreed statement in the
of
If the
of the agreed
light of all the decisions of the 1994
with respect to
would have gone
statement and the actions of the
hand in hand with a
reformational direction within the RCA, and if that had
been evident at your
then our past
would have had confidence in
rll!»r·nrrlm,~nrliinn (to our 1998
further contact which would have as its aim unity
& FRCA
this the case?
up
under the
since the fifties and sixties. We have not
to date in an
manner. Yet deputies tried to keep informed on the current direction
and so tried to
abreast of the
within the RCA. We received the acts of
and Sword," also
us informed.
direction in the RCA. Your
From all this the deputies
out some major concerns:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

the decisions about "Word and Spirit" and esp1ec1a11y
about
occasional
today in the
the
appeals against this
at the 1994 Synod;
the
liturgical practices within the RCA;
the
of appeals against these practices at the 1994 Synod;
the continued membership of the REC;
the discussions about 'women in office' in which the door is definitely
kept open for women in office; and
the developments on a local level in Western Australia and Tasmania
where we have local churches as well. 1

All of this
made the past deputies conclude that the adoption of the agreed
statement
the termination of
with the GKN(S) were not consistent
with the current direction within
RCA. Indeed, the conclusion was made that the
RCA & FRCA are not
in the same reformed, confessional direction. If further
contact were to take place,
issues would have to be discussed
How
would you
to such a
Might further contact then not prove
even an
and a frustration
sides?
Allow us to elaborate on this. The FRCA has had fruitful contacts with the RCNZ. There
has been an
to our
From these contacts we
note how the RCNZ
has grave concerns
The RCNZ is
sisterchurch. They
the Acts of
following closely
certain
key issues
After all,
happens in the RCA can greatly
influence the
th~ir closest sister~church. Then we read in the Acts of the 1995
Synod of Avondale, NZ, this assessment of the RCA and its 1994 Synod at Canning:
I began to realise that the RCA are really in a crisis situation... People are
being openly
therefore, to
whether the existing
structures of the
liturgy, form
worship seNice, the traditional
etc. are a help or a hindrance in this crisis
approach to
situation. The leaders... don't necessarily know where they are
but they
are learning a great deal along the
concern that
RCA is
currently in danger of cutting loose
heritage was openly
expressed by some RCA delegates, but
these voices of concern
are very much in the minority•.. In conclusion, the RCA is most definitely a
church 'en route'
have occurred at an alarmingly fast rate and
they (older and
are
concerned about the
current direction and
This is a concern
we in the RCNZ
share ... 2
This personal but fair assessment went into detail about these concerns. However, it is
best to
1995 Synod of Avondale, the RCNZ as a whole, rather than one
individual,
voice these concerns:
Article 38.3 To continue to express grave concern to the RCA over the issue
of women in office.

of the FRCA, see Acts, p 111-112
(5.1)
2 Appendix 1, "A Church En Route, but Where?":
on the
Perth 1994,
quotes are from
4-54 and 4-57; this is a personal assessment by Rev A Flinn, the
RCNZ delegate to
1994 Synod of the RCA.
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The lnterchurch R.elations Committee (I RC) of the RCNZ in
this
expression of
concern had pointed out that
your 1994
affirmed the
of the male in undefined terms, it
a proposal to implement it
headship
in practical terms in the church. Also, your '94 Synod took no action on a
the matter of women in office as a confessional issue.
recommendation to
Does Article 30, Belgic
not
out the need for "faithful
to lead the
church in the offices of minister, elder
deacon? Have we not
biblical
injuction that women should not speak in the church? 3 Instead,
committee was
to look into these and other areas. In the FRCA we share the
concerns
RCNZ. This divisive issue has contributed to a serious division in
CRC-North America, a sister-church of yours. The division has been between two
lines: one line
modem methods of
the Scripture (hermeneutics),
of the
Will the
and the other line
the reformed, confessional
RCA follow the CRCNA?
fears are not unrealistic, brothers. Please, in your
deliberations, show
character in constantly
"to the law and to
the testimony!" For you
according to this word, you have no light of
dawn"4 as churches.
Another contentious, crucial issue for the RCA is that of Word and Spirit. Your 1991
rull!rt..:>llinl!l!o:::. on this issue,
which
from the traditional
closure of special revelation
closure of the NT
decided that
r-.nr,tAFY'II'\1'\i'ai!V SitUation:
Article 41.3. That, real:lrdilna
occasional prophecy has
1.
The NT does
ceased.
2.
God may communicate to us
through occasional proph4~cy
so desires, particularly in situations where the written
is
unavailable.
3.
claimed
must be tested by Scripture; even if deemed to
..::tl.iiiJJUAI'=, it will not be
as
in any
self-revelation in Scripture.

This decision and also the pastoral gui,dellinEiS
of special revelation. At the 1994
two
from classes.
the 1994
of the decision of the 1988
was
Article 22.1 That the RCA maintain their commitment to the reformational
doctrine of :
po~~t-apo!;tolic era
Spirit
1.
SclriDtiure alone;
2. ll1!1:.!.ldlffis~9..2fJlb!?.~~~~[!- as the only and sufficient
our faith and life.

3 1 Cor 14:34-35; this comes in a context about spiritual gifts, es~~ecially prohecy, and is
thus very relevant to you.
Isaiah 8:20
5
Art.16, no grounds are attached. Six men had their objection recorded.
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Article 22.8 That in the RCA there is no room for the doctrine and practice of
a so-called prophetic ministry and of
on perceived revelations not derived from the

utterances based
God in Scripture.

What one synod decides is undermined
a contrary decision the next time! lt is
understandable therefore that the criticism levelled against the RCA that is en route
but knows not where it is
oro:ptu~cv

has not ceased, says
synod. Such a gift comes
prophecy
in Acts
and is no less special than
NT prophets and prophetesses. it is revelation, direct from
those of other
..;;;.;..;.~;.;.,;;.,;;;o revelation. 8 This serious theological error is now the official, reaffirmed
RCA,. lt contradicts the
sola Scriptura,
rer;,ul~ition, foundation and
to be founded, ruled or
reformed confession that Scripture
confirmed by ongoing revelation. lt also opposes
!i:!Jt!!£!!mt all we need to believe in order to be saved "is sufficiently taught therein.
manner of worship which God requires of us is written in it at length. "6 This
often occurs
last sentence of our common confession is important since
within the
and worship services. The
appeals to the RCA, its
synod and sessions, to return to the reformational
about these special
charismata
of the Spirit}, namely, that with
of the apostolic era and of
the canon,
came to an end. How can one
occasional prophecy but not
the special
or of speaking in
one is, over time, to
invite them
danger in this, the
and rescind its
· previous decision. Even as the reformers sternly had to
the anabaptists and
their
such as
and tongues
the demotion of the Word of
God for
letter that kills,
3), so also today reformed churches must
oppose similar explosions of so-called 'spiritual
which end up fracturing the church
instead of buildh1g up the body of Christ as they were originally intended. 9
practices.
for worship and liturgy,
for local sessions to interpret and
wish. 10 Appeals to the effect that the previous
~UiiY..,,mu::•;:;

there seems to be room for a great
apply these
in the way
6

To make the disclaimer that it does not add to God's self-revelation is thus inconsistent,
incorrect.
7
Article 7, Belgic Confession
8
Article 7, Belgic Confession.
9
1 Cor 12 accents the church as the body of Christ. The various
are apportioned by
the one and same
"for the
of all." In 1 Cor 14 Paul
this pastoral need
even more. Without
the vexing question whether these
continue today, the
apostolic command needs to
appreciated- "Even so you, since
are zealous for
spiritual
let it be for the edification of the church that you
to excel." If these
fra1nmAnt divide and allow
of thought and
then the opposite happens.
appeals speak of a
innovations such as females leading in prayer or
Scripture reading; choirs, soloists, and musical groups in the worship services;
testimonies, drama and skits in the services and the use of altar calls. Private information
of the use of puppetry,
dance and films instead of sermons, as well as the
occurrence of the "Toronto blessing.
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principles and
be upheld, appeals that churches refrain from
not
adopted and
divide your churches were
defeated. That is disturbing.
These liturgical innovations depart "from traditional
and practice
and
represent a very
danger. The lack reformational action
in our estimate, will only
division, and in our
to
n""t'nrno'l~tinn within the RCA. Remember what
in the
of the
Repeated deformations saw them backslide into
The
result was that the
of God. "In those
tribes were divided, not united, and suffered the
days there was no
in Israel;
did what was
his own
(21 :25)."
In reformed churches
is King;
has
us in a
manner
wine'
how to
(see Art. 25, BC) .. Christ wants order
promote this.
And the manner of worship of God in the churches is
important. Think how the
12:.25-33), worship which
counterfeit type of worship which Jeroboam instituted
aPt>eared so similar to that in Jerusalem,
fatal
the northern tribes. God
severelv ( 1 Kings 13: 1-3). One hears the endless refrain - "He did evil in the
and walked in the
of Jeroboam, and
'"'-=.;;;.;;;..=..;..;~..;;.;.;;.;.(e.g.1
15:34)."God
notconsiderthis~~~;itt~~~~~
as
or an
alternative, but
condemned it as sin.
how seriously God takes liturgy.
In reformed churches our confession obliges us to insist on and persist with the
it has pleased God the Holy Spirrt to use the oreac~1ina
centrality of sound
and to
in the hearts of sinners (Rorn 10:17; 1 Pet 1:23-.25
Q&A 65).
the ceremonies,
sacramentalism and rituals of
the Church of Rome
church of the
that we "worship God in
no other manner than He has commanded in His Word (LD 35, Q&A 96)." Do we need
picture books or a host of other peripherals to enliven the services? "God wants His
people to be
not by means of dumb images but
the living preaching of His
Word (Q&A 98)."
if liturgical reform is to take
brothers, please let it
begin with a return to sound, rich and
Word. That
true and
lasting reformation. That is what we
the gulf between
RC.A &
FRCA widens. For liturgy is also a very practical matter. one which everyone sees and
hears,
The FRCA can thus understand the
concerns of the RCNZ at these
of Avondale, NZ,
developments within the RCA. The follc)wirla ads ofthe 1995
are worth noting:
Article 34 Synod decided to declare
1. That we believe the decisions re Word and
made
the RCA
are
Synod, 1991, namely: (see above for the quote of the two
in error.
2. These errors have the nnt,Anti,:;jl
our faith, for
erode the autll'loritv

11

Report of RCNZ !RC, Acts of 1995

4-62.
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Article 38.4 &
To advise the RCA with deep regret and concern that our sister
is now under strain because of their decision on Word and
ae<:e!:lltartce of worship innovations which are a
frOITI.tlraditional rAfl·u·rrt~n liturgy and practice and to publish

rAI:~tiem§.hin

Pre~sb,(ter·ies

in their colloquia docta to question
and candidates for ministry
from the RCA in
the areas
Women in Office, Word and
and
and
and to advise the Pastor Church
Committee
RCA,
and the RCA classes of this decision.
RTC
mir,id,p.~

Article 40.3 That
local sessions in
agreement before

the
ministers from the RCA must be questioned
to these issues to ensure their full coinfess!on;al
allowed to preach in our pulpits.

The FRCA shares these declarations and grave concerns of your sister church in NZ. lt
is our wish and prayer
the lord
lead you in a Scriptural, confessional direction.
in
contacts with the aim of seeking unity. At
That would allow us to
present we see the
happening in the RCA as a whole.
We also mentioned that some local events in the RCA can be witnessed by us at close
to witness the release/dismissal of two
hand. In this regard it has been
reformed ministers whose open desire was to preach the full Word of God,
teach and to maintain the refonned confessions, and to lead the co11area•atic>ns
charge in a fully reformed manner. We refer to the dismissal/release of
J Cabrera
and G
who both reside in WA and who have both
from the RCA as a
unfaithfulness to Scripture and
confessions, as well as
result of the
a result of their traumatic experiences within the RCA. If such servants leave, does it
make sense for us to promote contacts with an eye to eventual
As a result of the above concerns the 1996
4.

of Kelmscott decided as follows:

Not to enter official contact (which has sister relations or union as its aim)
with the RCA at this time.

Ground:
a)

5.

The current trends in the RCA, which have been in part imported by
their past sister relations-with the
alann, and show
(the decisions
the
that they and we travel in a different
RCNZ confinn this).
contact would thus not be meaninoful
but frustrating for both parties.

To authorise deputies to send a letter of appeal to the
RCA
to all their sessions. appealing to thern
to a distinctively r#:l<ft"lrrrlPn
direction so that future contact may become possible and can be meaningful.

Grounds:
a)
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b)

c)

a mandate thus far to address the current
To write such a letter of appeal requires a
rather than official contacts which
mean
we are working towards the
of sister relations or union, seems
the best route at this stage.

Thus we have come to you, 1997 Synod and to the RCA sessions, to
and to
to you to change your direction. In the
the sister-relations with the
caused us
concerns, because the
saw an unholy influence
from the
via these relations. A liberal spirit, undermining the Word
God, was
Even
these relations were terminated, the influence
from such
to
In our estimation it has contributed to the
current trends in the RCA
we have documented above. Your continued
still stand in association with the GKN(S) and
membership in the REC means that
all its teachings which deviate from
doctrine and its deformative practices.
The GKN(S), one of the
and most dominant member-churches, can still exert its
negative influence on you.
too concerns us.
Please, do not allow a liberal or a charismatic
to dominate your churches.
Return to the old, proven paths- the paths of
and the reformed confessions.
Whenever God gave reformation to his church, the church returned to the Word, to hear
the sound
of the Word, and to confess the
truth ofthis Word as
confessions. We shared
reformed
in one
summed up in the
church before 1944. Afterwards the staff called union became broken. 13
would love
to see that staff repaired, even as Ezekiel prophesied (in the vision about the
of
dry bones) how the divided tribes of God would
become one in the hand of
one Davidic
our Lord Jesus Christ14 - "I will make them one nation in the land, on
the mountains
Israel; and one king shall be king over them all; they shall no longer
be two nations, nor shall they ever be divided into two
again."15 With sincerity
and biblical hope we pray for that outcome. If that
is
in
common, then there is scope for further talks.
small, if both of us
"keep Christ's Word and do not
his
fast to what we have (= the
biblical, reformed
then a
unity and work
If a
different path - one
accents
deviations and innovations then our paths diverge further. Further talks are then meaningless, yes, even
troublesome and frwstrCJatin!g.
Brothers in the RCA, please hear and heed this biblical
and to practise your reformed confessions in these
work for true, biblical unity.

for

to return to
we can

12

1996 Synod of FRCA, Acts, art. 71
Zechariah 11 :4-17; v.14 is quoted.
cf John 10 where our Good sn~:.onnt:~rrl who lays down his life for his
says, "and
there will one flock and one
(v.16).
15
Ez.37:15-28; v.22 is quoted
16
Christ's letter to the small but faithful church of Ptllladelp,nia, Rev 3:7-13, w. 8 + 11 are
quoted.
13
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We conclude with an appeal from Scripture which we know you too love and want to
follow:

Hold fast the pattern of sound words which you have heard from me, in fait/1
and love which are in Christ Jesus.
That good thing which was committed to you, keep by the Holy Spirit who
dwells in us.
Preach the Word/Be
season and out of season. Convince,
rebuke, exhort, with great patience and careful instruction.
For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine. Instead, to
suit their own desires,
gather around them a great number of
teachers to say what
ears want to hear.
They will tum their ears away from: the truth and turn aside to myths. 17
May Gqd guide
which the Holy

in your discussions and deliberations
inspired men of old to speak.

his Word alone, the Word

With urgent, brotherly appeal, for the Free Reformed Churches of Australia,

Br J Bosveld
Br J L VanBurgel (secretary)
BrJ

n 2 Timothy 1:13·14;4:2-4
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Report on the Free Reformed Churches of the Philippines
of Official Contact

Re~cosnrrlen~dirtg

Initiation

Mandate

The 1996

gave deputies the following mandate:

DECISION:
To instruct deputies to continue to
received via Acts of
of our
churches or
of seeing whether
contacts should be

the aim

GROUNDS:
1 . These churches have a sister relationship with our sister churches in The
Netherlands, and are
close to us.
2. These churches are
in the Reformed faith and would undoubtedly
benefit from the heritage churches long
in the Reformed faith.
3. Three churches have asked to seek contact with the FRCP.
Historical Background.

For several centuries the
have been under colonial occupation by Spain.
not only colonisation and trade but in its wake came RC missionaries and Roman
Catholicism which has dominated these islands for decades and centuries.
fought a
brief war
the USA in
a war the USA won. Spain lost all its
So in
1899 the
replaced
American colonisation. As far as the people
of the Philippines go,
any real improvement During the reign of
Marcos in the recent past the contrast
rich and poor has been sharpened. This is
reflected in the poverty of the people. A great portion of the population lives below the
line (= 5,000 P = $Aus 250 for a family of four per month). Society in the
Pl'llliP~'lnE~s also suffers from pervasive corruption on all levels. In addition, society has
been strongly americanised which brings
ills as well as benefits. One result of it is
the rise of the English
Most
have learned English as their second
language. In the FRCP
use of
native language, still dominates. But
is acceptable and well unc::lerstood.
As a result of the americanisation the door was open for other churches to enter of sects. This influx of other
preso,rter·ians, methodists, baptists and the
churches and their missions has seen the
of
RCC. During the last
twenty years the RCC has seen its numbers
from 85% to 65% of the population.
Mind you, this statistic also highlights how strong the RCC still is!
Discovery of the Reformed Faith.

In the midst of this
impoverished by dictatorship and f'nrrrunltlnn a society where
every sect finds fruitful soil, came the reformed faith. That is a
of God's grace. it
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the discovery of the reformed faith, the biblical faith. This
in people who loved the Bible and saw that the
the
arminianism of
'faiths' was not biblical. They discovered the reformed faith of the
Canons of Dort, the Five Points of Calvinism. God opened the eyes of one church leader
after another. Rev Joy Vingno was one of the forerunners. The ministers passed on their
biblical
to the
and teaching. But what should they do?
They were
ministers and
members. In some·. cases baptist organisations
and
resisted this biblical approach. lt became tense or even untenable.
to be done. In almost every case the
and its minister
a
baptist
and federation
its arminian approach to
theology and then established
as reformed congregations. This baptistic
background (most ministers had their training in baptist colleges and seminaries) is still
evident in some aspects of church life.
REORGANISATION.

lt might be useful to show the establishment of the reformed churches
means of one of
their main leaders, Rev Joy
Rev
Vingno is 46
old.
he was
trained in a baptist
a
pastor.
in the
theology
he became disillusioned
its arminian and modernistic views. Even during his studies
these reservations had mounted. From
books from America he learned about
the calvinistic confessions and faith. His reservations became
When it became
impossible to reform the church from within, and when it was apparent that joining another
federation was impossible too because of charismatic and modernistic influences, he, with
some of his former fellow students, in 1977 broke with the baptist federation and started
the "Christian Brethren of the Philippines".
CONTACT WITH GKN(L)

On a trip to the Netherlands in 1986 he came into contact with our sister·churches there.
He knew
churches existed there. Thus it was
to meet churches that
taught
by faith alone through the free grace of God, sola gratia,
sola
sts!ter-·C111Jrcl'les a "Joy Committee" was set up to help the
(as they were called then). The DVN (De
our sister-churches also lent assistance with
of christian education. In 1989 Rev
was
to attend the
as
on behalf of the "Christian Bretthren"
when most of us became acquainted with them.
In January of 1990 A Kampen
and B Bolt (DVN) visited the CBP in order to see
first-hand the church-developments
visited the churches (on
island
only at that time), attended
the
and spoke to the
and
members.
back a report to their
who in turn recommended to
the 1990 General
of leeuwarden to offer
to the CBP (which had
~h::::11nn~~n its name to Free Reformed Churches of the
- FRCP), seeing that
they are truly reformed, and that the need and benefit of sister-relations are
Seeing
the great poverty, the BBK also proposed to extend some financial
as well as
theological support (a minister was to visit once per year).
GS (art.104) decided as
follows:
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a)
b)

To enter sister-relations with the Free Reformed Churches of the Philippines;
and
To give new deputies the mandate to:
i)
For the coming three years to make f 15.000,-- available
FRCP for the
and
of clnm::h-life; and to make
available
of
for ministers.
ii)
If possible to
personal/ministerial
for the brothers on
(a
island of the
where most of the churches are
for
the edification of cmJrc!Nn·e.

Grounds:
a) From their doctrine,
and discipline it appears that
the FRCP are true churches of our
Jesus Christ.
b) The FRCP desire official sister-relations with the GKN(L). The FRCP does not
have any objectionable contacts with other churches.
c) it is a
and a
to offer these young churches material support,
of most of their members is very limited in
seeing that
financial
co11tnDu1:mg to the
church-life.
d)
of
means the ministers cannot purchase the needed
e)
f)

in making these requests has
that conditions will apply so
that this financial support will not be
except where it is necessary.
The FRCP is a young and small church which
needs the proposed

be useful to mention that the FRCP
such sister-relations in a document
"The Proposed Partnership of the
with the FRCNeths." Also, their official
rAnidr~tiru'l with the government is entitled, "Articles of Incorporation of the FRCP" which
mc;1uat:~::; the "Statement of Faith" which reads "The Free Churches subscribe substantially
to the Three Forms of
known as the
Confession,
Catechism and
the Canons of Oort."
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Our Dutch sister-churches, via their deputies, have sent much material in the way of
reports and overviews. From this material (see the
"List of Materials from the
BBK") we note that in 1992 Rev J Klamer visited the
twice in that year - Jan. and
Sept-Octl92. His purpose was to give the
instruction in all of the eight churches
about essentials of reformed church~life.
instructed them in his first visit on subjects
such as covenant and infant baptism, the covenant of
the calling for the office of
minister and elder, the task of the minister and elder,
local church and the consistory,
and the church-federation and the church-order. In the second visit the questions in church
them work as
visitations (per the CanRC) were used. Also, he was instrumental in
a reformed federation and was present for the first classis. The Church
of Dort was
officially adopted as their form of government.
half of the churches,
However, in 1993 a split occurred.
church at Bata with its minister, Rev B.
from
be a dispute between two leaders, Rev Joy
Bacolod and
B
The views of Vingno as well as the central role the "social arm" of the
centre of the dispute. As to the latter, the FRCP has the CBCOI (C~Irisltian Brethren
oeve!oo1nent Inc.) which controls the funds for the support of mission aid
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the schools. Rev J Vingno is the
who is partial.

rinrnin~nt

man on

body and

The
sent out a
(M H Oosterhuis and B Bolt) in 1995 which
looked into
disputes, visited
parties, and acted as mediator.
the same time
they listened to requests, preached, taught, attended a c!assis as mediator, and
r..n:runn••·t~rt to the reconciliation between ali parties. The breach was healed, although

PRESENT SITUATION.

The FRCP is a
weak federation of small churches. Most of the nine present
churches do not
more than 100 members, some are less than 50. The federation
would not be much more than 1000 members. One cannot be exact because accurate
m&:.mt...&:orc:nin records are not
kept (a leftover of their
internal
The position
has caused nrnh!..,,m-::
and strong leader is what the churches
in their initial
one-man operation. Jealousies developed. Rev
sees that
and more
to others. Also, the
the flock as

reformed education and for reformed
deputies who
deacons. A request has been sent to the
request. lt involves
a full-time missionary in the Philippines who
of providing reformed
for ministers, elders and deacons as well
as for church members. At the same time
is to
the possibilities of
theological
for the ministry - one set up by
or one set up in
combination with
institutes.
one could
churches with our sister-churches in Sumba or
our contacts, the
in Timor.
and needs are seen in each one.
The FRCA has gladly accepted the
and
to offer support and help to our
Indonesian brothers, who are close
as far as ecclesiastical contacts go. The
brotherhood in the Philippines is also close
and needs support
as much
as, if not more than, the sister-churches in
and the GGMM in
In fact
the FRCP has not
the help of missionaries as the GGRI have, nor have
any
1t certainly is an act of God's grace that He has
a
reformed
reformed
in the midst of rampant, superstitious Roman
Catholicism as
of sects and 'churches'.
of sister-churches instead of
have asked deputies to use the
to 're-invent the wheel' by visiting the churches
themselves. This has been
thus expect a orooos.al
done
the
of our Dutch sister-churches. One
that we offer
sister-relations, as our Dutch
have done already in
1990. However, the years between 1990-1998 have
our sister-churches in the
Netherlands some lessons, even as they have taught us
lessons on
field. Was it wise to offer sister-relations so
Are sisteHeiations
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support and help can be
is "no, sisterand help can be
without it."
of the BBK
relations are not needed
dep1utiE~s who visited Perth recommended that we indeed wait with sister-relations. The
are young, need time to build up church-life in their own midst without \M,..,.,.";,,,
about all the responsibilities of sister-relations.
have only one classis, no
"'"''"""'"' to
as a bond. All in all, it
not seem wise to propose sisterthe
immediately. Let that wait, D.V.

PROPOSAL
1)

2)

To correspond with the FRCP and to offer official contacts with them with the purpose
of:
a)
becoming better acquainted with each other,
b)
whether we could be of any assistance to them,
c)
towards the goal of sister-relations with them.
To authorise the deputies to pay a visit to the FRCP for the above purpose.

Grounds:
1)
The FRCP is a reformed bond of churches, holding to the infallible Word of God as
their supreme standard and
the Three Forms of Unity as their subordinate
standards.
2)
Our Dutch sister-churches attest that
exhibit the marks of a true church.
3)
The FRCP is a young, small and weak
which has many
and needs.
We could and should offer them help from our many resources
from our reformed
heritage.
4)
The FRCP is a bond of churches, which is gec,gn:1phiically close to us and should
therefore receive more consideration than
churches far away.
5)
lt is good to initiate official contacts with a visit.
Humbly submitted to the 1998
The deputies for Relations with

of Launceston,
Reformed Churches,

Appendix 1:
liST OF MATERIALS FROM THE BBK
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Report of visit to FRCP - Jan./1990A Kampen.
Proposal of BBK to 1990 General
"The
from Manilla" - J
Information about the FRCP- 20.08.92
Report of visit to FRCP -Jan/92 - by J Klamer
Report about support to FRCP in visit by J Klamer- ..;;JC!I.IIJ ...... ~..L.
Confidential report re
information about the
by J
Report of the visit to the
M H Oosterhuis and B Bolt - April/95
Addendum to above Short summary of the visit to
report of BBK re FRCP to the 1996 General

Besides this material we have included some
valuable statistical infom1ation about the FRCP.

Jan/92

some
from the #9 above. lt
consistories might find this useful.
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THE FREE REi=Oi=itME:D

C!HtU~Ct-ilES

Deputies for Relations with Churches
P.O.
191, Armadale,

To the
Launceston
Tasmania.

of the Free Reformed Churches

(Reformed Churches)
Australia. 6112.

Australia,

Dear Brothers,
Attached please find a
report from the deputies Relations Churches Abroad
(Reformed
which includes some unfinished items from the previous report and
new material
or studied since the main report was presented.
1. There is an extra proposal regarding the Indonesian churches:

the conference of Indonesian Churches held in
Deputies reported to Synod 1996
1995 with delegates from the
lrian Jaya and Kalimantan as well
dehega:tes from sister churches. The next conference is to be held D.V. in 1999 where a
proposal to set up a federation of GGRI churches will be discussed.
Deputies
to synod that provision be made to allow two del,egaltes from the FRCA
attend the corlfer,enc:e.

2. The report
submitted
the Reformed Churches of New Zealand
(RCNZ) has been expanded and now
the recommendations. The full report is
attached. Please note three of the deputies have submitted section 3.2 and
recommendation 4.2 in the main report whilst r.vo deputies submitted a different section
3.2 and recommendation 4.2 which are included at the end of the report.

With brotherly greetings,

L van
(secretary)
11 111 May, 1998

THE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NEW ZEALAND
1.

Mandate:
1996 gave as mandate:

a) To
the RCNZ to continue
their admonitions to
terminate relations with the RCA if these adrn011iticms
186
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b) Clearly
to the RCNZ the reasons for this
comments para 5.3 of Deputies report and the
(Article 67),
c)

To attend the next synod

the
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Supplementary
decisions, taking into account
of
Launceston 1985

if invited, and

d) invite delegates from
RCNZ to attend the next
as observers with the
nrl\,m&>tlo:.C'; mentioned in Acts Synod Bedforda!e 1992, Article 19 Recommendation 2b.
Synod 1994
also gave a mandate to deputies, which was not completed for
1996. lt instructed deputies to investigate:
4) how the relationship of the RCNZ with the RCA should impact our relations with the
RCNZ

2.

Correspondence

1)

Deputies wrote to the lnterchurch Relations Committee
information on the circumstances
to the ore,aK~:IW~lY
Church. Some information was
(see report on

2)

Deputies have written explaining the reasons for synod 1996 decisions regarding the
RCNZ

3}

The RCNZ has been invited to send delegates to Synod launceston.

3.

Relations with
reported in a recent issue of "Faith and
but
will await an official report
c.nrnmAnf·inn on the RCNZ reaction.

3.2 In response to
should impact our relaitiorls

how the relationship of the RCNZ with the RCA

previous FRCA synods
Launceston 1985,
Deputies remain of the opinion stated
Article 72 and
Armadale 1990,
53), that the sister
the RCNZ has
with the RCA is an
to further relations with the FRCA. However this
impediment should not prevent our
discussions with the RCNZ. The NZRC IRC
impediment towards further relations as a
has at times seen the decision
precondition for contact. This is not the intention.
reported to the last synod " we
must accept the RCNZ has a long relationship with
RCA and may feel it has a duty to
continue to admonish its sister, allowing time for a change"
The rules for sister relations between the sister churches of the FRCA
responsible to each other in
to third parties. The statement
is an important principle also in our eventual relations with the

that we be
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The position taken by past FRCA synods was echoed in a
made
sister churches in Synod
1987, when it charged its deputies
a) to pay particular attention to

relationship

out

RCNZ with other churches

b) point out to the RCNZ, if there should be a sister-church relationship with the
Netherlands Reformed Churches (NGK -unaffiliated), this relationship will tl1en
(automatically) exclude the Reformed Churches of the Netherlands (NGK --Lib)
the RCNZ with further explanation as follows:

"However we put the question to you whether your resolution of your withdrawal
from the RES should not also have some consequences for the relationship with
churches which have thought that they had to stay among people who called
themselves members of the RES. Notably we think of the Christian Reformed
Church in North America and the Reformed Churches of Australia. About the
policies of these churches, both the RCN (Lib) and the FRCA (our sister churches)
have thorough problems which you may know from previous correspondence".
(Report 14, Synodical and Correspondence Committee to Synod Siiverstream.
1989).
The NZRC Synodica! and Correspondence Committee in its report to the previous synod
of the NZRC (Mangere. 1986), had already shown an understanding for this position.
In their report the Committee stated:

In the event there would be a mutual willingness for a close inter~church
relationship, we would like to test each other whether we are in reality true and
faithful churches. And relationships must be true in all dimensions i.e that the
FRCA which is a sister church of the RCN (Lib) would need to be consulted by tf1e
RCN (Lib) before they could
to a proper relationship with us. This is being
consistent with the principle
true and faithful church and consequential
thinking, as otherwise there would be a triangular problem when A and B establish
close relationship while C who already has an intimate relationship with A still has
principal objections to B. lt will thus be quite obvious that the journey towards this
goal for a mutually acceptable close relationship is going to be a long one where
much patience and understanding is required"
There is no rea.son to assume that the principle enunciated here
has in any way changed for the FRCA (or for the RCNZ).
deputies

the RCNZ deputies
1994 asked

to investigate how the relationship of the RCNZ with the RCA should impact our relations
with the RCNZ because it had been made aware of the RCA's decision to break ties with
the RCN (Synodical). However, the RCA remains a member of the REC, it continues its
relationship with the CRCNA and the apparent unreformed trend in the RCA are enough of
a concern to the FRCA not to continue further dialogue but instead to send an appeal to
the churches and synod.

lt is clear that principle difficulties reo1arclina third party relations also flow to practical
d ifficu Ities.
If the FRCA established sister relations
RCA, then we have the unsatisfactory smJatlon
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welcome at our lord's Supper table and ministers free to preach in our pulpits whilst
members of the RCNZ, but that same
cannot be
when the same
members or ministers move or are
and receive a valid attestation to the
RCA.

Furthermore, members of the FRCA can receive a valid attestation to become members of
the RCNZ but at a later stage return to Australia to become members of the RCA. All this
is not conducive to good
care and
ot'der whilst there is no official
and the
of valid concerns.
relationship between the

4.

Recommendations

4.1. Synod reaffirms its gratitude for the faithfulness which deputies have found in the
RCNZ.

states that the continuing sister relc:ltioJnship of the RCNZ with the RCA is an
to a sister relationship with the RCNZ.

im[ledliment

4.3. Synod mandate deputies to strive for sister church relations with the RCNZ by:
4.3.1 Continuing dialogue with the RCNZ in order to:

a)

To develop a closer relationship and understanding between our churches including
the FRCA position on third party relationships

b)

To point out unreformed trends within the RCA and to encourage the RCNZ to
exercise sisterly admonitions over the RCA where needed.

4.3.2. Authorising two
to attend the next synod of the RCNZ to be held D.V. in
Wainuimata, New Zealand
1 to 23ro October, 1998 in order to convey greetings and
to take the opportunity to discuss matters of mutual interest with the NZ deputies.

m

de!,egaltes from the RCNZ to the next
in Acts Synod Bedfordale

nm,IIIA(le~ me1nti1::me~d

of the FRCA as observers with
Article 119, Recommendation

3.2

adclptirlg section 3.2 and recommendation 4.2 of this report.
was
that they should include their
to the
question posed to
by the 1994
That question arose
the sisterrelations of the RCNZ with the RCA was
at the 1994
Rev M A Flinn,
the synod to review our approach of
dellegate from the RCNZ at that synod,
dassi·fvirla those sister-relations as an
for sister-relations with us (this was the
stance taken by our 1985 and 1987
took up that
and introduced
an amendment, which instructs new der;:1utiE~S
How the relation of the
should impact our relation with the
RCNZ.
This was based on the 1.!1\.IUII\..1'3.
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In the
changes occuning on the ecclesiastical scene, there is need to
1990, Art
Rec.
Which 'expectations' are referred to? This last reference is to the recommendation that the
RCNZ are encouraged
to break the ties with overseas churches such as the
they will be an impediment to
contacts
RCA since if these. continue
between the FRCA anq RCNZ. This
needs reconsideration. What were the
·~h:;:tnl"liA!=:' on the ecclesiastical scene?
refer to the resolution of what had been
•
6l
Q\1

•
•

The
The
The
The

RCNZ stopped their relations with the""""·"'-"'""·
RCNZ terminated their
in the
RCA
all relations with the \.:lll"\.n-:::.vu.
RCA via
with us accepted an agreed statement about past problems re
the \..:ilr\HI-:::o111L
also from the side of the RCNZ about our past
about sister-relations with the GKN-syn.

Synod thus
that our past expectations
also
another ~nr"lrt'\J:lr.h
this mandate
the 1996
decision about the RCNZ included
Some expected that to occur at the
However, de~mti~~s
with our things, the .official information about the assessment of
came late, and thus they could not
attention to this. Aocor1din!~ly,
not expect
to recommend
for instance. As ctnJrCI"'es
to come to
with this problem of what is sometimes called
relations'.
Firstly, one needs realism. To have sisteHelations with the RCNZ involves nnt.~nt~~~
problems. They have sister-relations with the RCA while we decide to appeal to
to return from an
direction. lt means that relations with the RCA could be
opened up via the back-door,
members or ministers could enter the RCA
first
the RCNZ or members and ministers from the RCA could enter the FRCA
the
Such things might not occur. But the potential is there.
that has
us for some
What impact
How then to address this
the RCNZ with
RCA have on our contacts with the
should the sister-relations
RCNZ? Reference can be made to the rules used by our Dutch sister-churches. In 1994
revised form of their rules for
sisteHelations (see Art.95
Howelver the section about
into sister-relations
with. Yet it is this section that now needs attention.
into sister-relations.
Reformed Churches in the Netherlands will enter a sister-relation with a
foreign church
after it has been ascertained, particularly by means of
de!Jutiies. that such a church has not
the reformed
of the Word of God, but
actually maintain them in its
ecclesiastical practice of doctrine,
church order and discipline.
The
must be taken into account
a) The Lord Christ
his church from out of various nations, each of
which are determined by their
location, history, and culture, so
Fn:ts:~.riinn
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the RCA should not
viewed as
sister-relations should

slsrer-·retii~tlc~n

their sister.relations with the
with
and should not
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The deputies have received
this their "ecumenical ~A~~r~~J~:t~n'"
Spirit and Women in
Also, the decision about our

i"':hliri"':l"'A!iil

Concerning the Free Reformed Churches of Australia, to

to them

This information confirms that
reacted to our 1996 Decision.
sent to the sessions. Thus
infcmnaticm does put different
the
Your deputies recommend:
1) Instead of
a revised appeal their
meetings convey
concerns and appeal.

in

GROUNDS:
a)

b)

c)

d)

192

CorrelSPC~ndem::e

has been laborious and tedious. Dialogue took place h;:;.t'!w;:;.c.~n
In 1992 our
dealt with the common report of dialogue. In 1994
it Since no more
occurred,
waited till
the RCA
dealt
1996 to react to their 1994 decisions. We would
an appeal, which
late in
and it will now
till 2000 (we will have
synods before
then!) before
RCA can deal with it. This is a cumbersome process.
Scripture does tell us,
possible, to
our
to
Matthew 18.
Face-to-face
prevents

Relations
of

pass on the following points of interest:

I.
be~liflliling

for the ministry.
an own

3.
of churches
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6
ReiiBti<:ms with other churches
·Supplementary
to instruct deputies
to request
Reformed Churches of Australia
ADJOOf.tOIX

4. in relations with churches within South Africa,

noted with gratitude the
some ministers, members
to maintain

Scr·iptt.!rally based unrest
Nederduits
contact with such

To continue sister relations
the established rules.

the

Ground:
The Free Reformed Churches
faithfulness
Church Order.
8Apri! 1998
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Esteemed Brothers

In order to

f.
to

corlfe~~irta

collected from the churches and
member for the maintenance of
Finance).

kept us up to date via financial reports. The usual
covering events,
matters and financial data were
rec:ei\irecl The Theo!ogische
in Kampen forwarded its

Hamilton,
events, which article was
in Una Sancta Vol 44, no 17
students
S 't Hart, K
Conaratulatilons on the occasion of the
corlve·ved in the same
was featured in a
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review
carried
ofthe Holy of Holies".

5.0
the past term
COIT!PIIiar1ce with our
their commitments to
and equitable as~~essmenl:s.

financial ass>ist~:moe.
submit financial details of
has
deputies calculate
infcmnaticm refer to 6.2 Finance)

6.0
6.1
6.2

8.0
Deputies recommend that
1. assess the churches $
annum, for the
maintenance of the
in Hamilton
the 1st
1998.
2. discharge deputies, and
with the mandate to:
a. collect
them to the College;
b. continue correspondence with
"Hamilton" and "Kampen", in
and obtain infcmr1ation.

d.

e.
With brotherly greetings
The deputies: Rev C Bouwman,
196

Plug,

Vanleeuwen,

Hamilton

25,000.00

25.00
25,000.00

25.00
35,000.00
50.19
5,590.33

8322
10002
6612
6460
10830
6764
4370
4522
4940
63422
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Appendix B

Receipts

Albany
Armada le
Kelmscott

Payments

33.44

AUSitralia 1998

Esteemed Brothers

information from
C!ei)Uties, however this
new relevant
,...:.,.;t.::;inhl convey this to

your deliberations at

1998

after our file has been most ccx>pe;rative albeit that the

"RE~co~ani:sed

Denominationsn
11 January 1998
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We draw
that letter,

(c)

1.
2.
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(d) in

Ref'omled Churches of
There are no concerns
Australia.
aunnonrv to act for the
There needs
be a continuous central sec:re1tan.at
Mdenomination" in
relating
res.por1sib!iliti~es imposed
the
Act.
The Free Ret'omned
therefore does not
rl~lnJ:utm.~nt do have discretion to recommend aor:1rova1
criteria are met.
this requirement
The Free Reformed Churches of Australia

4.

the secretariat are to corresoorld with the authorities, both State and
Federal in all
to the
and
of
authorised
Min•sters of
Free
Churches
to be
M~rn~u.,.o Celebrants.
The secretariat is to ensure that requests

7in

and
method
course of action
aDtlrODiriate. The fact that
of
can deal with the
the
the
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Your deputies commend

and

S Herbert

Rev S Fokkema
Free Reformed Church of Australia

PO Box593
Armadale 6112
Dear Rev Fokkema

section 26.
denominations are
Act to permit them to
reaistrars for consideration for

, 'l:ltiiYII.Iuo::.

. . . . .,

~···•-·rr..,. ..~.,

(c)

202

established and
continue ooc~raltlna in the foreseeable future
of
years operation Is
as evidence of stability).

infru1·n.~lltir:tn rEIQUE~steiO

in

oro,cla!ma1jon as a
attached form as

may

De1oartment has considerable information
on file about some
However we do not have all
we do have may

for
inaccurate or

information
have at the moment.
any information of documentation that is

If

concerns, please

C!em Dick on 02~62506720 on 13 October or later.

REQUIRED:
nrn1~ni:~~tinn

to be used in the proclarnatiion;
since it commenced in Australia;
(If SO,

es;:~i.all'\1

corlan~atiorls

their location and size;
the
of the central
ma~nie1ga celebrants:
of the
who will hold
person who will

ir1t«"li 11nin,n

form of ceremony
203

church could be useful as evidence

11 January

Assistant Director
Clem Dick
Dear Sir

I will deal with each of the bullet points

A
short
enclosed)

@
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has already

The Denomination does not have hierarchal structure which governs all
cor1gn~ga.tior1s from a central office. The indiViolua.ll cctng!regati<:>ns +......,...+h .....
Each cortcm~aa!tion
Order" document. The 1'1AI1nnr\in:~:~tit'1>n'~ hit:~~lrll3rr•hl:l>l
that document. Under this document the
to rule over individual corlgr,eg<ltlons.

to act for the denomination in respect to marriage celebrant matters.
enclosed)
of constitution.

autlnorlty of the central administration
can only refer you to the
corlgrE;)ga.tiorls are
under the one "Church Order" and as such
on them. Failure
advice and decisions of
liable to expulsion from the
has
emiDO'Welred u'!:71-'uut'l!> to: "Attend, on behalf of the bond of churches
r.nlrrA~~nr;nn,~nr~s::~ matters that shall be required when the registratic~n
article 63, Acts of
enclosed)
who holds the
at the end of this

•

All of the 9
own their own
The ministers homes are
owned
the
The denomination owns several Christian Schools.
the
area there.
school and three primary schools. There is
with
a
home and hostel owned by
also a senior citizen
the members of the denomination.
are
and often sourced within
the congregations.

Trusting that this information is now adequate to finalise the formalities at the
earliest opportunity.
Yours
C FokkemaJP
Deputies,
Celebrants
Reformed Churches of Australia
PO Box593
Armadale 6112
Ph 08 9399 7498 Fax 08 9497 8282
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AOJ'Jen,dlx 9
4A rr•nllH:Iit::!

and
APPENDIX9
.ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY OF SYNOD

Esteemed brothers,
The Church of Mount Nasura. hereby submits its report in accordance with
instructions.

1.
The transfer of the archives
has made them much more ae<:es:sibie,
documents to and fro for pr-c.cejssir1g

2.

CONTENTS OF SYNOD ARCHIVES

Item 62.39 ...,..,,...... ,y:
Items 95.1
Item 95.24 Documents

1995.
Items 96.0 - 96.146.17
Item 96.147 Documents
1996.

1996.
to Colloquium for Rev. PKA deBoer, 18 December
of all documents in the archive collection, including
on the enclosed computer disk.

1996, can
3.

CONTENTS

Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts

of the 1996
of the 1995
of the 1990
of the 1993
of the 1996

Acts&
AfricaActs &
Africa - .rnt~J:~nn.::~<~hi 11rn
1 Book: Mission in
Robin E.
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LIBRARY

of the Free Reformed Churches of Australia - Kelmscott
of the Canadian Reformed Churches- Abbotsford (2 copies)
of the Gereformeerde Kerken, the Netherlands • leeuwarden
of the Gereformeerde Kerken, the Netherlands - Ommen
of the Gereformeerde Kerken, the Netherlands - Berkel en
of the Free Reformed Churches of South
of the Free Reformed Churches of South
of the Church (edited

Archives a.nd
4.
The

5.

lOANS FROM ARCHiVES
items were loaned from the archives and
12111/96: Acts of General
1986
Acts of General
1995
Acts of General
Heemse 1984, 1985, Parts I & 11
A. Plug: 20/11/96: Acts of General
Toronto 1974
Acts of General
Coaldale 1977
H. Dekker: 6/3/97: Acts of General
Ommen 1993
OUTSTANDING ITEMS
Items not yet received:
- For Archives:

1990 and 1994.
- For Library:

(cf Acts 1996, Article 26, Decision

Acts of
of Sister r.t·u1 ll'f'I'IA~ in:
Canada:
The Netherlands: 1987/1988
South Africa: for
held between the years 1978 and
1992.
6. INSPECTION
The archives were insJpec~ted

the Church of
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APPENDIX 10
CONTENTS of, and INDEX to ARCHIVES AND liBRARY Of SYNOD

Note: Synod decided
to list in an
items that were added to the Archives and
Also, Synod's Librarian
upon .i.l..'u·,..u •.-~.~.
and Index of the Archives and

~pt:>endlx

to the Acts
since 1996.

those

since the 1996

SYNOD 19% • Agenda and Credentials
96.0
96.1
96.2
96.3
96.4
96.5
96.6
96.7
96.8
96.9
96.10
96.11

Agenda (Draft and updated Draft)
Credentials FRC Albany
Credentials FRC Armadale
Credentials FRC Bedfordale
Credentials FRC Byford
Credentials Indonesia (Gereja-C'.:rereja Masehi Musyafir Nusa Tenggarra Timur)
Credentials FRC Kelmscott
Credentials FRC launceston
Credentials FRC Legana
Credentials RCs New Zealand
Credentials FRC Rockingham
Credentials FRC West Albany

SYNOD 1996 ·CORRESPONDENCE INWARD
96.12
96.13
96J4
96.15
96.16
96.17
96.18
96.19
96.20
96.21
96.22
96.23

96.24
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K'scottagainst Art. 123, Acts '94
B'daleagainst Art. 83, Acts '94
Rev. G.
-request to use Synod Acts
West Aibany- Synod
place
Albany- ICRC regional
contfer~enc1es
A' dale - edifying word for thf.'..ological students
A'dale- Bible translations
A'dale- proposal: form for ordination of elders and deacons
K'scottformation of classes
K'scottecclesiastical documents
L'ton- proposal FRC Philippines
Albany re:
-Art. 123, Acts '94
FRC Philippines
West
re:
-Art. 123, Acts '94
- proposal FRC Philippines

96.25
96.26
96.27

J. Byl re Bible translations
Byford - appeal
Art. 83, Acts '94
R'ham-

re ICRC

SYNOD 1996 • DEPUTIES' REPORTS
96.28
96.29
96.30
96.31
96.32
96.33
96.34
96.35

96.36
96.37
96.38
96.39
96.40
96.41
96.42

Bible translation
Publication of the Church Order
Revision: Rules for Synods
Treasurer
for synodical treasurer
Training for the Ministry
Archives and
Relations with
96.35.1
Sister churches
96.35.2
Other churches (Reformed)
96.35.3
Other churches (Presbyterian)
96.35.4
ICRC

Audit
books of Deputies training for the Ministry
Pulpit Exchange
Synod Treasurer- draft budget

SYNOD 1996 CORRESPONDENCE OUTWARD
REPLIES TO CORESPONDENCE RECEIVED:
Rev. P.K.A. deBoer re his acceptance of call to FRC B'dale
Rev. G. vanRongen- approval to use Synod Acts
Br J. Byl re
on Bibe Translation
FRC R'ham re
proposal
FRC
mission conferences
- ICRC
to Art. 123, Acts ' 94
96.47
L'ton re FR.C Philippines proposal
FR.C West Albany re:
96.48
- proposals for Synod meeting places
- Art. 123, Acts '94
96.49
FRC K'scou re:
-appeal to Art. 123, Acts '94
re formation of classes
of Ecclesiastical documents
96.50
FRC Byford re appeal to Art. 83, Acts '94
96.51
FRC B'dale re appeal to Art. 83, Acts '94
96.52
Rev. G. vanRongen -letter of thanks for submission and formulation of appendices in
his "Church Order ofDordrecht", 1995 to FRC K'scott
96.42
96.43
96.44
96.45
96.46
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96.53

FRC A' dale re:
- proposal on the edifying word for theological students
- correspondence on Bible Translations
- correspondence for a proposed change to the ordination Form for elders and deacons

LETTERS TO ICR.C MKMBERS re
decision to terminate ICRC membership of FRCA
and consequent withdrawal of proposed constitutional amendment
96.54
96.55
96.56
96.57
96.58
96.59
96.60
96.61
96.62
96.63
96.64
96.65
96.66
96.67
96.68

CoJrres.por1dir1g Secretary of the ICRC
Reformed
in the United States
Orthodox Presbyterian Church (USA)
Free Reformed Churches of North America
Free Church of Central India
Reformed
Church of Ireland
Reformed
in the Netherlands
Presbyterian Church in Korea
Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia
Free Reformed Churches in South Africa
Free Church i.n Southern Africa
Free Church of Scotland
Pre:sb,;terian Church in Ireland
"-'"'''"1''-'-'"'L"'Ia KetOiiffi3lSi di Indonesia
Ket:orntled Churches

LETTERS OF THANKS AND DISCHARGE to:
96.69
Deputies for Archives and Library of Synod, FRC B'dale
96.70
Deputies for Inspection of Archives and Library of Synod, FRC Byford
96.71
BrA. Hordyk, Treasurer of Synod
96.72
Deputies for the Audit
Treasury, FRC K'scott
96.73- 74 Deputies for relations
other churches: Rev. A. Veldman, Br J.L. vanBurgel,
96.75 ~ 77 Deputies for relations with other churches (sister churches): Rev. C. Bouwman, Br
A.M.C. Bruning, Br D. Pot
96.78- 80 Deputies for relations with other churches (Reformed churches): Rev. W. Huizinga, Br
J. Bosveld, Br J. VanDyk
96.81- 83 Deputies for ICRC: Rev. W. Huizinga, BrA. Slobe, Rev. A. Veldman
96.84 - 87 Deputies for Bible Translation: Rev. C. Kleyn, Br. G. Brouwer; Br G. Groenewold, Rev.
F.J. vanHulst
96.88- 91
for Training for the Ministry: Rev. C.
Br J. Bolhuis, Br A.T.
Schiebaan, Br
vanLeeuwen
96.92
Deputies for ft.rt. 17 & 18- Church Order: FRCB'dale
96.93
Deputies for Pulpit
FRC Albany
96.94
Deputy for the
Church Order: Br. J. Eikelboom
96.95 - 96 Deputies for
FRCA: Br S.C. Fokkema, Br S.R.H. Herbert
96.97
Deputies for the revision
rules and procedures of Synod: FRC K'scott
96.98-IOO Deputies for Art. 48 & 76- Church Order: Rev. A. Veldman, Rev. C. Bouwman, Br P.O.
Posthuma
96.101
Deputies for Art. 66 ··Church Order: FRC L'ton
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Contents
~LETTERS

OF APPOINTMENT

96.102
Deputies for the Rules for Church Visitation: FRC K'scott
96.103-5 Deputies for Art. 48 & 76 ·-Church Order: Rev. A. Veldman, Br. P.O. Posthuma. Rev.
C. Bouwman
96.106
Deputies for Art. 66- Church Order: FRC L'ton
96.107
Deputies for Art. 17 & 18 - Church Order: FRC B 'dale
96.108
Deputy for Synod Audio Equipment: Br E. 't Hart
96.109
Deputies for the Audit for
FRC K'scott
96.110
Deputies for the
FRC Byford
96.111
Deputies for the
96.112
Treasurer of Synod: Br Ad.
96.113
Mr J. Versluis, Alternate to the Synod Treasurer
96.114-31 Deputies for Relations with Other Churches
-Rev. A. Veldman (General Convener, Convener: Presbyterian Churches, Convener for
Deputies for Church Visits)
-Rev. W. vanderJagt (Presbyterian Churches)
-Rev. J.
(Presbyterian Churches)
(Presbyterian Churches)
(Pr<esbyteJ:ian Churches)
Churches)
- Br J. Bruning
- Br A. Plug (Presbyterian Churches)
-Rev. C. Bouwman (Convener: Sister Churches)
- Br G.B. Veenendaal (Sister Churches)
- Br P.O. Posthuma (Sister Churches)
- Br H.J. Dekker (Sister Churches)
- Br A.M.C. Bruning (Sister Churches)
-Rev. W.
(Convener: Reformed Churches)
-Rev. A.
(Reformed Churches)
- Br J. vanDijk (Reformed Churches)
- Br J.L. vanBurgel (General Secretary and deputy: Reformed Churches)
- Br J. Bosveld (Reformed Churches)
- Br G. M. Spyker (Alternate: Reformed Churches)
96.132-33 Deputies for the Formation of Classes: FRC Legana, L'ton
96.134
Deputies for the Revision of the Rules and Proct>.dures
FRC B 'dale
96.135-36 Deputies for the Civil Registration of the FRCA: Br S.
96.137
Deputies for Pulpit Exchanges: FRCA Albany
96.138
Deputy for the Nicene Creed: Rev. A. vanDelden
96.139-43 Deputies for the Training of the Ministry: Br R. Heerema, BrA. vanLeeuwen, Br A.T.
Schiebaan, Br M. Plug, Rev. C. Bouwman (Convener)

SYNOD 1996 ~Other
96.144

Press Release

96.145- 146.17

1996 CLOSED SESSIONS
96.145
96.146

Acts of Closed Sessions
Church Visitation Reports:
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96.146.1
96.146.2
96.146.3
96.146.4
96.146.5
96.146.6
96.146.7
96.146.8
96.146.9
96.146.10
96.146.11
96.146.12
96.146.13
96.146.14
96.146.15
96.146.16
96.146.17

Albany 23.09.94
Albany 03.11.95
Armadale 29.09.94
Letter to Synod 96 from Church Visitors re: Church
Annadale 27.11.95
Bedfordale 29.09.94
Bedfordale 27.11.95
Byford03.ll.94
Kelmscott 02.12. 94
Kelmscott 23.11.95
Launceston l4.H.94
Launceston 20.10.95
Legana 15.11.94
19.10.95
03.11.94
West
23.09.94
West Albany 03.11.95

96.147

Acts of Classis
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18 December, 1996

Visitation in Armadale 29.09.94

Rules for
APPENDIX 11
RULES FOR THE ARCHIVIST

1983, Acts

amended
i.

The church council of the church

2.
3.

church council shall
an Archivist
The Archivist
to the
council on the contents and condition of the
Archives;
who has received or seen items, and the items involved.
In
on
contents of the Archives, the Archivist shall include details for only
those
that were added to the Archives since the
Report (Acts i 998,
Article 115).
The church council
The Archivist shall carefulllv
cabinet,
Access to items in
general
from the church keeping
the archives. Access to items in the
requires
from two
churches, or from
documents
not be lent out, but the Archivist shall
The name of the inquirer, the title of the document and
recorded.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

the Archives is in

of the Archives of
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APPENDIX
RULES FOR SYNODS

(as

1998, Acts Article 65)

1. CONVENiNG CHURCH
a church to convene the next
l"ni'\\Jt:linin•n church are:

1.1 Give at least six months written notice to all the churches and all c-u.-.nr~i... al
ae~Ju~rsrurps, of
meeting place, commencement date
further
- invite the churches to submit
a date four months prior to the
commencement of
new items of business for inclusion
on the Provisional
- invite the churches to
commencement of
Final Draft
-invite the
to submit their reports for inclusion on the
for receival of submissions.

1.2

date mark each item and place it on
business as follows - or as near
Cornv1=!nir1o Church

and Examination of Credentials

costs

16.
to Article 41 of the Church Order
17. Personal que~st1~:>ns
18. Adoption Acts
i 9.
of Press Release
20.

21.
214

to Article 47 of the Church Order

1.3 After the closing date for the Provisional Draft
churches one unbound and unfolded copy
reach them at least three months before

forward to each of the
document, in time to

1.4

After the
date for the Final Draft nuq:JIIYQ. forward with minimum delay
churches two bound
of the Final Draft nu1::JIIYQ,
to each of
tnr•ot~""'"" with one unbound
of material received after
for the Provisional Draft
Confidential matters must be
marked: 'For delegates
visitation reports will not be
distributed.

1.5

Arrange meeting accommodation for
necessary sound amplification; ail ~rlrnini~tr~ti\fc:.
refreshments and meals.

1.6 Prepare and submit to
a recommendation for the
of the
Here the
church
seek to improve
next
the rotation
the different
areas in which the churches
of time the
are located,
however
over an extended
churches
stm have equal turns in corwenin1Q
1. 7

table one bound copy of the Final
loose
of copies of all items received
open synod in a Christian manner; examine the
de'legatels and
its
conduct the election of
Officers;
over
the
chairman; and inform
on what other arrangements have been made. for the conduct of
synod.

Note: In the case of an extra-~::>reliinalrv
this section shall, to the

in
the times and conditions
it is practical to do so, be observed.

2. DELEGATES
In ,...~-.,""'C!inn del1egattes
the minor assemblies shall observe the following
rules:
•
An elder
J:~nrll"'in,tc:.ti if no minister is available; and a deacon
may be ~nlnnint&:lti no elder is available.
If Classes have been established,
Classis shall
two
ministers and two elders; orc1vidled
as there are only two
Classes,
Classis
delieg;ate three
and three
elders. These
from as many different
churches as !JV':>'"'u.Jlo.
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3. OFFICERS OF SYNOD

3.1

shall elect a Chairman, a vice-Chairman, a first Clerk and a second
who
shall be known as the Officers of

3.2. The vice-chairman
assist the other Officers of
the Press Release of
The
and at the conclusion of synod
and distribUted. He shall have r.n.::::nnr•~ihmtv
ad1mir1isltratlon facilities, and ensure the
the del•egates.
all OUtward f!OI"rAJ::OO:nrliRnf~A He shall
The second Clerk shall
place a copy of ail
correspondence in

3.3

shall decide whether its chairman and first clerk will be
apJpoi.nted to an advisory committee.

3.4

4. ADVISORY COMMITTEES

4.1 A committee shall have from three to five members, and be chaired by the
4.2

to believe that a matter can be finalised by a
stnaigihtfc)rward recommendation, a committee shall submit a written report for
In the case of a substantial matter a committee may
dellegate1s a provisional report with draft conclusions
for written comments by a certain
a final report to synod.
5. ADVISERS

5.1

5.2
216

advice, to a full session
of churches who has
as well as any communicant member from
particular skills or expertise required
An adviser shall confine his activities in the
to
the request from the chairman. He shall vacate his place in

concluded his advice, and the
adviser has done so.

shall not commence debate

6. VISITORS

6. i Delegates from sister churches will be allowed to address
in open
session for the
of
on
and information
concerning the
and
as
members in
sessions and advisory committees where
may
they request, or are requested to do so.

6.2

from churches with whom we have tenn!J(>ralry
be allowed to address
nr!!l~Atil1n~ and infC)fmatiCln ~t'\nr.:Arn;inn
ec<~lef;ia~;ticial contact; to
request, or are reques1too

6.3

from churches with whom we have official contact will be allowed to
in open session for the purpose of passing on nrt=~Atil"'n~
and information
the contact.

6.4

from churches who desire to establish contact with our churches
be allowed admission to the audience of

All
so received will be offered normal christian hospitality, such as
lodging and meals.
7. GENERAL PROCEDURES

has been constituted the Chairman shall request the delegates
advisers then
to rise; and by that action those rising shall
be
reaffirm
agreement with the Word of God and the
Confessions. This reaffirmation shall also be required from any person
Att&:!!nrl'inn for the first time as substitute for another deleg~:tte.

7.1

7.2

In

shall examine the status of each item that was
Draft
and any such item that is
...,"'*"''''"''-this
an item that should have been
prior to the commencement of
in the hands of the churches
- shall not be taken into consideration
item to the Final
except by
shall not add
resolution and then
on the
of
circumstances.
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7.3

shall. be decided at the time the item is
not from the churches,
received for information

S1 11"\mi~<i::i.nn~

Free .Reformed Churches of Au::n:ratna,
7.4 Members of
sisterchurches shall have the
of J:~rilniJ:l:J~:in1n

7.5 The

members in

n.o.r·~nn!:lll

nature, or when otherwise decided
shall not meet in closed session. Admission
...,,...,..,...,olil" be restricted to synod membens.

7.7

members shall have free access to
speak except at the invitation of

7. 8 The Acts of the

a

advisory committee's meeting
chairman, and then only an

proceedin~lS

adoption at
shall record all matters of substance under the "'"''".-~,,..,...,"'
if
and \,;ill~lv~... l'liJQ,
Pr..-.,nn~~!:llle: declared in the
shall be recorcled
Proposals declared in the negative shall be recorded as DEFEATED.
names of
not record any details of the vote or ballot, nor
the movers and seconders of proposals, motions and am1en1:iments.

1.

be debated, put to the vote or
sec:oncfed; orovidE~d "''"'"'.c•uor that the
orooos,al
ask the meeting
delieg.ate mn;i~t&:~r!<: OPP<:JS!1:ion the chairman
and without
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motion or amendment shall, if
motion or amendment in

3. A

pro~oo:sal,

4.

decide to conduct debate on a particular matter in more than one
this situation the
of these Rules shall apply to each
round,
however
in the first round a speaker shall not interact with earlier
in
that round;
•
in the second and following rounds a speaker shall not repeat what
he said in earlier rounds;
•
in the final round no new matters shall be brought up.

5. No speaker shall
nation, or in
the mover, or
chair.

more than once in a round, except by way of explaorlginal
or motion of which he was
mover any amendment then before the

6. A speaker shall at all times address the Chairman.

7.

of order, direct the attention of the
for Debate.

8. A speaker shall not be
except on a
of order, in which event he
shall refrain from speaking until the point order has been heard and
decided.
9. A del!eg<ate who was the mover of a propol)al, motion or amendment shall, at
conclusion of the
the other delegates who chose to
on the matter,
the
of
A delegate speaking in reply
not introduce any new
but
strictly confine himself to
~n·~w,~rin,n previous speakers.

10.

proposal (or motion) is being
In this situation

am1endAl:l".

1.

amendment shall be relevant to the prc>oo,sal or motion on which
it moved, and must substantially support
nature and intent of
that proposal or motion.
2.
one amendment shall be discussed at a time. As often as an
amendment is defeated, another amendment may be moved before
the
motion is
to the vote.
notice of his intention
to an
a
may
3.1n
to move a further amendment
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4. Where an amendment is adopted, the
for all purposes of subsequent debate

motion as amended shall
motion.
treated as an

9. VOTING
~JU•>;)ILJI~::~,

decisions shall be made
and on matters
Chairman shall call for a vote only after every reasonable
a consensus has been made.

to
How to vote
In
the vote on
motion or amendment, the chairman
shall
those in favour
such
a show of hands; and he may
do so as often as is neM::!es;sairv to enable
to form and declare his
or negative has the majority.
opinion as to whether the
Dl!!!~l2111rin1o the result of a Vote
orooosal shall be declared 'adopted'
the
in favour is
to the
'defeated'.
proposal or motion shall be
Voting on persons
Questions f"nr\f".cornir'"" persons,
Officers with the prior consent of

•

Those who receive the
number of votes shall be declared elected,
provided that this number not less than oneohalf of the number of valid
votes cast.
If there is no result after two free ballots,
subsequent choice shall be
most votes in the ~..~~~~ ......,u""
restricted to the candidates who received
ballot If a ballot results in a tied vote another ballot shall be "'"'"'il ,,,..ts:•rl
and if this results in a further tied vote the decision shall be made
after
upon the Name of the LORD.
10. DEPUTIES

ne<::essa!ry it shall
closing
Agenda.
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'-''=''IJ'-''·'"""' shall be reimbursed all costs incurred in the execution of their task. They

details of their expenditure to synod for

to

11. TREASURER and FINANCE
11.1 The

Treasurer shall
financial estimates and inform the churches of their share of
costs;
collect and bank the monies received from the churches;
• invest
funds in an authorised trustee
Rui·hnlnt:::~C:iti

and documented synod expenditure;
out
all disbursements and
de~lutiE;)S

of

for

11.2 The convening church, the various ae~>unrsn1ps,
whoever else
have incurred au1:holriseld
present properly
and documented accounts
payment
11.3 The members of a rlAr'llli1J~i:::hin shall, if at all possible, submit a joint
statement of Avr~Anrlihi lrA
11 .4 The share of each church in
costs shall be in
to the number
of its confessing members as at the first
of January of the year in
which synod is held

11.5

satiisfactorv audit report,

shall

12. RUlES FOR SYNODS
These Rules
are the rules
which the
of The Free Reformed
Churches of
are conducted.
shall
changed except
synod of a proposal submitted by one of
churches.
If any provision in these Rules
the latter shall prevail.

is found to be in conflict with the Church Order
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APPENDIX 13
GUIDELINES FOR CHURCH VISITS
44
Launceston 1998)

Preliminary Questions
•
•
•
e

1
1.1

Has the
informed the congregation about the annual church visit?
Are all office bearers
If not what are the reasons for their absence?
(Note: If fewer than
of the office bearers are present the visit shall be
postponed.)
Has
member of the
any
to the ,,..,,.,e;;,~t....r"
reaard:ina church life in
since the previous
Does consistory need any help or information from the Church Visitors?

Offices and
Ministers of the Word.

1.1. i Do the ministers of the Word fulfil their office
1 .1.2 Do they adhere to the Three Forms of
and the
Order?
1.1.3 Is their conduct in public and
life
faithful servants of the
1 .1.4 Does the
means to support their
families? (Art 11
1.1.5 What
the consistory made
retirement of its ministers?
(Art 13

authorise at least two of the more experienced and able
in that year. If
the classis
authorise a
out this task together with
it shall be
task of these
all things are
and done in full r.~,-m ...''""'1 with the Word
the office@bearers fulfil
duties of their office
as they have
m:::~int::~inj\:!11 in

2

ARTICLE 11 The consistory,
de;:lcc~ns, on behalf of the cor!Qre!Qa1tion
matter, shall provide for the
support of its mirliStler(s;}.
3

ARTICLE 13 - Retirement of ministers
222

represents in this

1.1.6
1.1.7 Is it

l"ru"'fnrm"'i·tu

with God's Word and the Three Forms of
that the ministers
the

nret~l"i-linn

God?
1.1.8 Is the preaching evaluated by the cor1!':iston.1? (Articles 20 & 26
1.1.9 What are the results of such evaluations?
1 .1 .1 0 The
fruit of the
promised in ;;;lOvlrtulll..lll:fl
and therefore for
is this
aviti.o.nt?
1. 1. i 1 How does consistory activate and stimulate Bible
adults?
(the followina two questions apply

in love for the

if the church is

i .1.12 What attempts are

made to call a minister, and is
work done in
accordance with Articles
and 43 of the Church
1.1 . 13 Is the counsellor called upon in all important cases, and is he
to help?

If a minister of the Word, by reason of

sickness or otherwise, is rendered incapable of
the duties of his office he
retain the honour and title Of minister of the
He shall also retain his official bond with the church which he served last, and this
church shall
for his support. The same
exists towards a
minister's
nor"i't'Wirt'lii'ln

4

ARTICLE 20- Task of elders
The elders shall
with the ministers of the Word govern the cor1gre1ga1Uon with
For the up building of the
home
care and
as often as is
but at least once a
their fellow
office~bearers are
out their
and ensure that in the congregation
.::O\/&:li"\J1fl"lll'"lt'l is done
order.
-False
To ward off false doctrines and errors the ministers and elders shall use the means of
instruction, of refutation, of
and admonition, in the
of the Word as well as
in Christian teaching and
3 ~ The
to office: C Ministers.
Before a vacant church
a call the advice of the counsellor shall be sought. The
approval of classis shall be required for a repeated call to the same minister for the same
vacancy.
Before a vacant church extends a call the advice of the counsellor shall be sought. The
aDJ")roval of the classis church shall be
for a
call to the same minister for
same vacancy.
ARTICLE 43 - Counsellors
classis
church) to
Each vacant church shall
to the end that he may assist the ,......,"'c:i•~tn!l'\1
minister it desires as
order and eS!Je<:::ial!:y
lend his aid in the matter of the
also sign the
223
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1.2 Elders and Deacons
1.2.1
1.2.2

and the election and re-election of elders
Church Order?
3A, 38 & 23
bearers
subscription .form for

deacons take place
bearers? (Articles 24

1.2.3
elders and how many deacons does the Church have?
1.2.4 How is it
that their present number is sufficient?
1.2.5 Do the office bearers
attend the church services?
1.2.6 Do the office bearers
attend the meetings of the consistory?

to office: A. All office-bearers
himself without
called thereto. The
the
with
deacons,
the cooperation of
in accordance with the local regulations
nrrfin<~til'1lll"' or installation the names of the J!lln.nnlntcli1
cor1arE~aation for its
on at
nhit:W"t·inn is brought forward the ordination or installation
Form.

according to local
and
office-bearers
the
call them into office

Sulbsc;npition to the Confession by elders and deacons
also subscribe to these Three Forms of
&JU''IJ'.J'~'='· Any elder or deacon who refuses to
imrnru-liQi·ciu be
from office by the C011Si!StOiF\I
be deposed from office.
224
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1.2.7
1.2.8

out the duties of their respective offices
faithful servants of the Lord?

2.

ASSEMBLIES

2.1 How often are consistory
held?
36 & 37 C0)9
10
2.2 Does the clerk
an accurate record all
matters?
34 CO)
2.3 Are only
matters dealt with in an
manner? (Art 30

8

ARTICLE 22In the local COilQ!'eQl:ttiCin
elders, and among
much as possible.

res.oe,cti\re duties

shall be maintained
their respective

as

rAn:~rdiinn

9

ARTICLE 36 - rnn,t::ic:1·r"''/
In all churches there
of the minister(s) of the Word and the
minister. If a church is served
more
elders. it shall meet
than one minister
shall also meet regularly
the
deacons to deal with
matters as described for
purpose
the Church order, and
further 1.vith ail
which the
considers necessary for
m:::~,n::~lnArnAr"!t i"''"'" ,.ti;n,,... the material
of the church.
coi1Sil:>tolrv and the deacons
Where the number of
and deacons is small the deacons may be added to the
l"'nr"'~i•::tnlrv by local arrangement This shall
be done where there are less than
three
and less than three deacons. In these
matters pertaining to
supervision and discipline shall be handled with the advice of the deacons and matter
oe1rtainin1t~ to the office of deacons with the advice of the elders
10
ARTICLE 34 ~ Chairman and clerk
In ail assemblies there shall be a chairman and a clerk. The chairman's task is to
and
the matters to be dealt with and ensure that
one observes
the floor to those who
order
shall
or
themselves
carried
and
control their emotions, and
ni~1r.inlint::~ those who refuse to listen. His
shall cease when the
ends. The
shall
an accurate record of all
worthy of
recorded.
11

ARTICLE 30 - Authority of the assemblies
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12

(Art 29 CO)
2.4 Are all
meetings opened and closed with
2.5 Do the deacons meet on a
40
2.6 Which matters are dealt with
consistory in the presence of the deacons, and which
are dealt with in their ~h(~t:an.r-c.?
2.7 Are decisions of major assemblies
adhered to? (Art 31
2.8 Does
see to it that all financial commitments .,..,t,..r.iic.n~:•rt
are
faithfully
2.9 Are
defined and does con!sis1:ory adhere to
these?
2.1 0 How often does the "'~'~''c:ic~tt''lll'\1 meet with the congregation and what is dealt with in
these mP-1Ati11n~:?
2.11 Are funds
deeds
and manner that there is no occasion
for misuse, or difficulties in
event of
2.12 Are the archives of the Church
2.13 Is there a functional Committee of Ma:na!gerne11t which has a clear mandate r.:lln,;:,rrt'inn
its duties and res>ponsilbillitiesi?
2.14 How is the
informed about the finances of the Church?
2.15 Are the funds
Church and of the deacons managed with good care and
sufficient control?
2.16 In which way is the church involved in mission work?
2.171n which way is the church involved in evangelisation?

3
3. 1 Are the sacraments administered according to Article 51

ARTICLE 29- Proceedin{~S
The proceedings of all assemblies shall
12

and end with prayer.

Meetu1gs of deacons
..........,.., ...,to deal with the matters pertaining to their office. Their
prayer.
the decision of a minor ::l!c::o:,.::J~m,nlv
as:;;ennbi'v: and whatever may be
the
a majority vote
unless it is proved to
with the Word
with the Church Order.
As long as there are'hd classes, appeals under Article 31 CO shall be conducted as
follows:
a. stage 1: to the <:>n.-,,...;,.,,torl classis church
b. stage 2: to the
second
church
c. stage 3: to the
to a synod.
is made v.'ithin two months
Note: stage 2 will not function when an
15

ARTICLE 51 ~Administration of sacraments
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3.2 Is
3.3 How the
3.4 How does ~nr,~h~tnlv
Article 53
3.5 How does cortsisitory
education? (Art 53
3.6 For which
and how often are catechism
3.7 How
catechism instruction?
3.8 Is there
attendance? Are reasons given for absences?
3.9 What is
3.1 0 What are
fruits of this t&:~;;::~~ninni?
3.11 Are there classes for special groups or instruction for individuals? If so please
describe these.
3.12 How often are the classes visited by the elders?
3.13 How
consistory see to it that no one is admitted to the church ,..,., ..,..,.# .. 55 &
57
3.'14 How
J, ...

The sacraments shall be administered
with the use of the adopted Forms, and
infants
ensure that the covenant of God is sealed
believ,ers as soon as feasible.

baptism to the children

Baoth:;mal promise and education
make sure that the
honour their vows to instruct their children,
of their
in the
of the
as summarised in the
confessions, and to
them instructed in the same
the instruction provided
the
In acc:ordian<~e
best of their
education
Confession.
18

cor1sisitory shall see to it that the
co<)pe,ration
communion of saints,
nntlt:>nr\rn~mn which is based on o'"'•' •va'l..!l e

ARTICLE 53~ see footnote 17
of adults

ba:pth:~ed shall be
into the Christian church
orofes!sion of faith.
the Lord's
r-nr,~~·~trun.t shall admit to the Lord's
only those who have made public
Reformed faith and lead a
life. Members of sister churches shall be admitted on the basis of a
attestation
l"nrl~ornirln their doctrine and conduct
20

ARTICLE 56 - Lord's
The Lord's
shall
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3.15 How is the cor1an:~aa1tion ore1:>arEKI
3.16 How
(Art's 20 and
57
members to request admission to
3.17 How
the
3.18 Does
is in
with
Articles 54,
57
3.19 Are
who do not attend visited and if necessary
admonished?
20,
3.20 Are names, births, IJ~>tis1ms,
of members

departures and
manner? (Art 58

m.::~!rri.::~lnA!=l.

acc~essiOIIe

3.21 How many communicant and non-communicant members does the r.nrlnH~n.::~tion
have?
3.22 Are attestations issued to
communicant members?
3.23 Are attestations for non~communicant members sent to rAt:!lll"liAnt
3.24 Is the Word of God
twice every Lord's
according to
63
3.25 Is the Heidelberg
3.26 On Lord's
is the law of
proclaimed in one service and the Apostles' Creed
confessed in
other?
3.27 Are only authorised persons allowed to deliver sermons?(Art 3A
21

ARTICLE 20 see footnote 4
ARTICLE 57 see footnote 19

22

ARTICLE 54- Profession of faith
Those who desire to
profess their faith shall be examined by the
their motivation and
of the doctrine of God's Word. The
in a church service, with the use of the adopted Form.
take
55 & 57 see footnote i 9
23

24

"'~~"~ 1"'C!.i•~tnll'\l

& 57 see footnotes 22 and 20
ARTICLE 20 see footnote 4

25

ARTICLE 58 - Church records
The
shall maintain Church records in which the names of the members and the
dates of their
public profession of faith, marriage, and departure or death
are
26
ARTICLE 62 - Church services
The
shall call the cor1cm~aation ............,.t"''"'v for church services twice on the
Lord's
27
ARTICLE 63 - Catechism nrs:\J:l.;";t,inn
The
shall ensure
as
in the Heidelbera
service.
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Sunday the doctrine of God's Word
proclaimed, pirefelratlli)' in the afternoon

Rules for
3.28 In
3.29
3.30
3.31
3.32
3.33
3.34

sermons read which were
by ministers of the
Australia or their sister ....tuarr,...lrul>c~?
Are ecclesiastical feast
observed
to Article 65
Are marriages of members solemnised or confirmed a<::l::ordiniQ
Are mixed
solemnised or confirmed?
How does
deal with forced m::~rn~ne:~~~?
How does
deal with
by non-communicant members?
!s Art 68 CO
with respect

4. Church Discipline
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

How often are members of the co!ngr·eg;ati<>n
How do home visits conform to the
Does the minister
in these
What is the format of the
visits?
How often are those visited who cannot attend the Church services?
What is done for
brothers and sisters?
How does
with members
Do the ministers,
and deacons exhort and ~r1rnnr1i~h
Christian censure
to Article 78 of the
What evidence is there
members of the
discipline among themselves
to articles

cot1Qreo<aticm

20

and

Ascension Day and at Pentecost the
for church services. The sacred events
shall therein be proparticular on these

t ..., .... ,,t~->"'' ..

ARTiCLE 67 ~ Mar-riac1e
The
shall ensure that the members of the cor1Qregcatic)n
and that the
~ as authorised
the consistory - <"!nlt:~~m,nic::o
as are in accordance with the Word of
The solemnisation of a m~,rri:::lnA
place in a
ceremony, with the use of the
Form.
30

31

ARTICLE 68 - Funerals
Church services shall not be conducted for funerals.

32

ARTICLE 20 see footnote 4

33

ARTICLE 20 see footnote

34

ARTICLE 78 - Christian censure
The ministers, elders, and deacons shall rn••t• i!:anu exercise Christian censure and shall
admonish one another with
to the execution of their office.
exhort and
229
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4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13

Does
exercise !I::HI:lArVl!I::Bon and discipliine over the t"nlnnr·An;::~tirln "'"'"'""'t;..,,.,
to articles 69
of the
What information can col'ISi~:~to1ry provide about censures that have taken
since
the last Church visit?
What information can t"nr,~i~~tni'V
about those who '-rvithdrew their membership
Church visit?
from the
since
Are there dominant sins in the colnar·ea,atic>n?
done to promote the
of censured members? (Art 73, 74 & 79

35

ARTICLE 69 • Aim of discipline
Church
shall be exercised in accordance with the Word of God and to His
honour. Its
is to reconcile the sinner with God and the
and to remove the
offence from the church of Christ.
ARTICLE 73
in
A c001municant member who
rejects the admonition
the cor1si~,torv
has committed a
or some other serious sin shall be i!>llc:,nolnrl.t:•rl from the
If he
to harden himself in sin, the
announce this
to
so that the
be
admonition
and the excommunication may
36

ARTICLE 69 see footnote 36
ARTICLE 79 of non-communicant members
A baptised shall be
by the
when he as an adult fails to make public
profession of faith or where in other
not
to the
to new
obedience in God's covenant. If he
admonition the COI1Sil>tolrv and
thereby clearly demonstrates that he is
and adverse to the covenant or is even
hostile to the service of the Lord, the matter shall be made known to the coru:m:~aation
without
the name of the sinner; and the
shall be
to
him. If the member continues in sin and Is
to
to the admonitions, then
the
shall make a second
the advice of the classis
n"i<CJntit'\10'\iFV'I the name
the sinner
term after which
If he does not in the said term show any real
in a church service exclude him from the communion of
Form. If he, after his excommunication, comes to
the communion of the church, he shall be admitted
faith after the consistory has made his repentance known to
37

ARTICLE 73 see footnote 36
ARTICLE 74- Announcements
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the censure procedure
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COI1Silstolrv's ""'C!"".....'"C!"" to members who are also members of
nrl"l~ni~~tinr'~ which commit them to unscriptural nrir\l"il·•loe>

trade

announcement the name of the sinner shall not be mentioned. In the
which shall be made
after the advice of classis
sinner shall be
In the
been obtained,
name and address of
announcement a date shall be set at which the excommunication of the sinner
shall
place in accordance with the
Form. The time interval between the
various announcements shall be
the
In the first
announcement the name of the sinner shall
In the
public
announcement, which shall be made only after the advice of the classis (classis church)
has been obtained, the name and address of the sinner shall be mentioned. In the third
announcement a date shall be set at which the excommunication of the sinner shall
place in accordance with the
Form. The time Interval between the various
announcements shall be determined
the consistory.
ARTICLE 79 see footnote 37
onr"lni ,, ...,..,.,...... .ant

38

ARTICLE 26 see footnote 4

39

ARTICLE 73 see footnote 36
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APPENDIX 13 • 2
CHURCH ORDER
of The Free Reformed Churches of Australia
(as
at the 1994
of

Note: Articles in italic print are in force until classes have been formed.

INTRODUCTION
ARTICLE 1 •
and Division
For the maintenance of good order in the church of Christ it is necessary to have:
I offices and
of doctrine;
11 assemblies;
Ill
sacraments and ceremonies, and
IV dis<:;ioliine.
I. OFFICES AND SUPERVISION
ARTICLE 2 - The offices
The offices are those of the minister of the Word, of the elder, and of the deacon.
ARTICLE 3 - The

to

A. All office-bearers
No one shall take
himself without
been
calling to office shall
the consistory with
deacons,
the
after
in accordance with the local reg:ulatiorls
that
Prior to
or installation the names of
announced to the
for its
vuu. rue~•v;;». If no lawful
forward
the use of the
B. Elders and deacons
the opportunity to draw the
The
with the deacons shall
attention of
consistory to brothers
for the respective offices. The
cor1Silsto1ry with the deacons shall present to the
at the most twice as
cartdiciate~s as there are vacancies to be tilled. From
number the '"'~'~""•rn'e:ln!:ilrit'ln
choose as
office-bearers as are needed. Those elected shall be !.'lnr\nirlt.::.r~
consistory with
deacons.
If necessary the r-na"'l~~·~tru..., with the deacons may present to the cormre~aa1tion the same
number of candidates as
are vacancies.
C. Ministers
Before a vacant church extends a call the advice
the counsellor shall
The
ao~:1rova1 of classis shall be
for a
call to the same minister for the same
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Text of
C. Ministers
Before a vacant church extends a call the advice of the counsellor shall be
aoJoroval of the classis church shall be
for a
call to the same
same vacancy.
ARTIClE 4 - Bound to a church
No one shall serve in the
unless he is bound to a certain church.

shall be called to the office of minister of the Word who
been declared eligible for call by the churches; or
in that capacity in one of the churches; or
dec:::lat'ed
or are
in one of the churches with which The Free
Relrornned Churches of
maintain a
relationship. The churches shall observe
ecclesiastical ordinances for the eligibility of those ministers who have served
sister~churches.

B. Declared
be declared eligible for call within the churches who
those
passed a
examination shall
necessary documents to
churches and have suc~ce:sstiUIIV t"nrnnl~ta:l•rl
(1)

live, which

which examination shall not take
them selves for it
the
documents
staJrJdirm of one of the churches
have SU!~ce.sstiiJIIY
the churches; or
(2)
satisfied the requirements of
8; or
(3) have satisfied the requirements of Article 9.
Df6!S8JI"''tir,la

ARTIClE 6 - Ordination and installation of ministers of the Word
A. Regarding those who have not served in the ministry before, the following shall be
observed:
1.
shall be ordained only after classis has
the call.
1.
shall be ordained only
has approved the call.
shall approve the call
shall
the call
sa1tist~actorv to<:1itirn•""n\l ....nr,,...amirln the soundness of doctrine and conduct of the
the consistory of
church to which he belongs; and
b. following a noe:u-on-, ...t,.. n, examination of the candidate with satisfactory results. This
classis examination
take place with the
and concurring advice of
de~lUtiE:lS Of
with satisfactory results.
b. toll'owino a peremptory examination of the candidate
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shall also show to the f'>f'\l"'lc::ic~tru-.,
2. For the ordination
their doctrine and
from the church(es) to which
preparatory examination.
RA,n~:u·nirln

those who are
installed after ciassis

They shall be
the call.
1. For this
as well as for the installation the
shall show
concerning
doctrine and conduct,
with a declaration from
from his
in
the deacons and from classis that he has been
that church and classis, or from the church
in case he remains within the same
classis.
1. For this aPJ>Jroval as well as for the installation the minister shall
testimonials
with a declaration of honourable discharge
doctrine and conduct,
COJ"1Si~,to1y with the deacons
the cfassis church.
aP!J•roval of a call of those who are
in one of the churches with which
~;~.,.,t........... ..,•.-~ Churches of Australia maintain a
a colloquium shall
which will deal
with the doctrine and
Free Reformed
r.nl! lrf"'l"la.<::! of Australia.
C. The approval of a call shall
required announcements were

written certification
the
church that the
and that the congregation has approved the calL

ARTICLE 1 - From one church to another
A. minister once
called shall not leave the church to which he is bound to take
with the deacons and
the ministry elsewhere without the consent of his
approval of classis. Likewise, no church shall receive him unless he has nre:~~Ant~.n
proper certificate of .release from the church and the classis where he
church only if he remains within the same classis.
A minister once lawfully called shall not leave the church to which he is bound to take up
the miniStJY elsewhere without the consent of his
with the deacons and the
approval of the classis church. Likewise, no church
receive him unless he has
of release from the church he served.
presented a.
ARTICLE 8 - Exc:ep1ticmal
Persons who have not pursued the
unless there is ll'nrnllll"ll"l..,,,
admitted to the
godliness, humility,
good intellect, and discrettio1n.
speech. When any such person me1sents
synod's prior
examine
and upon a favourable
allow him, as
candidate, to
word in the churches of the classis for a set
of time.
observing the
Thereafter the
deal with him as it shall deem
ecclesiastical
adopted for this'"''"'''"'"'"'""·
Persons who
not pursued the
admitted to the
unless there is cotWif1Ctrla
good intellect, and discre,tiOJ'l,
speech. When any such person presents himself for the
seek to obtain this evidence
way of
from the
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ARTIClE 9 • Admission of ministers who have
the church
A minister of the Word who has
joined one of
churches and originates from a
church with which the churches do not maintain a sister relationship shall only be admitted
to the
with
caution. He shall not be declared eligible for call within the
churches
he
been well tested for a reasonable period of time and car~efullv
examined by the classis in whose area he lives. This classis examination shall be con
ducted with the
of the deputies of
A minister of the
who has
one of the churches and ort£Jin~>ttes from a
be admitted
church with which the churches do not maintain a sister
to the
with
caution. He shall not be declared
for
within the
churches
he
been well tested for a reasonable
of time and ca.fletuJ1v
examined by
OHicl~!lthil!:i

permission

in another church
the
or administer the sacraments in another church without the
consistory of that church.

ARTIClE 11 •
The
the
on behalf of tiie r.nrmr~~n~'tion which it represents in this
matter, shall provide for the proper support of its mirlist1erl~~t
ARTIClE 12 eau to an ext.raCl~rdlnarv
If a minister accepts a call or an
to an extraordinary task the nature of the
re:.l!~tlr•n~hln between him and the
to which he is bound must be
witii the
consent
the classis. Some ministers may be appointed for the training of
for
the ministry, others may be called for mission work.
If a minister accepts a call or an appointment to an
task the nature of the
rt::~tJ~flr1n..;:n1n between him and the church to which he is bound must be
with the
the classls church. Some ministers
be appointed for the training of
consent
students for the ministry, others may be called
work.
ARTIClE 13 - Retirement of ministers
If a minister of the Word, by reason of
sickness or other wise, is rendered inr.:ena1hiA
of
the duties of his office he
retain the honour and title of minister the
also retain his official bond with tiie church which he served last, and this
honourably for his support. The same
exists towards a
and orphans.
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ARTICLE 14 - Dismissal
The consistory with the deacons shall not dismiss a minister from his bond with the
cor1ar,ea~:ttic~n without approval of classis and the
advice of the
of
coJ'lsi!~toJrv with the deacons shall not dismiss a minister from his bond with the
congregation without approval of the classis church and the concurring advice of the
deputies of synod.

ARTICLE 15 • Bound for life
A minister of the Word, once
is bound to the service of the church for life
and therefore not allowed to enter
vocation unless it be for
and
substantial reasons. The decision
relieve him of his office
order to
enter upon another vocation shall receive the aoc1rova1 of classis, with the
advice of deputies of
A minister of the
once lawfully called, is bound to the service of the church for life
and
and therefore not allowed to enter
to relieve him of his office order to
substantial reasons. The decision
enter
another vocation shall receive the approval of the classis church, with the
cot1currir,~.e1 advice
ARTICLE 16 • Task of ministers
The task of ministers is to
the Word and administer the
sacraments.
shall watch over
fellow mnce·oe~3.reirs and over the cor1cmeos1tio:rt
with the elders
shall exercise church
and see to it that evE~rvlthirla
decently and in
order.
ARTIClE 17- -r..... ~ ..........
The churches shall
maintain an institution for the
ministry. The task of
professors of theology is to
the
defend the sound doctrine
heresies and errors, so that the ~"~'~''",.,,~~
oro'IIIOE~a with ministers of the
who are able to fulfil the duties of their office as
been described above. The churches
to
for the
and for their widows
professors of
ARTICLE 18 - Students of the~olo~~Y
The churches shall strive to ensure
aid where necessary.
ARTICLE 19 - Task of missionaries
When ministers of the Word are sent out as missionaries,
shall in the
nrn,,.l::~~im the Word of God, administer the sacraments to those who
come to ·the
of their faith,
them to observe all that Christ has
deacons when this appears feasible,
commanded
church, and ordain eiders
according to the rules given in the Word of God.
ARTICLE 20 - Task of elders
The elders shall
Vtlith the ministers of the Word govern the rru·anre::ln::~l'inn
pastoral care and
For the
of the congregation
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homevisits as often as is
but at least once a
fellow office-bearers are
in carrying out their
congregation
is done decently and in
order.

shall watch that their
ensure that in the

ARTIClE 21 - Task of deacons
the
shall acquaint themselves with
The deacons shall
difficulties; visit,
and encourage
there
and urge church members to
rertder assistance
necessary.
shall collect and
the gifts of the
congregation, and after mutual
distribute them where
is need. The
deacons shall give account of their policies and management to the ~nr·H~i~:::tn1rv

the ministers, among the
and in other matters, as
ARTICLE 23 - Term of office
The elders and deacons shall serve two or more
nrl"tl"'nrtil'l!!"'l!'l'f<l:l number shall retire each year.
taken
others unless the
circumstances
of the church
it advisable to
3 shall be observed.
again. In that case the rule of
~~~h~l''!'rir,tiil'~n

to the Confession

Ail ministers of the
and ail teaching staff at
to the Three Forms of Unity of The Free Reformed

of
signing the
Anyone
to subscribe in that manner shall not
for that
be
or installed
Anyone who,
in office, refuses to do so shall
because of that
fact be immediately
office by the
and
him. If he obstinately persists in his refusal ha shall be d9PIOSE~d
classis shall not
from office.
ARTIClE 25 - ~uhc::I"E"Ir-.tlr,n to the Confession by elders and deacons
Elders and deacons
also subscribe to these Three Forms of Unity by signing the
Form
for that IJUII!Jv:::o<a. Anyone being in office who refuses to do so shall because
fact be
suspended from office
the consistory. If he obstinately
of that
refusal he shall
deposed from office.
ARTIClE 26 - False doctrine
To ward off false doctrines and errors the ministers and elders shall use the means of
instruction, of refutation, of warning and of admonition, in the ministry of the Word as well
as in Christian teaching and family
ARTICLE 27 - Office-bearers and the nn1LB~r~nm~nt
The office-bearers shall impress
show
to the nn\IArrim~:mt~ "'''""''"""''""'
this
and
means of proper communication invoke
the ministry of the church.
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n. ASSEMBLIES
ARTIClE 28 • The ecclesiastical assemblies
Three kinds of ecclesiastical assemblies shall be maintained: the consistory, the classis,
and the
Three
of ecci({Jsiastical assemblies shall be maintained: the consistory, the classis~
church, and the synod.
ARTIClE 29 • PrctCe4~dh1QS
The proceedings of ail assemblies shall

and end with prayer.

ARTIClE 30 -

of the assemblies
only deal with ecclesiastical matters and in an ecclesiastical
as5~emanrv shall deal
with matters which could not be finished in the
as~:s=~rrtnlv or which
to its
in common. A new matter may be put on
only when the minor assembly has dealt with it.

ARTICLE 31 • ADI:leaas
If anyone rnl"r''nl~ir\<::l
the decision of a minor ass:emblv
shall have the
l:lco~,.e.l"'nhhr and whatever may be
a majority vote
be considered
and
unless it is
with the Word of God or with the Church Order.
As
as there are no classes, appeals under Article 31 CO shall be conducted as
follows:
a. stage 1: to the aoi.)()inted classis church
b. stage 2: to the
second appeal church
c. stage 3: to the

Note: stage 2 will not function when an appeal is made within two months prior to a
ARTICLE 32 - Credentials and
De!legatets to a major assembly shall
with them their credentials,
assembly.
shall have a vote in all matters except those in
themselves or
churches are am;,ctiV lrWOiV91tl.
ARTIClE 33 Matters once
new grounds.

Propo!~als

upon may not be proposed again unless they are substantiated by

ARTIClE 34 Chairman and clerk
In all assemblies there shall be a chairman and a clerk. The chairman's task is to present
and explain
the matters to be dealt with and ensure that
one observes due
shall
the floor to those who argue about
or who let
order in
cannot control their emotions, and
those who
themselves be carried
refuse to listen. His task
cease when the assembly ends. The
shall keep an
accurate record of all
of
recorded.
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ARTiCLE 35 - Jurisdiction
The classis has the same jurisdiction over the consistory as the synod has over the
classis.
The classis church has the same jurisdiction over the
as the
has over the
cfassis church.
ARTICLE 36 Cor11slsitory
In all churches there
elders. lt shall meet rec1ular1v
than one minister
deacons to deal
and further with all
management, fl'"lt'lllf'tlnn
B

con1sisl:orv connposea of the minister(s) of the Word and the
minister. If a church is served
more
contsis1tory shall also meet
the
by
necessary

ARTICLE 37 and the deacons
and deacons is small the deacons
Where the number of
This shall invariably be done where
are less than
local
three
and less
three deacons. In these circumstances matters inlQrtl:lirlinn
supervision and discipline shall be handled with the advice of the deacons and
pertaining to the office of deacons with the advice of the elders;
ARTIClE 38 - Constitution of a corlsl~~tOI"Y
If a consistory is to be constituted for the
time or anew, the advice of classis shall be
cot"lsi~;tmv

is to be constituted for the first time or anew, the advice of the classis
sought.

ARTICLE 39 - Places without a cor'ISi~~to!ry
Places where as yet no consistory can be constituted shall be !:l<c:tc~i.nr'.::ll'l by classis to the
care of a nei~~htiOUiring f"nl"'c:tl•::ttnlr\1
Places where as
can be constituted shall be as~;lar1ed
to the
care of a ne,fahbOIJrirla r.jr"Jn.c:i~t.r"Jrv
ARTICLE 40 ~
of deacons
The deacons shall meet
to deal with the matters
me•etil1QS shall begin and
prayer.
ARTICLE 41

nort!:l!ir•inn

to their office. Their

Classis
churches shall come
in a classis
dele gating a minister and an
elder, or if a church has no minister,
elders. Classes
be held at least once every
three months. The ministers shall be chairman in rotation, or one shall be chosen to be
chairman; however the same minister shall not be chairman twice in succession. The
chairman sha!l ask whether the ministry of the office-bearers is being continued, whether
the decisions of the
assemblies are
honoured and whether there is any matter
in which the consistories need the judgment
help of classis for the
government
of their church.
classis shall determine where and when the
shall meet
again. The last
before synod shall choose
to that
*
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The sentence: The chairman shalL. must be read in the
taken
1985, Acts Article 81.

of the decision

ARTICLE 42 - Ministers who are not
to a clsssls
the same church, those who have not been delleg.ateid
If two or more ministers are
shall have the
to attend
in an
capacity.
ARTICLE 43 - Counsellors- ·
Each vacantchurch shall request classis to appoint as counsellor the minister it desires as
such, to the end that he
the
in
order and es!:>ec:ia!lly
may lend his aid· in the
of the calling
a minister; he
also
the
call.
Each vacant church shall
that he
desires as such, to the
and
lend his aid in the
of the calling
he
also
the letter of
a
arises less than two months prior to a synod u ttff::fur fi,J,
the synod shall appoint a r:mJn~Rllr>r
ARTICLE 44- Church visitors
Each
classis shall authorise at least two of the more e~vr,.ori.ont"'on
to
churches in that year. If
the classis
out this task together with a minister. shall be the
of these
to
all
are
and done in full
with the Word of God,
the office-bearers fulfil
duties of their office
have orc>miset:j,
whether the Church Order is
observed and
in every
they may in
time
admonish those who are found n.ot1Hn.ont
and that
good
and advice all
be
edification and preservation of Christ's church. They
written reports of their
visits to classis
The synod shall
ministers to visit the
churches each year.
to
out this task
together with a minister. lt
all things
are
and done in full nal"m£mv
fulfil
duties of their office r.l'Jil'nnmi.,
Order is
observed and maintclineld
time traiten1a11rv
and
good
and ad0ce an
shall submit written reports of their visits to
preservation of Christ's church.
with copies to the consistories concerned.
ARTICLE45
shall
and
elders to
be determined
before the ao1oointe~d
G

The
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del:eg:ate t\!vo ministers
next
shall
~nl'\1"\ilnt.cn to convene
shall be convened
11 1nnrn.ont of at least two classes this appears
by the church
as convening
aot)rov•al of its

ARTICLE 46 - Rel,atlc:ms;hiD
The
churches of
Reformed
sister relations shall be
as
as possible. On nonessential points of ecclesiastical practice other churches shall not be •coa<c"-'u:>·u.
ARTICLE 47 ~ Censure in classis and synod
At the close of the major assemblies censure shaH be exercised over those who in the
meeting have done something worthy of
ARTICLE 48 - Deputies of
assemblies
Each
shall appoint
who are to assist the classes in all matters oro•vidEKt
in the
Order. A
may
these
to assist in cases of
difficulties. Each
shall also
to carry out its own decisions. '"' 1" - · - - •
'"'"""'''"'"'""' shall be
for
matters. All de;:JtutiE~s
keep proper record
ARTICLE 49 - Archives
The assemblies shall ensure that proper care is taken of the archives.
ARTICLE 50 • Mission
The churches shall endeavour to fulfil their missionary task. In doing so
shall observe
the provisions of this Church Order. When churches cooperate in mission work they shall
as much as possible observe the division into classes.

Ill. WORSHIP, SACRAMENTS AND CEREMONIES
ARTICLE 51- Administration of sacraments
The sacraments shall be administered
in a church service
Forms, and
the
of
with the use of the
ARTICLE 52 ~
of infants
The consistory
ensure that the covenant of God is sealed by
of believers as soon as feasible.

a minister of the Word
elders.
to the children

Bajpthsm.al promise and education
make sure that the
honour their vows to instruct their children,
to the
of their
in the
of the
as summarised in the
instructed in the same by
instruction
by the
confessions, and to have
consistory.
l"rH1C<I~~tnl"\/
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In accordance with the same vow, the ,..,....,"";.,t. . . . " shall see to it that the parents, to the best
of their
with the cooperation of
communion of saints,
their children
,stipulated by the civil
which is based on Scripture and
Confession.
ARTICLE 54 - Public pro·res~•lon of faith
profess their faith shall be examined
Those who desire to
their motivation and
of
of God's Word. The
take place in a church service,
use of the adopted Form.
ARTICLE 55 • Baptism of adults
Adults who have not been baptised shall be
of faith.
baptism upon their public
ARTICLE 56 • lord's
The Lord's Supper shall

into the Christian church by

celebrated at least once every three months.

57 • Admission to the lord's
shall admit to . the Lord's
only those who have made
Reformed faith and lead a
Members of sister churches
attestation concerning their doctrine and con duct
basis of a

COI1Sil$tOir¥

ARTICLE 58 - Church records
The
shall maintain Church records in which the names of the members and the
dates of
baptism, public profession of faith,
and departure or death
are proper !y recorded.
ARTICLE 59- Attestations for communicant members
Communicant members who move to another coi1QreQi:iticln
ao1oro~ori.ate announcements to the eotnm·eo:atilm
aittes;tation
conduct,
on behalf of the
by two
attestation
record their children who have not
The
of the
concerned shall be

their doctrine
This
profession of faith.
time.

roon~rl"'linn

office~bearers.

ARTICLE 60 - Attestations for non...communicant members
An attestation for a non-communicant member shall be sent direct ly to the consistory of
the church concerned with the request to take the member under its
and
discipline.
ARTICLE 61 ~lu"!!nnl"t
When members
homes or
care of the
consultation hoitut.::o.::.n

cor1si~itor·ies

will be
ln institutions,
of deacon support remain
not possible support will be
If .this
and deacons concerned.

ARTiClE 62- Church services
The consistory shall call the co11areo,aticm together for church services twice on the Lord's
Day.
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Catechism pntachinla
Tn.c: .,..,,.""H'ict.nn• shall ensure that as a rule once every Sunday the doctrine of God's Word
1mrna1rise~d

in the Heidelberg Catechism is proclaimed,

in the afternoon

service.

and

approved by

ARTICLE 65 Ecclesiastical feast
On Ct1ristmas
Good
l"'nr'lc:::i•~tnl!'\1 shall
the congregation
cor1w·eg;at1c~n commemorates
ARTICLE 66 Days of
In times of war,
~.-. ..,..... ""''"''"''"1' the
that purpose by synod.

shall be sung.

Ascension Day and at Pentecost the
church services. The sacred events
on these
shall therein be pro

m

afflictions the ore1se11ce of which is
proclaimed by
church appointed

ARTICLE 67 ~ IVIh:u•ri!:it!A
The
shall ensure that the members of the cor1gre~gaition
and that the
- as authorised
the col:~sl!~tolrv
as are in accordance with the Word of
The solemnisation of a
place in a private ceremony, with the use of the adopted Form.

mJ:~1rri~~nA

ARTICLE 68- Funerals
Church services shall not be conducted for funerals.
IV. CHURCH DISCIPLINE

ARTIClE 69 • Aim of dis·ciPiiine
Church discipline shall be exercised in accordance with the Word of God and to His
honour. Its aim is to reconcile the sinner with God and the
and to remove the
offence from the church of Christ.
ARTIClE 70 ~ Mutualres,polnsllbill'ty
from
doctrine or is delinquent fn conduct and this is a secret
not
to public offence, the rule which Christ
in
Matthew 18 shall be nh~~e:.n,,t:J.n
If

ARTiCLE 71 •
involvement
The
with any
of sin unless it has first ascertained that both
and admonitions
presence of one or two witnesses have
private
remained fruitless, or the sin committed is of a public character.
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ARTICLE 72 • Re~)en1tanc::e
When someone repents of a
sin or of a sin which had to be
cor:rsis•torv. the latter shall not accept his confession of sin unless the ~~n.c.mt-..c.r
has shown real 'amendment. The
shall determine whether the COI1gregl:itic;n
shall be informed afterwards.
ARTICLE 73 -

of communicant members
the admonition
or who
or some other
sin shall be su::;pendE~d from
Lord's
t"nlnti•" u:•~ to harden himself in sin, the
announce this
COI10reo;:Aticln so that the
be
in
and admonition
to
and the excommunication may not
its cooperation.

ARTICLE 74 - Announcements
In the first
announcement the name
the sinner shall not be mentioned. In the
second
announcement, which shall be made
after the advice of classis has
. been
the name and address of the sinner
mentioned. In the third
announcement a date shall be set at which the excommunication of the sinner
place in accordance with the
Form. The time interval between the various
the cor1si~;to1v
announcements shall be
In the first
announcement the name of the
second
announcement, which shall be made
church
been obtained, the name and address of the
shall
mentioned. In the
third public announcement a date shall be set at which the excommunication of the sinner
shall take place in accordance with the adopted Form. The time interval between the
various announcements shall be
the consistory.
ARTICLE 75 - Re-admission
When someone who has been excommunicated
and desires to be
into the communion of the church, the
shall be informed of
order to see whether there are
The time between
no
announcement and the re-admission
the sinner shall be not less than one
lawful objection is raised the re~ admission shall take
with the use of the adopted
Form.

ARTIClE 76 ~
and
of office--bearers
If a minister, elder or deacon has committed a public or other wise
the
he shall be
heed the admonitions
judgment of his own
of a n.oiinhhf'\li lrifln c'om:m,aa1tion
the case of a minister this
shall be .,...,;,..,....; ... +"''.;
he hardens himself in the sin, or if the sin committed is of
a nature
continue in office, an elder or a deacon shall be
by the
mentioned consistories. Classis, with the advice
whether a minister is to oeae1:>osea.
If a minister, elder or deacon
sin, or refuses to
heed the admonitions
the
from office
the
iudam~ent of his own
and of
classis church. If
himself in
sin,
a nature that he can not continue in office, an elder or a

deacon shall be deJ:>os:ed
second· appeal
minister is to be deposed.

iud(Jment of the above~mentioned consistorias. The
of the deputies of
shall
whether a

71 - Serious and
are grounds
or
of officeserious and gross sins
bearers the following are to be mentioned
doctrine or heresy, public
schisms,
simony, faithless
or intrusion
that of another,
theft, acts of violence, habitual
anr·if'h.inn one self; and further all such sins and serious misdemeanours that
as ground for excommunication with respect to other members of the church.
ARTIClE 78 - Christian censure
The ministers, elders, and deacons shall ,.,,_, .....,,.,.,, exercise Christian censure and shall
exhort and
admonish one another with
the execution of their office.
ARTIClE 79 ~
in
of non-communicant members
A baptised member shall be
the
when he as an adult fails to
make
profession of faith or where in
is not
to the
to
nh<:>rli'"''"'"'"' in God's covenant if he
the
of the "'1'\f'"IQiC~tnlr\/
demonstrates that he is
and averse to the covenant or
to
service of the Lord, the matter shall be made known to the
corvQrieQ~ltioin without mentioning the name of the sinner; and the
shall be
for him. If the member continues in sin and is
listen to the
with the advice of the ciassis the
shall
a second
the term after
the name of the sinner
If he does not in the said term show
in a church service exclude him from the
Form. If, after this excommunication, he comes to
the communion of the church, he shall be admitted
faith after the consistory has made his repentance known
bBl'Jtis:ed member shall be admonished by the cons/story when he as an adult fails to
orc,fe5rsicln of faith or where in other respects he is not
to the
to
ODE~df~mc:e in God's covenant. If he
the
r:m,~i.<r:tnJrv
demonstrates to be
and averse to the covenant
or is even hostile to
service of the Lord, the matter shall be made known to the
coi"'IQ!ieg("iticln without mentioning the name of the sinner; and the
shall be
for him. If the member continues in sin and is
listen to the
with the advice of the classis church the
make a second
public announcement, mentioning the name of the sinner and
date at which the
excommunication shall take
If he does not in the said tenn show any real
in a church service exclude him from the communion of
the
church, with the use
Fonn. If he, after this excommunication, comas to
repentance and desires to
communion of the church, he shall be admitted by
way of his public
after the
made his repentance known to
the r-ni'"lnr&3n,~tir•n
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CONCLUDING ARTICLES
ARTICLE 80 - No
over others
No church shall in any way lord it over other churches, no office-bearer over other officebearers.
ARTICLE 81 - Observance and revision of the Church Order
These articles, which
the lawful order of the church,
common accord. If the
of the churches demands
changed,
or diminished. However no
or
do so, but
shall endeavour
to observe the provisions of this
long as they
not been
by synod
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APPENDIX 14
Form for EMERITUS DECLARATION

(as

1998, Acts, Article

The Free Reformed Church of _ _ _ _ _ • acting as Classis Church,

ac~tn01Wiedgets

that the
Reverend - - - - - - - - • who has served that Church as Minister of the Word
since _ _ _ __

, has requested to be released from the respol:lsiloili11es of his office.

Order.

declares:
1.

that Reverend

·------be

a honourable release from the

responsibilities of his office, as from

2.

that Reverend _ __

the time of his labours within the bond of

The Free Reformed Churches of Australia has been faithful and
and
3.

in his office

in his walk of life;

that Reverend

· - - - - - - be thanked for the _

which the LORD allowed him to

years of faithful service

in the bond of The Free Reformed Churches

of Australia.
we commend Reverend
may please Him to confirm

to the LORD, with the fervent prayer
his labour.

For the C!assis Church:

(chairman)

{clerk)
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APPENDiX 15
FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF AUSTRAJ..IA

The SAt"!rAf:::tru
Free
Church of
P.O. Box 70S

o...cuA• ,..,..,<:>,.v,

Esteemed Brothers,
DRAFT BUDGET FOR SYNOD 1998.

In accordance with
Treasurer rules, I forward a draft
consideration. lt is made up with data received from the
budget expenditure.
I have presented a
for a two
decision on ciassis, then the
the total cost for
1994 was
expected to cost in
order of $61,200.

is

Church contributions:
Contribution by the Churches will be calculated based on the number of communicant
members in each Church for each
At this
the
reflect 1998 year
book statistics and these will be
each
year's
statistics before the annual
are sent

Reimbursements:
a flat reimbursement rate of $120
to
1996 to $130 per
in the CPl .. The,CPr
over the last two
that the loss of income reimbursement remains at $130 per

that the reimbursement Is not an automatic reimbursement.
dellegate1s for loss of Income
$130 per
maximum.
in
wUh
another
income exceeds this amount he can
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I have made no allowance for reimbursement of local travel costs and
accommodation costs
because the host church has offered these to
been done when
are held in the west. Should
This has also
delegsttes choose to make
own arrangements,
I believe it is appropriate that
to cover these costs.
they make arrangements with their own

because of
now contains those reserves and the
on the
corlsidleraLbly reduced. Based on travel costs to
! have reserved $35,000 to cover
on the draft budget:
Numbers refer to rows on draft budget sor·eacjsheet

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
i 4.

rates for clerical work range from $13 to $14 per hour.
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
N/A this year.
Estimate
Estimate
Not rt=~niur.::ln
Estimate
Covers
like
venue heating, and other miscellaneous
items.
Loss of income is based on 130
at $130 per
Air fares for two sessions.
Estimate
This
allows for Acts that are
rtot~::nf'l,n;::::ih!t:~ to
Acts that are
for
invoice the
treasurer for Acts

15. Estimated cost of
reports.
18. Allow $50 per annum.
21. Allow $50
annum.
24.
at $100.
25.
ie 4 x $175.
26.
to
allow $2000.
27.
actual cost was in the order of $2900.
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28. Allow $2500. $2000 fares, $500 incidental costs. Assumes accommodation
29.
30.
31.
34.
37.
40.
41.
43.
46.
48.
50.

$1500.
not be required if ministers go or if
do not claim.
annum allowed.
on
for last two years.
Allow $50 per annum.
Allow $50 per annum.
Two airtares at $750, allow $1500.
Four
at $175, allow $700.
Allow
per annum.
Allow $50 per annum.
This
represents the total
for the next
period.
This
represents the
cover cash flow between accounts and
as detailed above. All funds are kept in a Cash
Account and
de~>Osi,ts to maximise interest returns.
$250

52.
57.

the amount to be contributed each year after '-''0'"'"'"''" 'l:!
"other Income"
from the total
60 to 68 show estimated contributions from
1998 statistics. Contributions for 1999 will be J:llnii'V'irtinr,Arl ::::u'.t'nrrlinn
71. Cost of contributions from the churches per r.ru"'lfA!<::5::h"'n
information.
74. Bank interest
75.
balance at the time of audit.
77.
of other income to this
79. Total income to match total budget.
Airlare estimates are based on

discount fares in advance.

please contact me on the above number after hours or on 08
hours.
mobile 041 7975754
May God bless your work of
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$0.00
$400.00

$100.00
$700.00

$2,500.00
$1,500.00

$13,000.00
$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$100.00

FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF AUSTRALIA
SYNOD TREASURY
BUDGET AND COST SHARING FOR 1998/2000
as aaooted
1998 - Acts, Article 115

OCOPIER HIRE
ITURE AND CROCKERY HIRE
IONERY AND CONSUMABLES
PUTER EQUIPMENT
UIPMENT INSURANCE
ERING
STAGE AND TELEPHONE
. SYSTEM

s
NEOUS EXPENDITURE
F INCOME DELEGATES SYNOD 96
L COSTS TO SYNOD 96
INTING ACTS OF SYNOD 96
RINTING REPORTS TO SYNOD 96

DEPUTIES CONTACT PCEA
BOOKS AND INCIDENTALS

$19,645.87

$311.15

$2,000.00
$500.00
$400.00
$600.00
$400.00
$0.00
$2,400.00
$600.00
$0.00
$400.00
$1,000.00
$17,000.00
$20,000.00
$1,500.00
$600.00

$47,400.00

$100.00
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173
309
174
106
178

12.04
16.76
10.21
18.23
10.27
6.25
10.50
7.43
8.32

r---------------------------------------------------------·--------------__,~------------

